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Abstract

Proteins are made up of domains that are generally considered to be indepen-

dent evolutionary and structural units having distinct functional properties. It is

now well established that analysis of domains in proteins provides an effective

approach to understand protein function using a ‘domain grammar’. Towards

this end, evolutionarily-related protein domains have been classified into homol-

ogous superfamilies in CATH and SCOP databases. An ideal functional sub-

classification of the domain superfamilies into ‘functional families’ can not only

help in function annotation of uncharacterised sequences but also provide a use-

ful framework for understanding the diversity and evolution of function at the do-

main level.

This work describes the development of a new protocol (FunFHMMer) for

identifying functional families in CATH superfamilies that makes use of sequence

patterns only and hence, is unaffected by the incompleteness of function annota-

tions, annotation biases or misannotations existing in the databases. The result-

ing family classification was validated using known functional information and was

found to generate more functionally coherent families than other domain-based

protein resources. A protein function prediction pipeline was developed exploiting

the functional annotations provided by the domain families which was validated by

a database rollback benchmark set of proteins and an independent assessment

by CAFA 2.

The functional classification was found to capture the functional diversity of

superfamilies well in terms of sequence, structure and the protein-context. This

aided studies on evolution of protein domain function both at the superfamily level

and in specific proteins of interest. The conserved positions in the functional

family alignments were found to be enriched in catalytic site residues and ligand-

binding site residues which led to the development of a functional site prediction

tool. Lastly, the function prediction tools were assessed for annotation of moon-

lighting functions of proteins and a classification of moonlighting proteins was

proposed based on their structure-function relationships.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Proteins are important biomolecules which carry out the biological functions re-

quired for proper functioning of the cell. Their function can range from biolog-

ical catalysts or enzymes (e.g. trypsin, pepsin), structural elements (e.g. ker-

atin, collagen), transport molecules (e.g. haemoglobin), storage molecules (e.g.

ferritin) inside the cell through to other important roles in biological processes

such as cell-signalling (e.g. kinases, phosphatases), immune response and cel-

lular metabolism amongst others. Therefore, characterization of the functions of

all proteins is key to having a better understanding of the cell at the molecular

level. Moreover, characterisation of protein function has huge pharmaceutical

and biotechnological implications. The availability of large number of protein se-

quences and structures and the use of computational approaches for protein func-

tion annotation has been a significant step towards this. However, the complex

evolution of function in proteins and their increasing diversity presents new chal-

lenges to existing protein function annotation methods. Large-scale functional

classification of protein resources can not only improve the reliability of function

prediction for uncharacterised sequences, but can also help in understanding how

function is modulated during evolution by sequence and structural changes.

In this thesis, work is presented which describes a new approach for functional

classification of protein domain superfamilies in the CATH-Gene3D resource. The

functional classification captures the functional diversity of protein domains which

is exploited to provide functional annotations for uncharacterised proteins using a

domain-based approach and to understand the mechanisms of functional diver-

gence in domain superfamilies during evolution.

This chapter describes general bioinformatics concepts, methods and resources

that are relevant to the work presented in this thesis, followed by an outline of the

following chapters.
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1.1 Protein function

Proteins are formed of one or more linear polymers built from a library of

20 different amino acids linked together by peptide bonds (polypeptide chain).

The amino acid sequence of a protein forms the primary structure of the pro-

tein and is determined by the nucleotide sequence of the gene encoding it. The

physico-chemical characteristics of different amino acid side chains have impor-

tant implications in the structure and function of proteins (Figure 1.1a). The

polypeptide chain forms regular secondary structures such as α-helices and β-

sheets as a result of hydrogen bonding interactions between the main chain pep-

tide groups interspersed with regions of irregular structures such as loop or coil

regions. The linear secondary structure of the proteins, then folds into the native

three-dimensional (3D) conformation known as the tertiary structure that allows

proteins to interact with other proteins or molecules and perform their function

(Figure 1.1b). Furthermore, for proteins constituting more than one polypeptide

chain, the relative arrangement of two or more polypeptide chains in the protein

forms the quaternary structure.

Proteins are generally composed of one or more building blocks called do-

mains that are considered to be the structural, evolutionary and functional units of

proteins. The definition of a domain can however vary slightly between databases.

For example, in the CATH (Orengo et al., 1997) database, domains are consid-

ered to be distinct, compact units of protein structure (Figure 1.1c), in the SCOP

(Murzin et al., 1995) database, domains are considered to be independent evo-

lutionary units. Additionally, as a functional unit, domains are considered to have

an independent function, however, sometimes they contribute to the function of a

multi-domain protein in combination with other domains (Vogel et al., 2004). In

the present work, protein domains are considered to be continuous or discontin-

uous regions of sequence or structure forming compact structural units that are

conserved between related proteins and all domain definitions used in this study

are taken from the CATH database.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1.1: (a) Taylor’s Venn diagram (Taylor, 1986) of amino acid properties
illustrating the physico-chemical similarities and differences of the 20 different
amino acids (listed on the right). Taken from Valdar (2002). (b) The primary,
secondary and tertiary levels of protein structure. (c) Structure of E. coli pyruvate
kinase, a protein composed of three structural domains (shown in orange, blue
and green).
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Protein domains often combine with other domains in a mosaic manner as

a result of gene duplication, combination and fusion, in a process known as ‘do-

main shuffling’, giving rise to multi-domain proteins with new or modified functions

(Chothia et al., 2003) (see Section 1.3.1.3 for details). Within a multiple-domain

protein, different domains tend to have different functional roles which in combi-

nation make up the overall function of the protein (Bashton and Chothia, 2007).

Since multi-domain proteins expand the functional repertoire, this further com-

plicates protein sequence-structure-function relationships. At least two thirds of

eukaryotic and more than a half of prokaryotic proteins are composed of multiple

domains (Han et al., 2007).

1.1.1 Multi-faceted function of proteins

The function of a protein is context-based and can be studied from different as-

pects, ranging from biochemical activity to the role of the protein in pathways,

cells, tissues and organisms. The phrase ‘protein function’ is very ambiguous as

the functional role of a protein can be described in many different contexts. It can

be explained in terms of: (i) the molecular function of the protein, (ii) its role in

a biological pathway and (iii) its cellular location. Natural language annotations

in databases and literature were found to be too vague and unspecific to accu-

rately describe the function of proteins. This has led to the need and subsequent

development of several resources for organized protein annotation vocabularies.

1.1.2 Function annotation resources

Various protein annotation schemes have been developed like the Enzyme Com-

mission (EC) number (Bairoch, 1994), KEGG (Kanehisa et al., 2015), FUNCAT

(Functional Catalogue) (Ruepp et al., 2004) and Gene Ontology (GO) (Ashburner

et al., 2000). While KEGG and FUNCAT have traditionally been more focused

on providing annotations of biological processes, the EC number system and

the Gene Ontology scheme are the most widely used protein function annota-
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tion resources. Complementary to these annotation resources, the Catalytic Site

Atlas (CSA) (Porter et al., 2004) provides information on catalytic residues for

enzymes of known structure, the NCBI Inferred Biomolecular Interactions Server

(IBIS) reports experimentally determined interaction binding interfaces and the

MACiE (Mechanism, Annotation and Classification in Enzymes) (Holliday et al.,

2007) database provides detailed information on enzyme reaction mechanisms.

1.1.2.1 Enzyme Commission number

The Enzyme Commission (EC) number system was one of the first sources of

protein annotations (Webb, 1992; Bairoch, 1994) and is now well established. It is

a numerical classification system for enzymes representing the catalytic function

using a hierarchical classification of four levels to represent the catalytic reaction

that it carries out. For example, in EC number 1.2.1.1, the first number (EC 1.-.-.-)

refers to the enzyme class - oxidoreductases in this case, the second (EC 1.2.-.-)

refers to the type of bond that is acted on i.e. the aldehyde or oxo group of donors,

the third (EC 1.2.1.-) refers to details like electron acceptor which is NAD+ or

NADP+ in this case and the fourth number (EC 1.2.1.1) refers to the substrate

formaldehyde dehydrogenase. However, the EC number system does not provide

any classification for non-enzymatic proteins. Additionally, it is not sufficient to

either describe all roles of a protein within a cell or the diverse interactions of a

protein inside the cell.

1.1.2.2 Gene Ontology

The Gene Ontology (GO) (Ashburner et al., 2000) is the largest and the most-

widely used resource of protein annotations and is managed by the Gene Ontol-

ogy Consortium. The sources of the GO annotations can be literature references,

database references or computational evidences which are indicated by the GO

evidence codes (see Table 1.1) associated with each annotation.
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Table 1.1: Evidence codes associated with GO annotations.

GO evidence codes Definition
EXP Inferred from Experiment
IDA Inferred from Direct Assay
IPI Inferred from Physical Interaction
IMP Inferred from Mutant Phenotype
IGI Inferred from Genetic Interaction
IEP Inferred from Expression Pattern
TAS Traceable Author Statement
IC Inferred by Curator
IEA Inferred from Electronic Annotation
ISS Inferred from Sequence or Structural Similarity
ND No biological Data available

The GO annotations can be used to assign functional terms to both enzymes

and non-enzymes from three structured, non-overlapping ontologies or vocabu-

laries in a species-independent manner:

(i) Molecular Function Ontology (MFO) describes the biochemical activity of

the protein at the molecular level;

(ii) Biological Process Ontology (BPO) describes the cellular processes and

pathways in which the protein is involved;

(iii) Cellular Component Ontology (CCO) describes the compartments(s) of

the cell in which the protein performs its action.

Each individual GO ontology has a tree-like structure of a hierarchical Di-

rected Acyclic Graph (DAG), where the GO functional terms (nodes) are orga-

nized bottom-up by child-parent relationships (forming the edges of the DAG)

like ‘is a’,‘part of’, ‘has part’ or ‘regulates’ (Figure 1.2). In each ontology, any

path from a particular GO term towards the root becomes more general as they

become subsumed by the parent terms. Using GO, a gene or protein is an-

notated by associating the most specific set of GO terms which describes its

function accurately. Furthermore, when a gene or protein is associated with a
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Figure 1.2: Three categories of Gene Ontology (GO): (i)Molecular Function On-
tology (MFO), (ii) Cellular Component Ontology (CCO) and (iii) Biological Process
Ontology (BPO). The dark blue lines show ‘is a’ relationships while the light blue
lines show ‘part of’ relationships.

particular term, following its ontology structure, it also gets implicitly associated

with all its ancestral terms up to the root of the ontology (propagation of GO

annotations). For example, if a protein is annotated with the term GO:0003676

(nucleic acid binding) from the Molecular Function Ontology (Figure: 1.2(i)), it

also inherits all its parental MFO terms: GO:0097159 (organic compound bind-

ing), GO:1901363 (heterocyclic compound binding), GO:0005488 (binding) and

GO:0003674 (molecular function).

The Gene Ontology is a powerful tool for protein annotation analysis which

offers many advantages over other sources (Rentzsch and Orengo, 2009). The

main advantage of GO annotations is that it allows quantitative comparison of

functional similarity between proteins (or genes) using various semantic similar-

ity measures. Semantic similarity between GO terms can be quantitated us-

ing either information content-based or graph-based methods. The information

content-based methods (Jiang and Conrath, 1997; Resnik and Yarowsky, 1999;

Lin, 1998; Schlicker et al., 2006) used to compute semantic similarity depend on

the annotation frequencies of the common ancestor terms of GO terms. Informa-
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tion content (IC) of a GO term is defined as the the negative log probability of the

term occurring in the ontologies (Equation 1.1). In other words, a rarely used GO

term in the ontologies will contain a greater amount of information compared to

frequently used terms.

The information content (IC) of a GO term ti in an ontology is defined as:

IC(ti) = −log(p(ti)) (1.1)

where p(ti) is the probability of the GO term ti occurring in the ontology.

p(ti) is estimated using the relative frequency of occurrence of the GO term ti

or its children terms in the ontology:

p(ti) = freq(ti)/N (1.2)

where N refers to the total number of annotations (with any GO term) within

the ontology and freq(ti) is the frequency of occurrence of the GO term ti or its

children terms (i.e. the set of all terms for which ti is a parent term) in the ontology

such that

freq(ti) = |n(ti)|+
∑

c∈children(ti)

|n(c)| (1.3)

where n is the number of annotations with a particular GO term (Mistry and

Pavlidis, 2008).

In contrast, the graph-based method by Wang et al. (2007), makes use of the

topology of the GO graph structure to measure similarity between the terms. The

Gene Ontology can also be used as a database to look up genes or proteins

having similar functions and can also be used to infer the function of unannotated

genes or protein-protein interactions.

Recently, significant annotation biases have been identified in GO annota-

tions (Schnoes et al., 2013). These biases have arisen from the recent increase

in use of high-throughput experiments in functional annotation of whole genomes
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(functional genomics) which contribute substantially (up to 25%) to experimen-

tal protein annotations. High-throughput experiments provide annotations that

have lower information content (Equation 1.1) compared to low or moderate-

throughput experiments and are biased towards providing a limited number of

function annotations. Since biased experimental annotations can only provide a

partial picture of the function of a protein, it not only affects our understanding of

the protein function space but also affects the relationship between protein func-

tion prediction methods and the predicted protein function (Schnoes et al., 2013).

Hence, it is essential for both developers of automated function prediction algo-

rithms and biologists who use computational function annotations to guide their

experiments, to be aware of the existence of such experimental biases.

1.1.3 Widening function annotation gap

In this post-genomic era, due to the increasing genome-sequencing initiatives

worldwide and cheaper associated costs, a huge amount of nucleic acid and pro-

tein sequences are accumulating in our databases (see Figure 1.3). As of Jan-

uary 2016, the protein database UniProt Knowledgebase (UniProtKB) (UniProt-

Consortium, 2015), comprising the unreviewed UniProtKB/TrEMBL and the manually-

curated UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot, contains more than 55 million protein sequences.

In contrast, only ∼ 1% of the sequences have been experimentally characterised.

Additionally, the protein structure data has also expanded to a great extent in the

last decade as a result of structural genomics initiatives. The Protein Data Bank

(PDB) (Rose et al., 2015) which is the global repository of protein structures cur-

rently holds more than 106,000 structures and has grown by almost 20% in the

last two years alone. Since the experimental function annotation of such large

amounts of sequence and structural data is not feasible, the function annotation

gap will continue to widen. In order to bridge this gap, bioinformatics methods

and protocols for function annotation of proteins have become essential.
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Figure 1.3: The yearly growth of UniProtKB/TrEMBL, UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot and
PDB from 1996 to 2015 in the logarithmic scale. A large number of sequences
corresponding to redundant proteomes were removed from UniProtKB/TrEMBL
in 2015 which resulted in the sudden depletion of sequences in the TrEMBL
database (shown as grey line) in 2015.

1.2 Bioinformatics methods and protocols

1.2.1 Protein sequence analysis

Protein sequence analysis is useful for discovering structural, functional and evo-

lutionary information about a protein. Evolutionarily-related sequences i.e. se-

quences related by divergence from a common ancestor are defined as being ho-

mologous. As homologous proteins tend to have similar structures and functions,

the inference of sequence homology of an uncharacterised protein sequence to

a sequence of characterised function is of utmost importance to protein structure

and function prediction.

Homologous sequences can be either orthologous or paralogous. Orthologs

are homologs which arise as a result of a speciation event and they generally tend
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to retain the ancestral function in different species. In contrast, paralogs arise

from a gene duplication event within a genome in which one gene tends to retain

the original function and the other, free from selective pressure, can rapidly evolve

a new function. Although, orthologs are generally more functionally similar than

paralogs, that may not always be true as functional divergence between orthologs

has also been reported by various studies (Studer and Robinson-Rechavi, 2009;

Altenhoff et al., 2012).

1.2.1.1 Sequence alignments

Sequence alignment is the procedure of comparing two (pairwise sequence align-

ment) or more (multiple sequence alignment) sequences for identifying regions of

similarity in the sequences by searching for a series of characters (amino acids

for protein sequences) that are in the same order. As the similarity between se-

quences can have structural, functional or evolutionary implications, it is essential

to obtain a reliable alignment of sequences to discover these relationships. In this

work, only protein sequence alignments will be discussed.

In a sequence alignment, the aligned sequences are represented in individ-

ual rows, in which gaps are inserted such that identical or similar residues of

the sequences are aligned in successive columns. For homologous sequences,

gaps in an alignment can be interpreted as insertions or deletions (indels) and

mismatched residues can be interpreted as point mutations introduced in one

or more lineages in the time since they diverged from one another. Hence, as

more distantly related sequences are aligned, more gaps and mutations can be

expected in the alignment.

There can be two types of sequence alignments - global or local (Figure 1.4).

In global sequence alignment, an end-to-end alignment of sequences are gen-

erated which is useful for aligning similar sequences of approximately the same

length. In local sequence alignment, stretches of sequences sharing the highest

similarity are aligned resulting in one or more sub-alignments within the align-
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ment. This type of alignment is useful for aligning sequences of different lengths

or sequences sharing a conserved region or domain.

Figure 1.4: Example of global and local pairwise sequence alignments.

Amino acid substitution matrices, such as the Dayhoff Point Accepted Mu-

tation matrix 250 (PAM250) (Dayhoff and Schwartz, 1978) or BLOSUM substi-

tution matrix 62 (BLOSUM62) (Henikoff and Henikoff, 1992) is used to score

the matches and mismatches in the alignments. These matrices consist of all-

against-all amino acid scores that reflects how often one amino acid would have

been mutated to the other over a given evolutionary timescale from an alignment

of related protein sequences. The choice of a suitable scoring matrix greatly

affects the performance of the alignment method. The PAM matrices lists the

likelihood of change from one amino acid to another in homologous sequences

during evolution that were estimated from an analysis of 71 groups of closely

related protein sequences sharing at least 85% similarity. On the other hand,

the scores in the BLOSUM matrices are based on observed amino acid substitu-

tions in a large set of conserved amino acid patterns (known as blocks) derived

from > 500 protein families. The PAM matrices are designed to track the evolu-

tionary origins of proteins, whereas the BLOSUM model is designed to find their

conserved domains. In addition to the Dayhoff PAM and BLOSUM matrices, a

number of other amino acid substitution matrices are widely used for producing
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protein sequence alignments such as JTT (Jones et al., 1992) and WAG (Whelan

and Goldman, 2001) matrices.

Pairwise sequence alignments

The simplest sequence comparison method is the dot matrix analysis that uses a

two-dimensional matrix to visualize the similarity between two protein sequences,

in which the residues of the two protein sequences are mapped along the hori-

zontal and vertical axes respectively. For a simple visualisation, individual cells in

the matrix can be shaded black if residues are identical, such that matching se-

quence segments appear as runs of diagonal lines across the matrix. The aim of

the dotplot analysis is to estimate a single path through the matrix which has the

most biological significance, i.e. the path which aligns the most identical residues

or residues which are expected to be tolerated as mutations. Methods based on

dynamic programming approaches (Needleman and Wunsch, 1970; Smith and

Waterman, 1981) were subsequently devised for finding this optimal path. This

involved conversion of the dot plot to a score matrix or path matrix, in which cells

are scored according to the similarity of the residue pairs associated with them.

The optimal path is then calculated as the one having the highest score.

The Needleman-Wunsch algorithm (Needleman and Wunsch, 1970) and the

Smith-Waterman algorithm (Smith and Waterman, 1981) are used for generating

global and local alignments respectively. The dynamic programming methods for

pairwise sequence alignment first populates a two dimensional matrix with scores

according to the identities or similarities of residues associated with each cell by

following a scoring scheme for matches, mismatches, and gaps. The scores in

the matrix are then accumulated from the bottom right corner of the matrix to the

top left corner of the matrix. Once the matrix has been accumulated, the highest

scoring path through the matrix is traced back from top left to bottom right which

reflects the optimal pair-wise alignment.

For two sequences a = a1, a2...an and b = b1, b2...bn, the score Hij at position i
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in sequence a and position j in sequence b can be for global and local alignments

are shown below −

Global alignment (Needleman and Wunsch, 1970):

Hij = max { Hi−1,j−1 + s(ai, bj),

max
x≥1

(Hi−x,j − wx),

max
y≥1

(Hi,j−y − wy) }

(1.4)

Local alignment (Smith and Waterman, 1981):

Hij = max { Hi−1,j−1 + s(ai, bj),

max
x≥1

(Hi−x,j − wx),

max
y≥1

(Hi,j−y − wy),

0 }

(1.5)

where s(ai, bj) is the score for aligning the characters at positions i and j, wx

is the penalty for a gap of length x in sequence a, and wy is the penalty for a gap

of length y in sequence b.

Multiple sequence alignments (MSAs)

Finding an optimal alignment for more than three sequences using dynamic pro-

gramming becomes very computationally expensive. Therefore, to align a large

number of sequences in a reasonable amount of time, heuristic algorithms have

been used. Various methods using progressive and iterative heuristics are avail-

able for obtaining reliable multiple sequence alignments (MSAs).

Progressive alignment methods build an MSA by gradually combining a series

of pairwise alignments starting from the most similar pair to the most distantly
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related one. The sequence relationships are first represented as a tree known as

the guide tree, followed by addition of sequences sequentially to the growing MSA

according to the branching order of the guide tree. As a result, any errors made

in the earlier stages of building the MSA are also propagated to the final MSA.

Use of accurate guide trees is critical to the performance of the method and the

method of generating them varies with the alignment methods. The most popular

progressive multiple sequence alignment tools is Clustal Omega (Sievers et al.,

2011). Alternatively, iterative alignment methods realign subgroups of sequences

followed by alignment of these subgroups into a global alignment of all of the

sequences. The selection of the sub-sequences can be based on a tree similar

to progressive methods or on a random selection. Examples of a widely-used

iterative methods is MUSCLE (Edgar, 2004).

The MAFFT (Katoh et al., 2002) suite of MSA programs that combines both

the progressive and iterative approaches, and is both faster and more accurate

than many alignment methods. The MAFFT programs are based on the Fast

Fourier transform (FFT) in which a protein sequence is converted to a sequence

composed of volume and polarity values of each amino acid residue which allows

rapid detection of homologous regions. Different progressive (FFT-NS-1, FFT-

NS-2) and iterative refinement methods (FFT-NS-i, L-INS-i, E-INS-i) have been

implemented in a range of MAFFT programs ranging from highly accurate for

<200 sequences (L-INS-i) to very fast (FFT-NS-2) for >2000 sequences. Several

independent benchmarks (Nuin et al., 2006; Thompson et al., 2011) have shown

MAFFT (L-INS-i) outperforming other MSA methods such as ProbCons (Do et al.,

2005), MUSCLE (Edgar, 2004), ClustalW (Thompson et al., 2002) and T-Coffee

(Notredame et al., 2000).

1.2.1.2 Identification of conserved residues

The neutral theory of molecular evolution suggests that most of the sites in a pro-

tein undergo random mutations which do not affect its function while only a few
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sites are under stringent evolutionary constraints reflected by absence of substi-

tutions or substitution of biochemically similar amino acids. Hence, the degree of

conservation of a position in a multiple sequence alignment indicates the struc-

tural or functional importance of that position (see Figure 1.5). Positions im-

plicated with a structural role may be important for protein folding and stability

while positions under functional constraints may be catalytic or involved in ligand

binding, protein-protein interactions and protein-DNA binding. Many automated

methods have been developed to quantify residue conservation and identify con-

served positions based on residue frequency scores (Wu and Kabat, 1970; Jores

et al., 1990), entropy-based scores (Shannon, 2001), stereochemical property-

based scores (Taylor, 1986), mutation data-based scores (Karlin and Brocchieri,

1996) and weighted scores (Valdar, 2002).

Scorecons (Valdar, 2002) quantifies the conservation of each residue position

in a protein multiple sequence alignment. Each position in an alignment is as-

signed a conservation score between 0 and 1, where a score of 0 indicates no

conservation at that position and a score of 1 indicates that the residue at that

position is completely conserved. Scorecons calculates a weighted sum of pairs

score i.e. the sum of all possible pairwise similarities between residues in an

aligned column, using amino acid substitution probabilities from the Pairwise Ex-

change Table (PET91) (Jones et al., 1992), a Dayhoff-like mutation data matrix.

The Scorecons score for position i in an alignment is defined as:

Scorecons(i) =

∑N
j

∑N
k>jWjWkMut(sj(i), sk(i))∑N

j

∑N
k>jWjWk

(1.6)

where N is the number of sequences in the alignment, sj(i) and sk(i) on the

basis of: (i) weighted symbol diversity calculated by an entropy-related measure-

ment (Shannon’s entropy), (ii) stereochemistry diversity calculated using amino

acid similarity information from a substitution matrix and (iii) the cost of gaps in

the alignment.

Scorecons also provides a Diversity of Position Score (DOPS) between 0 and
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100 that considers the number of different conservation scores in an alignment

and the relative frequency of each score, reflecting the information content of

an MSA. An MSA which comprises evolutionary distant relatives is considered

to be highly informative that provides more discriminating conservation scores

(Bartlett et al., 2002a). By contrast, an MSA comprising very similar sequences is

considered to be less informative. A DOPS score of 0 indicates that all positions

in an alignment have the same conservation score (MSAs with low information

content) while a DOPS score of 100 indicates that no two positions have the

same conservation score (MSAs with high information content).

Figure 1.5: An example protein family multiple-sequence alignment (MSA) con-
taining 12 homologous proteins that bind substrates of the same class, which can
be grouped into three sub-groups or subfamilies (A, B and C) based on their sub-
strate specificities or binding of other proteins. Structural representatives of each
subfamily are also shown.The completely conserved positions and the two types
of specificity-determining positions (SDPs) are highlighted in the MSA in red and
blue/green respectively. These positions are mapped into a generic structural
representative of the family and shown on the bottom right. For a member of
subfamily A, the effects of two mutations are shown - mutation of the completely
conserved position inactivates the protein while mutation of a SDP changes its
substrate specificity. Taken from Chagoyen et al. (2015).
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1.2.1.3 Identification of specificity or functional determinants

Positions that are highly conserved in a multiple-sequence alignment of homolo-

gous protein sequences are generally important for the stability, folding or com-

mon function of the proteins. By contrast, positions that are differentially con-

served between different groups of homologous sequences are known as specificity-

determining positions or SDPs (see Figure 1.5). These positions are known to be

implicated in functional specificity of the different groups (Abhiman and Sonnham-

mer, 2005; Rausell et al., 2010). SDPs were first studied in the Ras superfamily of

small GTPases involved in various signalling functions (Casari et al., 1995). In the

Ras superfamily, residues involved in GTP-binding and hydrolysis are completely

conserved and the functional specificity of its subfamilies generally result from

different binding partners, which is reflected by the presence of SDPs involved in

protein-protein interactions and in interfaces coordinating the communication be-

tween the nucleotide and membrane-binding regions (Rojas et al., 2012). Casari

et al. (1995) introduced the first method, SequenceSpace, for prediction of func-

tion determinants in proteins which represented each sequence in a protein family

as a vector in a multi-dimensional space based on its amino acid sequence. This

vectorial space was then reduced to a low-dimensional one, preserving most of its

information using the statistical technique, Principal Component Analysis (PCA).

In this low-dimensional space, vectors representing similar proteins cluster to-

gether (protein subfamilies). The method detects SDPs resides in a similar vec-

torial treatment for the individual residues, which generates an equivalent space

where the residue clusters specific for particular subfamilies co-locate with those

of the subfamilies they are SDPs for. S3Det (Rausell et al., 2010) is a more recent

implementation of this approach using multiple correspondence analysis (MCA).

Using a systematic analysis of annotated protein subfamilies and predicted SDPs,

Rausell et al. (2010) also reported that SDPs not only tend to accumulate in dif-

ferential ligand binding sites but also in protein interaction regions indicating their

possible role in the selection of interacting partners.
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A number of methods have been subsequently developed for the identification

of SDPs using different approaches (as reviewed in Chakraborty and Chakrabarti

(2015)). The Evolutionary Trace (Lichtarge et al., 1996) was another early ap-

proach used for prediction of function determinants. The ET method constructed

a phylogenetic tree derived from an MSA for a query protein and its homologs. It

then partitioned the phylogenetic tree into distinct branches to identify functionally

similar relatives and identifies highly conserved groups of residues within homol-

ogous proteins of each branch of the tree by correlating amino-acid variations

in an MSA together with structural constraints. Some methods detect SDPs in

a protein family alignment, given an optimal partition of the alignment into sub-

families according with some definition of function such as enzymatic specificity

by comparison of subfamily-specific sequence profiles, and analysis of relative

entropy (Hannenhalli and Russell, 2000). Other approaches try to explore all

possible subfamily groupings in a protein family and report that which maximizes

some criterion, together with its associated SDPs. This is the strategy followed,

for example, by CEO (Combinatorial Entropy Optimization) (Reva et al., 2007).

GroupSim (Capra and Singh, 2008), an evolutionary rate based approach, is

another widely used SDP prediction method that is used in this study. GroupSim

takes an MSA containing pre-defined groups as an input and calculates a predic-

tion score for each column in the alignment by comparing all amino acids within

and between the defined groups. For each group, GroupSim first calculates the

average similarity between each amino-acid pair within a group using a similarity

matrix. Then it calculates, the average similarity of all amino-acid pairs between

the two groups. The position-specific score of each column in the alignment is

then calculated as the difference between the average within-group similarity and

the average between-group similarity. The identity matrix was found to give bet-

ter results than other similarity matrices. GroupSim also exploits conservation-

window heuristics, which further improves its performance.
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1.2.1.4 Database searching methods

With the increase in the number of annotated sequences in large databases,

searching a sequence database for sequences similar to a query sequence is

one of the most widely used sequence analysis tools used routinely by both bioin-

formaticians and biologists. The search typically provides a list of database se-

quences that can be aligned to the query sequence. FASTA (Pearson, 1994) and

BLAST (Altschul et al., 1990) algorithms have been used widely for large-scale

database searches as they are much faster than dynamic programming methods

described in Section 1.2.1.1.

BLAST or Basic local alignment search tool (Altschul et al., 1990) begins

its search for homologs by fragmenting the query sequence into short, non-

overlapping sequence ‘words’ of length k (default value of k for proteins is 3).

Using a substitution matrix, all possible words of length k that yield a score higher

than a set threshold score when compared with one of the words in the query

sequence are carried forward to compare to all the sequences in the database

being searched. The database sequences are searched for matches with the

words above the threshold value. The matches are subsequently extended in

both directions, allowing for gaps, to generate the most significant word matches,

known as high-scoring segment pairs or HSPs. This is done until the alignment

score drops below a threshold or the end of either sequence is reached. The

local alignments are then connected and the connected alignments are reported

as a BLAST result.

The overall alignment score S for the pairwise alignment is calculated by:

S = (
∑

Mij)− gP − dG (1.7)

where M is the score for a particular pair ij of residues using a substitution matrix,

g is the number of gaps, P is the gap penalty, d is the total length of gaps and G

is the per-residue penalty for extending the gap (Kerfeld and Scott, 2011). Since
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BLAST allows the user to use different parameters such as substitution matrices,

it calculates a bit score S’ that allows comparison of alignments irrespective of

different substitution matrices or gap-penalties. The bit score S’ is calculated by:

S ′ =
λS − ln(K)

ln(2)
(1.8)

where S is the overall alignment score and λ and K reflect the matrices and

penalties used. BLAST then calculates the Expectation value or E-value which

reflects the probability of finding alignments with a given bit score S’ that can

be expected by chance depending on the size of a database. The E-value is

calculates as:

E = mn 2−S
′

(1.9)

where m is the length of the query sequence, n is the total number of residues

(amino acid for protein sequence searches) in the database and S’ is the bit

score. In principle, the closer the E-value is to 0, the better is the match. The bit

scores and E-values calculated by other sequence analysis tools are calculated

in a similar manner.

1.2.1.5 Sequence alignment profiles

Profile analysis is a very sensitive and specific sequence comparison method that

is widely used for searching for distantly related sequences. Sequence alignment

profiles capture the frequencies of each amino acid in each position of a protein

MSA in a scoring table. They can be used to search a query sequence for possi-

ble matches to the profile using the scores in the table to evaluate the likelihood

at each position.

The two commonly used types of sequence profiles are Position-Specific Scor-

ing Matrices (PSSMs) (Gribskov et al., 1987) and profile Hidden Markov Models

(profile HMMs) (Krogh’f and Brown, 1994; Eddy, 1998). PSSMs usually contain
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log-likelihood ratios instead of frequency (probability) values of each amino acid

in each position of the MSA. Additionally, pairs of sequence profiles can also be

compared to measure sequence similarity between two MSAs using COMPASS

(Sadreyev and Grishin, 2003). COMPASS generates profiles (PSSMs) from two

input MSAs followed by construction of optimal local profile-profile alignments.

It then calculates an E-value (similar to that in BLAST) reflecting the statistical

significance of detected similarities between the alignments.

HMMs are statistical models that consider all possible combinations of matches,

mismatches and gaps to represent the distribution of amino acids in an alignment

of a set of sequences. In a profile HMM model, for each position in an MSA, a

‘match’ state models the distribution of residues allowed, an ‘insert’ state allows

for insertion of one or more residues and a ‘delete’ state allows the residue to be

deleted. Each of these states have a table of amino acid emission probabilities,

and transition probabilities for moving from state to state. The profile HMM model

is built by optimizing the transition probabilities between states and the amino

acid compositions of each match state in the model, such that it represents the

observed amino acid variation in the alignment (Eddy, 1998). Any sequence can

be represented by a path through the model such that the choice of the next state

is only dependent on the choice of the current state, which is hidden. Finally, the

alignment probability, given the model, is given by the product of the emission

and transition probabilities along the path. HMMER (Eddy, 2009) and HHpred

(Söding et al., 2005) are the most widely used HMM-based packages for protein

sequence analysis.

The HMMER (Eddy, 2009) software suite provides a suite of programs that

can be used to create and manipulate profile HMMs and databases of profile

HMMs, perform sensitive searches of sequence and profile HMM databases.

HMMER is widely used for making HMM models, particularly by protein family

databases such as Pfam, PANTHER, TIGRFAMS, SUPERFAMILY and Gene3D.

HMMER reports both bit scores and E-values (Expectation values). The bit score
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is a log-odds ratio score (base two) comparing the likelihood of the profile HMM to

the likelihood of a null hypothesis (an independent, identically distributed random

sequence model) and the E-value is calculated similar to that in BLAST.

1.2.2 Protein structure analysis

Knowledge of the three-dimensional structure of a protein plays an important role

in understanding the molecular mechanisms underlying its function as it reveals

the overall conformation of the protein, the biological multimeric state of the pro-

tein, binding sites, interaction surfaces and the spatial relationships of its catalytic

residues. The PDBsum resource (de Beer et al., 2014) provides pictorial analy-

ses for every structure in the PDB along with detailed information extracted from

various resources such as UniProtKB (UniProt-Consortium, 2015), CSA (Porter et

al., 2004), Pfam (Finn et al., 2014), CATH (Sillitoe et al., 2015) and SCOP (Murzin

et al., 1995), which are beneficial for protein structure-function studies. Further-

more, ab initio prediction of binding pockets and clefts on the protein structure

can also provide useful information about protein function.

1.2.2.1 Structural alignments

Protein domains are considered to have the same fold if they share the same

arrangement of secondary structure elements relative to each other in space in-

cluding their relative orientation and connectivity. As protein structure is generally

more conserved than sequence in evolution, distant evolutionary relationships

can be captured by comparing protein folds using structure comparison meth-

ods even in the absence of any detectable sequence similarities. DALI (Holm

and Sander, 1995), SSAP (Sequential Structure Alignment Program) (Taylor and

Orengo, 1989) and CE (Shindyalov and Bourne, 1998) are some commonly used

structural alignment methods which generate an optimal alignment of protein

structures along with a score reflecting the structural similarity.

The SSAP (Sequential Structure Alignment Program) (Taylor and Orengo,
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1989; Orengo and Taylor, 1996) algorithm produces a structural alignment of pro-

teins by comparing the internal distances within each protein between proteins

using double dynamic programming. SSAP originally generated only pairwise

structural alignments and was later extended to produce multiple structural align-

ments. It has been applied in an all-against-all manner to construct the protein

structure classification database, CATH. Generally, a SSAP score of at least 80

(out of 100) is associated with highly similar structures.

The structural differences between two optimally aligned structures is also

commonly measured as the root mean square deviation (RMSD), calculated as

Equation 1.10 between the aligned α-carbon positions.

RMSD =

√√√√ 1

N

N∑
i=1

δi
2 (1.10)

In cases of high structural similarity, (i.e. a SSAP score > 80 or RMSD <

5 Å) functional similarity can be often suggested. However, Martin et al. (1998)

have shown that fold similarity may not be always sufficient to conclude functional

similarity as many proteins having the same function can have different folds and

vice-versa.

1.2.3 Protein classification resources

Classification of proteins into homologous families has become a popular ap-

proach for functional analysis of protein sequences that provide valuable insights

into our understanding of the protein function repertoire. Proteins can be classi-

fied into groups based on sequence or structural similarity. These can be then

exploited for annotating uncharacterised query sequences by inheriting the anno-

tations of proteins with known functions from the group to which the query protein

is assigned.

A protein superfamily comprises evolutionarily related protein sequences that

share a common ancestor. Evolutionary relationships can be either determined
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by sequence, structural and/or functional similarities detected using either align-

ment methods or more sensitive profile searches. A family is a sub-classification

of homologous proteins in a superfamily into smaller, more closely related groups

according to some criteria which can vary depending on the focus of a database.

For example, a sequence family at a particular level of sequence similarity groups

together all proteins that share at least that level of sequence similarity, a func-

tional family groups together homologs that share the same function and an or-

thologous family groups together orthologous proteins.

1.2.3.1 Sequence-based protein classifications

A large number of secondary protein databases have emerged which classify pro-

tein into families (whole protein or domain) based on locally conserved sequence

patterns, known as protein signatures, which are likely to be important for struc-

ture or function. These databases use different methods for creating protein sig-

natures such as: single motif methods (regular expressions) in PROSITE (Sigrist

et al., 2012), multiple-motif methods such as protein fingerprints in PRINTS (Attwood

et al., 2012) and full domain alignment methods in Pfam (Finn et al., 2015) and

SMART (Letunic et al., 2015). There are a few high-quality protein family re-

sources like PANTHER (Mi et al., 2016), TIGRFAMs (Haft et al., 2013) and HAMAP

(Pedruzzi et al., 2015) among others, which provide comparatively smaller num-

ber of manually-curated protein families. Meta-protein resources like InterPro

(Mitchell et al., 2014) and the Conserved Domain Database (CDD) (Marchler-

Bauer et al., 2014) combine multiple protein family (both sequence and structure

based) databases together providing higher sequence coverage compared to in-

dividual resources.

Several studies have showed that while the entire protein universe may be

made up of hundreds of thousand different protein families having different multi-

domain architectures, they can be generally represented by combinations of do-

mains derived from a more limited repertoire of approximately 20,000 domain
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families (Levitt, 2009; Scaiewicz and Levitt, 2015). As a result, when an unchar-

acterised protein does not match any characterised whole protein families, protein

function can perhaps be better understood by analysing the domain components

and finding homologs to each domain (‘domain-based-grammar of function’).

Pfam (Finn et al., 2015) is a comprehensive database of 16,295 protein fam-

ilies that is widely used by biologists to classify and annotate proteins. In the

current version (version 29.0), Pfam provides 76% coverage of the UniProtKB

sequence space. For each Pfam family, a manually-curated seed alignment is

created, containing a set of representative sequences that captures the diversity

in the family, from which a profile HMM is generated. The profile HMM is then

used to search UniProtKB to identify members of the family using strict thresh-

olds set by the Pfam biocurators to prevent false matches. Pfam also generates

higher-level groupings of related families, known as clans.

Some protein databases are built with a particular focus on specific proteins

such as orthology databases that contain groups of sequences that are likely to be

orthologous. The database of Clusters of Orthologous Groups (COGs) (Galperin

et al., 2014) provides a phylogenetic classification of proteins in complete micro-

bial genomes where each cluster comprises of proteins that are orthologous to

each other. It is widely used for function annotation of newly sequenced micro-

bial genomes. The eggNOG (evolutionary genealogy of genes: Non-supervised

Orthologous Groups) database (Huerta-Cepas et al., 2015) is a more compre-

hensive ortholog database than COGs and is suitable for large-scale sequence

annotation of prokaryotic, eukaryotic and viral protein sequences.

1.2.3.2 Structure-based protein classifications

Several protein resources classify protein structures in a hierarchical manner in

protein structure databases at the domain level on the basis of structural rela-

tionships. Because protein structure tends to be more highly conserved than se-

quence during evolution, structure-based superfamilies in protein structure databases
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can help in bringing together more distant homologous proteins compared to

sequence-based clans in Pfam. These resources take protein structures from

the PDB, identify the structural domain boundaries and classify them into super-

families based on their evolutionary origin. However, the methods used for iden-

tification of structural domain boundaries and the classification schemes differ

between resources.

CATH (Orengo et al., 1997) is a hierarchical protein domain classification

database that is derived largely using semi-automated approaches followed by

manual curation. In CATH, protein structures from the PDB are first split into sep-

arate chains. Domain boundaries in protein chains are automatically inferred if

there is enough sequence or structural similarity to any domain already classified

in CATH. CATHEDRAL (Redfern et al., 2007), a modified version of SSAP (Tay-

lor and Orengo, 1989) that is ∼1000 times faster and uses empirically derived

cut-offs, is used to detect the structure similarity while the sequence similarity

is determined by scanning the sequences of the new PDB chains against a li-

brary of CATH superfamily HMMs. The scores obtained from the CATHEDRAL

and HMM scans are used to determine whether the domains identified in a new

PDB chain are homologous to any domains classified in CATH. For domains with

low similarity with domains classified in CATH, the domain boundaries are man-

ually defined i.e. the protein chain sequence is cut at specific residues which

defines the domain boundaries. The manual assignment of domain boundaries

are guided by the comparison of the results of three ab initio domain identification

methods - PUU (Holm and Sander, 1994), DETECTIVE (Swindells, 1995) and

DOMAK (Siddiqui and Barton, 1995). Generally, domains that are very remote

homologues have to be manually classified.

The CATH classification scheme classifies structural domains into four main

levels: class (C), architecture (A), topology (T) and homologous superfamily (H)

(see Figure 1.6). At the top of the hierarchy is the class level where structural do-

mains are classified based on their secondary structure content. Within the Class
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level, each domain is classified based on architecture i.e. the global arrange-

ment of secondary structures in three-dimensional space. Each architecture is

then classified into different topologies or fold groups which take into account the

connectivity of the secondary structure content of the domain. Assignment of

domains to topologies is done automatically using CATHEDRAL (Redfern et al.,

2007). Finally, within each topology or fold group, domains are classified into su-

perfamilies according to their evolutionary origin which is based on similarities in

sequence, structure and/or function. The CATH superfamily code is denoted by

four numbers corresponding to each level in the CATH classification (see Table

1.2 for example).

Figure 1.6: The Class, Architecture and Topology levels in CATH. Taken from
Orengo et al. (1997).

The latest version (version 4.0) of CATH consists of 235,858 structural do-

mains classified into 2735 homologous superfamilies (Sillitoe et al., 2015). Gene3D
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Table 1.2: CATH code for the DD-peptidase/beta-lactamase superfamily.

Level CATH code Description
Class 3 Alpha Beta
Architecture 40 3-Layer(aba) Sandwich
Topology 710 Beta-lactamase
Homologous
superfamily 10 DD-peptidase/beta-lactamase superfamily

(Lees et al., 2014) is a sister database to CATH which assigns protein domain se-

quences to the CATH superfamilies. The structural domain sequences in CATH

are used to build domain superfamily-specific profile HMMs that are then used to

identify domains in structurally uncharacterised protein sequences in UniProtKB

(UniProt-Consortium, 2015) and Ensembl (Cunningham et al., 2015).

The SCOP (Structural Classification of Proteins) (Murzin et al., 1995) database

classifies structural domains hierarchically by expert curation into three levels

which are similar to those in CATH. The highest level of classification in SCOP is

the Class based on the secondary structure content of the domain. Each class

is sub-classified into Folds which bring together domains sharing the same topol-

ogy. Each fold is sub-classified into Superfamilies where structures are grouped

based on their common evolutionary origin. Architecture is not an explicit level in

the SCOP hierarchy as in CATH but is an annotation used to describe folds. This

is further sub-classified into families comprising either domains with >30% se-

quence identity or those having very similar structures and functions. The SCOP

families have been found to more closely resemble taxonomic groups rather than

functional groups (Pethica et al., 2012). Similar to Gene3D, the SUPERFAMILY

(de Lima Morais et al., 2010) resource provides domain superfamily and family

assignments for protein sequences based on SCOP.

SCOP2 (Andreeva et al., 2014) is a successor to the SCOP database. Un-

like the hierarchical classification scheme in the SCOP, the SCOP2 classification

scheme uses a directed acyclic graph, where nodes form a complex network of

many-to-many relationships, to organise protein structures according to structural

and evolutionary relationships but additionally highlighting more complex protein
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relationships.

ECOD (Evolutionary Classification of protein Domains) (Cheng et al., 2014)

database provides a comprehensive and regularly updated hierarchical evolu-

tionary classification of protein domains which emphasizes more on homology

compared to fold (or topology) relationships as in SCOP and CATH and focuses

on remote homology. The domain classification pipeline in ECOD is automated,

however, they use manual expertise for classification of proteins that do not have

any confidently detectable homologs (Cheng et al., 2015).
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1.3 Functional diversity in domain superfamilies

Most of the highly populated domain superfamilies are universal to all king-

doms of life (Reid et al., 2010). For example, the 100 most highly populated

superfamilies in CATH account for >50% of all known domain sequences (Cuff

et al., 2009). These superfamilies can incorporate large amounts of structural

and functional divergence during evolution even though they share a conserved

structural core. Various studies (Das et al., 2015a; Todd et al., 2001; Reeves et

al., 2006; Brown and Babbitt, 2014; Galperin and Koonin, 2012) on the evolution

of function in diverse protein superfamilies have illustrated the general molecular

mechanisms in which a protein can gain new functions.

1.3.1 Mechanisms of functional divergence

In principle, a protein can acquire new functions by a variety of different mech-

anisms which may include duplication of genes, gene fusion, oligomerisation,

recruitment of gene to perform a new function, post-translational modifications or

alternative splicing. Various examples of the mechanisms (Figure 1.7) leading to

evolution of new protein function in protein domain superfamilies are illustrated in

the following section, parts of which have been published in:

Das, S., Dawson, N. L. and Orengo, C. A. (2015). Diversity in protein

domain superfamilies, Current Opinion in Genetics & Development, 35, 40–

49.
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Figure 1.7: The various mechanisms, one or combination of which, can give
rise to new protein functions during evolution are: (a) structural embellishments
around active site, (b) structural embellishments changing interfaces, (c) gene
fusion, (d) oligomerisation, (e) promiscuity, (f) moonlighting, (g) post-translational
modification and (h) changes in active site residue. Note that for the mechanism
panels (a), (c) and (d), one of the enzyme active site residue is contributed by its
domain partner. Adapted from Das et al. (2015a) under CC BY 4.0.

1.3.1.1 Structural mechanisms

Homologous proteins in a superfamily share the same core domain structure,

however, they can vary in size to a great extent. Structural variations within a

superfamily can be due to extensive residue insertions, repeating motifs or in-

sertions of motifs and these structural changes are often accompanied by mod-

ifications in function (Cuff et al., 2009; Sandhya et al., 2009). For example, for

more than 150 CATH superfamilies accounting for half of all known domains, at

least a two-fold variation in the size is observed between the most diverse do-

mains (Reeves et al., 2006), however, the structural core of the domain is highly

conserved even for distant relatives (see Figure 1.8).

Very extensive residue insertions generally adopt secondary structures fea-

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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Figure 1.8: Structural diversity in the NAD(P)-binding Rossmann-like superfamily
in CATH (CATH 3.40.50.720). The structures of the smallest and largest domain
in the superfamily along with the superposition of all non-redundant domains at
35% sequence identity (S35 representative domains) is shown to highlight the
conserved structural core. Taken from Das et al. (2015a) under CC BY 4.0.

tures that form structural decorations to the domain core and are frequently lo-

cated close to functional sites where they can modify active site geometry by

diversifying substrate specificity or altering surface features changing protein in-

teraction partners. For example, in the HUP (High-signature proteins, UspA, and

PP-ATPase) superfamily, the structural diversity among the domains can range

from small changes close to the active site to extensive embellishments which

mediate changes in molecular function affecting the biological processes in which

they are involved (Dessailly et al., 2010). Similarly, a recent large-scale activity

profiling of the haloalkanoic acid dehalogenase (HAD) superfamily revealed a

high degree of substrate ambiguity among the superfamily members and sug-

gested that domain insertions to the core catalytic Rossmann fold may drive

the evolution of new functions i.e increased substrate range in this superfamily

(Huang et al., 2015).

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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1.3.1.2 Molecular tinkering

The catalytic machinery may be highly conserved in many highly diverse super-

families, for example, diverse enzymes such as peptidases, thioesterases, lipases

of the α/β hydrolase superfamily utilize the same catalytic triad Ser-His-Asp for

different types of bond changes (Todd et al., 2001). However, changes in the

catalytic apparatus among enzymes in other superfamilies can provide a huge

diversity of functions as even small changes associated with residue mutations in

a binding or active site can result in alteration of the shape, physico-chemical and

electrostatic characteristics of the site significantly. A recent study has indicated

a significant number of highly diverse enzyme superfamilies in CATH which show

a wide range of diversity in both changes in catalytic residues and changes in

position of catalytic residues in the protein scaffold by different members of the

superfamilies (Furnham et al., 2015). For example, members of the enolase su-

perfamily, having a TIM-barrel fold, show a huge diversity of enzymatic activities

by using different sets of catalytic residues (Figure 1.9) (Wichelecki et al., 2014).

Similarly, relatives in the diverse protein kinase-like (PKL) superfamily share ten

Figure 1.9: Functional diversity by molecular tinkering of the catalytic domain in
Enolase (shown in blue) and Mandelate racemase (shown in red) of the Enolase
superfamily. The active site residues of each of the protein domains are shown
as sticks.
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key residues conserved across the entire superfamily. However, there is con-

siderable diversity of the active sites among different families, with nine out of

ten key residues substituted in at least one family in the superfamily (Kannan et

al., 2007). On the contrary, significantly different catalytic machineries in some

enzyme superfamilies have highly similar functions and substrates, suggesting

either convergence within the superfamily or evolutionary drift from a common

functional ancestor along different routes.

In addition to changes in the active or binding site, mutations of residues in

protein-protein interfaces can also occur conferring diverse specificities in differ-

ent functional relatives within a superfamily (Dessailly et al., 2013). A large scale

study of 645 functionally diverse CATH superfamilies reported that the cumulative

binding sites from diverse relatives covered most of the protein domain surface

and were associated with a wide range of protein partners (Dessailly et al., 2013).

In contrast, sometimes the same protein surface is exploited, but by different part-

ners. For example, the diversity in the reactions carried out by the enzymes of the

two dinucleotide-binding domains flavoproteins (tDBDF) superfamily is achieved

by different protein partners acting as electron acceptors and interacting with the

same protein surface of the tDBDF domains (Ojha et al., 2007; Dessailly et al.,

2013).

1.3.1.3 Different multi-domain contexts

Changes in the multi-domain architecture (MDA) of a protein can significantly al-

ter its context, thereby modifying its function. For example, the TIM barrel glyco-

syl hydrolase domain can exist in different domain organizations that modulates

its substrate specificity (Todd et al., 2001). Also, in the highly diverse Thiamine

pyrophosphate(TPP)-dependent enzymes, which catalyse a large number of dif-

ferent reactions using TPP as the co-factor, changes in domain partnership al-

ters the size and physico-chemical properties of the active site pocket, leading

to a huge range of substrates, products and stereo-selectivity (Vogel and Pleiss,
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2014).

TPP-dependent enzymes bind TPP at the interface of two conserved homol-

ogous domains: the pyrophosphate (PP) domain and the pyrimidine (PYR) do-

main. The PP and PYR domains have very low sequence identity but due to their

very high structural similarities they are thought to have diverged from a common

ancestor through gene duplication and then fused into a single chain (see Figure

1.10).

Figure 1.10: Evolutionary history of the Thiamine pyrophosphate (TPP)-
dependant enzyme superfamily (CATH 3.40.50.970). The superfamily com-
prises two conserved homologous domains: the pyrophosphate (PP) domain and
the pyrimidine (PYR) domain. TPP-dependent enzymes have been classified
broadly into: DC (decarboxylases), TK (transketolases), OR (oxidoreductases),
SPDC (sulfopyruvate decarboxylase) and PPDC (phosphopyruvate decarboxy-
lase) (Costelloe et al., 2008).

Different oligomerisation states also effectively change the domain context.

Again, multiple oligomerisation states have evolved in different species in the

TPP-dependent superfamily. Whilst some may be associated with enhanced sta-

bility, others clearly influence active site characteristics by changing the position-

ing of domains providing catalytic residues (see Figure 1.11).
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Figure 1.11: Functional diversity in the Thiamine pyrophosphate (TPP)-
dependent enzyme superfamily due to changes in domain contexts. Pyruvate
decarboxylase (PDC, EC 4.1.1.1) and transketolase (TK, EC 2.2.1.1) in the TPP-
dependent superfamily both consist of two chains comprising two TPP domains
PP and PYR (chains are represented by darker and lighter shades of each con-
stituent domain colour). The left hand images show the difference in multi-domain
architectures and 3D arrangements for these two proteins. The middle images
show the different dimeric assemblies that the proteins form. The right images
zoom in on the active sites. The TPP molecule is shown in red and the catalytic
residues are shown in magenta. Catalytic residues are contributed from the PP
domain of one subunit and the PYR of the other subunit. In TK the size of the
active site pocket is larger. Taken from Das et al. (2015a) under CC BY 4.0.

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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1.3.1.4 Promiscuity and moonlighting

Functional diversity can also be observed between closer homologs, and some-

times within the same protein in different contexts. For example, proteins can

have multiple catalytic activities as in promiscuous and moonlighting proteins.

Promiscuous enzymes are widely accepted as starting points of evolution of new

functions in a superfamily (Pandya et al., 2014). Often, a promiscuous ances-

tral protein, under natural selection, can give rise to a specialist enzyme using a

variety of different mechanisms like rearrangements in the catalytic metal ions,

binding of alternative cofactors and domain insertions. For example, recent stud-

ies on the Metallo-beta-Lactamase superfamily showed that the high degree of

promiscuity among its enzymes is due to the plasticity of the catalytic metal ion-

binding sites (Baier and Tokuriki, 2014) and use of alternative metals as cofactors

for the metalloenzymes (Baier et al., 2015). On the other hand, moonlighting pro-

teins perform completely different functions to their native activity (Jeffery, 1999).

However, they do not have a common mechanism through which they switch be-

tween different functions and orthologous proteins in different organisms do not

necessarily share the moonlighting functions (see Chapter 5 for details).

1.3.1.5 Combination of mechanisms

In majority of the large functionally diverse superfamilies, functional diversity gen-

erally results from a combination of different molecular mechanisms, some of

which have been discussed above. For example, functional diversification in the

PD-(D/E)XK phosphodiesterase superfamily is attributed to structural embellish-

ments to the core, domain swapping, active site residue variation and changes in

multi-domain architecture (Steczkiewicz et al., 2012).

Apart from the mechanisms mentioned here, there are diverse post-transcriptional

and post-translational mechanisms that further expand the functional diversity of

proteins which do not necessarily affect the canonical sequence or structure of

the protein. Major post-transcriptional modifications include alternative splicing
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and RNA editing while post-translational modifications include phosphorylation,

glycosylation, methylation and acetylation among others. Many proteins also con-

tain short linear motifs (SLiMs) comprising generally of 3-11 contiguous amino

acids in intrinsically disordered regions that are involved in signalling, regulatory

function and mediating protein-protein interactions, often independent from other

functions of the proteins in which they occur.

1.3.2 Capturing diversity in superfamilies

By classifying proteins into superfamilies and families, and bringing together infor-

mation on their sequences, structures and functions, one can explore how func-

tion is modulated by sequence and structural changes. Such insights are not only

essential for inheriting annotations between homologous proteins in order to cope

with the huge dearth in experimental annotations but also for understanding the

effect of genetic variations on protein function. If all protein sequences in the pub-

lic databases like UniProtKB are functionally classified into families, it would be

possible to at least detect the subtle changes in conservation patterns that can

suggest shifts in binding specificities or catalytic machineries. These data can

also guide experiments to focus on unusual relatives to more comprehensively

landscape the functional repertoires of all protein superfamilies.

1.4 Overview of thesis

Chapter 2 describes the development of a new algorithm, FunFHMMer, for

functional classification of CATH protein domain superfamilies and identification

of functional families (or FunFams) using evolutionary signals in sequence align-

ments.

Chapter 3 discusses the automated function prediction pipeline and web server

which exploits the CATH FunFams generated by FunFHMMer and its benchmark-

ing using in-house datasets and the Critical Assessment of Protein Function An-

notation (CAFA) 2 benchmark.
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Chapter 4 provides an in-depth analysis of the FunFams generated by FunFH-

MMer and investigates how the quality of the FunFams can be improved. The util-

ity of the FunFams is then examined for exploring superfamily diversity in CATH

and identifying functional sites in proteins.

Chapter 5 proposes a classification scheme based on the structure-function

analysis of selected moonlighting proteins and discusses the use of the FunFH-

MMer function prediction pipeline for annotation of moonlighting proteins.

Chapter 6 closes this thesis with an overall summary of the work and fu-

ture directions for the FunFHMMer pipeline. Several strategies are proposed to

improved the quality of the FunFams and the FunFHMMer pipeline and final re-

marks are presented on the possibilities the domain-based approach developed

in this work provides in future for making sense of the huge amount of biological

data available.



Chapter 2

FunFHMMer: functional classification of

domain superfamilies

2.1 Background

Homologous proteins can often evolve different functions (see Section 1.3 in

Chapter 1) as a result of different sets of residues in their active site, addition

of secondary structure embellishments to the core protein structure which alters

the geometry of the active site of the protein or an interface on the protein or

due to domain-shuffling in multi-domain proteins which can alter the context of

the domain and again result in changes to functional sites. One way to capture

and understand this functional diversity among protein homologs is to functionally

classify protein superfamilies.

Classification or clustering of the known parts of the protein universe into func-

tional groups can not only help in predicting functions of proteins but can also

provide valuable insights into how the protein function repertoire evolves. As well

as increasing the accuracy of functional inheritance between relatives, such func-

tional grouping would also facilitate multiple sequence alignment of the relatives

to find conserved residue positions which can provide valuable insights about the

key functional sites and mechanisms of the protein.

2.1.1 Clustering methods for protein sequences

All protein clustering methods require an all-against-all sequence similarity matrix

of a dataset generated by sequence analysis tools such as BLAST (Altschul et al.,

1990). Clustering of protein sequences to give a meaningful functional classifica-

tion is a non-trivial task because of two main reasons: firstly, sequence similarity

does not always perfectly correspond to functional similarity and secondly, due to

domain-shuffling. The clustering algorithms that are commonly applied to protein
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sequence datasets can be broadly grouped into hierarchical, partitioning, graph-

based and greedy incremental approaches.

2.1.1.1 Hierarchical clustering

Hierarchical clustering methods group data objects into a tree of clusters (dendo-

gram) by performing all-against-all comparisons between data objects either in a

bottom-up fashion i.e. from the leaf nodes to the root (agglomerative hierarchical

clustering) or in a top-down fashion i.e. from the root to the leaf nodes (divisive hi-

erarchical clustering). A clustering of the data objects is later obtained by cutting

the dendogram at a desired similarity or granularity level.

A large number of protein sequence clustering algorithms make use of ag-

glomerative hierarchical clustering such as CluSTr (Petryszak et al., 2005), SYS-

TERS (Krause et al., 2005), ProtoMap (Yona et al., 2000) and ProtoNet (Rap-

poport et al., 2013). All of these methods use a BLAST-based sequence similarity

measure for the clustering, however, the implementation, similarity measures and

the level of granularity is different for each algorithm (Liu and Rost, 2003). Pro-

toNet (Rappoport et al., 2013), the only algorithm out of these which is actively

maintained, provides an unsupervised agglomerative hierarchical clustering of all

proteins in the UniProtKB database at all levels of cluster granularity (i.e. from

singletons to root clusters whose proteins share no apparent similarities) and

associates annotations to the proteins from all leading annotation resources for

structure, sequence, function and taxonomy.

2.1.1.2 Partitioning clustering

In partitioning clustering, data objects are initially partitioned into a fixed number

of clusters and during the clustering process, data objects relocate from one clus-

ter to another based on their similarity to the closest cluster. K-means, k-medoids,

k-modes and PAM (Partitioning Around Medoids) are widely used partitional clus-

tering algorithms (Fayech et al., 2009).
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Partitioning methods that have been used to cluster protein sequences in-

clude a scalable algorithm (Guralnik and Karypis, 2001) for clustering sequential

data based on a k-means approach, JACOP (Sperisen and Pagni, 2005) which

is based on a random sampling of sequences into groups exploiting the PAM

partitioning algorithm and an information-theoretic entropy-driven partitioning al-

gorithm (Rappoport et al., 2014) for the hierarchical ProtoNet (Rappoport et al.,

2013) tree (see Section 2.1.1.1). The information-theoretic partitioning approach

(Rappoport et al., 2014), which finds an optimal partitioning of the ProtoNet tree

by minimizing the entropy-derived distance between annotation-based partitions

and all available hierarchical partitions, was found to be superior to a naive cut of

the tree.

2.1.1.3 Graph-based clustering

Graph-based clustering methods generate fully connected graphs from an all-

against-all comparison of data objects in which the nodes represent the data

objects and the edges represent the distance between them. Edges representing

distances below a certain fixed threshold are removed and a clustering obtained

by grouping data objects that are still linked. When clustering protein sequences,

the graph to be clustered is a sequence similarity network, in which the nodes

represent sequences and the edges represent sequence similarity relationships

between them.

The graph-based algorithms that are most widely used to cluster protein se-

quences are Markov clustering (MCL) (Van Dongen, 2000), affinity propagation

clustering (Frey and Dueck, 2007) and spectral clustering (Paccanaro et al., 2006).

MCL (Van Dongen, 2000) is based on the principle that random walks on a graph

rarely connects one natural cluster (presence of many edges between the mem-

bers of that cluster) to another. MCL simulates flow within a graph by creating a

stochastic Markov matrix of transition probabilities between all sequences from an

all-against-all sequence similarity matrix and promotes flow in a highly connected
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region (matrix expansion) and restraining the flow (matrix inflation) in sparsely

connected regions, thus revealing the natural clusters within the graph. TRIBE-

MCL (Enright et al., 2002) is an extension of MCL for generating protein families

based on precomputed sequence similarities using BLAST and the inflation value

parameter of the MCL algorithm is used to control the granularity of the families.

2.1.1.4 Greedy incremental clustering

Greedy incremental clustering methods are frequently used to cluster large pro-

tein sequence datasets to scale up the clustering in a fast but heuristic manner

(Hobohm et al., 1992). CD-HIT (Fu et al., 2012), kClust (Hauser et al., 2013)

and UCLUST are some of the widely used heuristic protein clustering programs.

These methods first sort all sequences by length. The longest sequence is taken

as the representative of the first cluster. Then the remaining sequences are taken

as query and compared with the representative sequences of the already cre-

ated clusters. If the query sequence fulfils the method’s similarity criteria with one

of the representative sequences, the query sequence is added to that cluster,

otherwise a new cluster is created for which the query becomes the represen-

tative sequence. The methods use BLAST-like short word filtering to determine

the similarity between two sequences rather than performing an actual sequence

alignment. CD-HIT (Fu et al., 2012) is routinely used in sequence analysis to

reduce sequence redundancy and for various other applications. However, while

CD-HIT can be used to cluster large sequence datasets down to 50% sequence

identity, kClust (Hauser et al., 2013) has been developed to cluster at 20%-30%

maximum pairwise sequence identity.

2.1.2 Automated classification of protein families

Several clustering methods (see Section 2.1.1) have been used for automated

classification of widely-used protein resources, some of which are described briefly

below.
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ADDA (Automated Domain Delineation Algorithm) (Heger and Holm, 2003)

is a clustering algorithm that identifies protein domain families within large pro-

tein sequence datasets and was used to build Pfam-B families (Finn et al., 2014).

Firstly, ADDA computes all-vs-all pairwise alignments with BLAST. It identifies do-

main boundaries within protein sequences by locating where BLAST alignments

are located on a sequence and splits the sequence such that a minimum number

of alignments are cut by domain boundaries and that a maximum number of align-

ments stretch over complete domains followed by an iterative refinement of the

domain boundaries using an optimization strategy. Finally, the domain sequences

are arranged in a minimum spanning tree where the similarity between two do-

main sequences is determined by their relative overlap given a BLAST alignment.

Spurious links in the tree are then removed by checking pairwise profile-profile

comparisons of adjacent domain sequences. The remaining connected domain

sequences are then taken to represent protein domain families.

PhyloFacts (Krishnamurthy et al., 2006), a phylogenomic encyclopedia of pro-

tein families across the Tree of Life, classifies its families into subfamilies using

the SCI-PHY algorithm (Sjolander, 1998). The SCI-PHY (Subfamily Classifica-

tion in Phylogenomics) algorithm combines agglomerative hierarchical clustering

with an unsupervised clustering evaluation strategy to identify protein families in

an ab-initio manner. During the clustering process, SCI-PHY generates residue

distribution profiles to represent the clusters and uses the relative entropy be-

tween these profiles as the cluster dissimilarity measure. During this process,

it uses a residue probability density function in the form of a Dirichlet mixture

density (Sjölander et al., 1996) derived from the residue distributions observed in

sets of high-quality alignments in the BLOCKS database (Henikoff and Henikoff,

1992). The use of Dirichlet mixture densities helps to create more specific and

selective profiles than those based on common substitution matrices (Brown et

al., 1993). Secator (Wicker et al., 2001) is another phylogenomic subfamily iden-

tification method which uses a sequence dissimilarity measure in order to cut
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a phylogenetic tree. These methods invariably require an accurate multiple se-

quence alignment of the protein family as a starting point in their pipeline which

is likely to be erroneous for very large and very diverse families.

2.1.3 Quality assessment of automated classification

methods

Quality assessment of automated protein classification methods is essential for

both computational and experimental biologists to know whether the automatically

generated protein families correspond well with manually-curated, experimentally

characterised protein families and to decide whether the automated classifica-

tion provided by a method can be relied upon. Pfam (Finn et al., 2014) families

are often used as reference families for benchmarking automated classification

methods, however, it is a non-trivial task to choose the families for benchmarking.

Specialized manually-curated resources like the Structure-Function Linkage

Database (SFLD) (Brown et al., 2006) focuses on hierarchical classification and

provides insights into the structure-function relationships of few functionally or

mechanistically diverse enzyme superfamilies. SFLD has been previously used

as a benchmark dataset for validation of superfamily classification methods such

as SCI-PHY (Brown et al., 2007) (see Section 2.1.2) and GeMMA (Lee et al.,

2010). Other specialised curated resources include the Thiamine pyrophosphate

(TPP)-dependent Enzyme Engineering Database (TEED) (Widmann et al., 2010)

and the Carbohydrate-Active Enzymes (CAZy) database. The TEED database

provides a manually curated classification of 9 TPP-dependent enzyme super-

families which are sub-classified into families based on sequence similarities (Vo-

gel and Pleiss, 2014). TEED was established by a BLAST search against the

NCBI sequence database for 62 experimentally verified TPP-dependent enzymes

(seed sequences) followed by assignment to protein families on the basis of their

sequence similarities followed by manual curation based on domain organization

and other criteria. Similarly, the CAZy database provides a comprehensive cu-
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rated sequence-based family classification of enzymes that are involved in the

synthesis, degradation and modification of carbohydrates. The CAZy families

are seeded using experimentally characterized proteins, and are then populated

by sequences from public databases with significant similarity (Henrissat, 1991;

Cantarel et al., 2009). The functional and structural information of the database

is curated on a regular basis.

2.1.3.1 Structure-Function Linkage Database (SFLD)

The Structure-Function Linkage Database (SFLD) (Brown et al., 2006) provides

a manually-curated, gold standard set of mechanistically diverse enzyme super-

families classified into families based on the reactions catalysed by the enzymes.

SFLD currently contains 12 gold-standard core superfamilies, only 9 have been

classified into families, namely Amidohydrolase, Crotonase, Enolase, Haloacid

dehalogenase, Isoprenoid Synthase Type I, Isoprenoid Synthase Type II, Nucle-

ophilic Attack 6-Bladed Beta-Propeller (N6P), Radical SAM and Rubisco.

Evaluation measures

The performance of a family-identification protocol can be assessed on the SFLD

superfamilies benchmark by using a single performance score (see Equation 2.1)

used by Lee et al. (2010) which incorporates three distinct measures: purity, edit

distance and VI distance introduced by Brown et al. (2007), which captures the

desired balance between high sensitivity and high specificity.

The following equations and large parts of the explanatory text are thus di-

rectly taken from these publications:

Purity. Purity is defined as the percentage of families within which all anno-

tated members are annotated with the same function. It is calculated as:
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Purity(p) =
Number of pure families

Total number of families
. 100 (2.1)

Edit distance. Edit distance can be defined as the number of split or merge

operations that are required to transform the predicted families into the families

that correspond to the experimental functional annotations. The edit distance

between the true partition (S) and the predicted partition (S ′) with families k and

k′ respectively, is calculated as:

Edit distance(e) = 2{
∑
k,k′

rk,k′} −K −K ′ (2.2)

where rk,k′ = 1 if families have sequences in common otherwise rk,k′ = 0

and K and K ′ are the total number of families in S and S ′.

VI distance. VI distance can be defined as the amount of information not

shared between the predicted families and the experimentally annotated families.

The VI distance between S and S ′ is calculated as,

V I distance(v) = H(S) +H(S ′)− 2I(S, S ′) (2.3)

where H is the entropy of a partition and I is the mutual information between

two partitions,

H(S) =
K∑
k=1

nk
N
log

nk
N

(2.4)

I(S, S ′) =
K∑
k=1

K∑
k′=1

nk,k′

N
log

nk,k′

N
(2.5)

In Equations 2.4 and 2.5, nk is the number of items in the family k of partition

S, nk,k′ is the number of overlapping items between the family k in partition S and

the family k′ in partition S ′ , and N is the total number of items in the set. Identical

partitions will have both an edit and VI distance of zero.
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Performance Score. The performance of the family-identification protocols on

the SFLD superfamilies benchmark were compared using a performance score

(Lee et al., 2010) incorporating three distinct measures described above. The

performance score (range 0-100) is then calculated as,

Performance score =
2p + (100− ce.e) + (100− cv.v)

4
(2.6)

where e0 and v0 are the initial values of edit and VI distance respectively and

ce =
100
e0

, cv = 100
v0

.

2.1.4 Functional classification of CATH superfamilies

The expansion of CATH superfamilies with increasing amount of sequence data

(Lees et al., 2014) and functional data (Bairoch, 2000; Ashburner et al., 2000),

have provided a wealth of data for large-scale studies of functional divergence

within superfamilies (Todd et al., 2001; Cuff et al., 2009; Das et al., 2015a).

These studies have shown that for the majority (> 90%) of the superfamilies

in CATH-Gene3D, the sequence relatives have highly similar structures and func-

tions. However, these conserved superfamilies tend to be small and highly spe-

cific to certain species or sub-kingdoms of life. In the remaining universal and

highly populated protein superfamilies (<5% of CATH superfamilies accounting

for >50% of all domains), there is significant divergence of function between

relatives because of which, one of the major challenges of using the CATH su-

perfamilies for functional annotation is the sub-classification of relatives in these

superfamilies into coherent functional groups. This prompted the development of

automated protocols to sub-classify the CATH superfamilies into functional fam-

ilies i.e. families comprising domain sequences sharing the same function or

sub-function within a superfamily.
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2.1.4.1 GeMMA algorithm for clustering domain sequences

GeMMA (Genome Modelling and Model Annotation) (Lee et al., 2010) is an ag-

glomerative hierarchical clustering algorithm which clusters protein domain se-

quences in CATH-Gene3D superfamilies.

For each CATH superfamily, the protein domain sequences from the corre-

sponding Gene3D superfamily are first pre-clustered at 90% sequence identity

into S90 clusters using CD-HIT (Fu et al., 2012). Fragments (sequences having

a length less than 80% of the average sequence length of the cluster) are then

removed from the remaining clusters, which form the starting clusters for GeMMA

to build a bottom-up clustering tree (GeMMA tree) from the leaf nodes to the root

(see Figure 2.1). Multiple sequence alignment are built for each cluster using

MAFFT (Katoh et al., 2002). GeMMA then exploits the COMPASS (Sadreyev and

Grishin, 2003) algorithm to compare the sequence profiles derived from multiple

sequence alignments of pairs of clusters present at each iteration of the cluster-

ing. After each iteration, the cluster profiles matching above a certain threshold

are merged and alignments are generated for the new clusters. These iterations

continue till a single cluster remains, generating the bottom-up hierarchical clus-

tering tree. The hierarchical clustering in GeMMA is similar to that used in the

multiple sequence alignment method, MultAlin (Corpet, 1988) to determine the

order in which sequences should be compared and gradually aligned to generate

an optimal multiple sequence alignment using the scores of all pairwise sequence

comparisons as an index of similarity between the sequences.

GeMMA uses the E-value corresponding to the profile-profile comparison of

pairs of clusters (i.e. child nodes in the emerging tree) using COMPASS to mon-

itor the progress (iteration) of the algorithm. As the E-values increase from the

leaf nodes (i.e. the S90 starting clusters) towards the root, the sequence clusters

become more diverse in their sequences and functions. Since GeMMA is a com-

putationally expensive algorithm, two heuristics - greedy merging and comparison

sampling - were implemented to speed up the clustering of highly populated su-
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perfamilies in the DFX algorithm (Rentzsch, 2012, described in the next section).

This was reported to provide the same performance level as the original GeMMA

implementation.

Figure 2.1: Hierarchical agglomerative clustering of sequences in a CATH-
Gene3D superfamily by GeMMA (Lee et al., 2010). The coloured circles repre-
sent the sequence clusters where each colour denotes a unique function. (a) The
S90 clusters form the starting clusters for GeMMA. (b)-(e) The cluster merges
(shown inside the grey circles) are traced by the GeMMA clustering tree (shown
inside the grey boxes) till a single cluster is formed.

The aim of clustering the superfamily domain sequence data using GeMMA

is to partition the resulting clustering tree ideally for all superfamilies into sepa-
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Figure 2.2: Ideal partitioning of GeMMA tree. The coloured circles represent
the sequence clusters where each colour denotes a unique function and the red
dashed line denotes the optimal cut of the GeMMA tree. The ideal functional
families are indicated by arrows. Taken from Das and Orengo (2016) under CC
BY 4.0.

rate clusters of sequences performing different functions such that the sequence

relatives in each cluster share the same function (see Figure 2.2). However,

finding an optimal partitioning of a hierarchical tree of sequence relatives is not

trivial. GeMMA classifies the sequences in each CATH superfamily into families

by cutting the GeMMA tree at a generic granularity threshold of E = 10−40 (Lee

et al., 2010). The performance of GeMMA was found to be comparable to that of

SCI-PHY (Lee et al., 2010).

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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2.1.4.2 DFX protocol for functional classification

Family identification in CATH superfamilies was later improved by a supervised

family identification algorithm, DFX (Domain Family Exploration algorithm) (Rentzsch

and Orengo, 2013). The starting point of the DFX pipeline is a hierarchical tree

of sequence relatives, i.e. the GeMMA clustering tree for each CATH superfamily.

Firstly, DFX associates each cluster node in the tree with a set of high-quality GO

annotations from UniProt-GOA (Dimmer et al., 2012), that are associated with the

annotated sequences of the cluster. GO annotations are considered to be of high-

quality if they have: Inferred from Electronic Annotations (IEA) in Swiss-Prot made

by either EC2GO or Swiss-Prot Keyword2GO mapping methods, as well as exper-

imentally inferred or curated (non-IEA) annotations in UniProtKB (Rentzsch and

Orengo, 2013). The IEA GO annotations in Swiss-Prot from EC2GO or Swiss-

Prot Keyword2GO mapping methods were included since they primarily represent

a description of the Enzyme Commission (EC) annotations or manually-derived

Swiss-Prot Keywords in terms of GO annotations (Škunca et al., 2012). Secondly,

DFX removes any cluster which lacks at least one sequence with high-quality GO

annotations. Finally, DFX assesses the functional coherence of all cluster nodes

in the GeMMA tree based on GO annotation data associated with the sequences

in each cluster node and removes all nodes that are not judged as functionally

coherent. This results in partitioning of the tree into functional families (FunFams)

for each CATH superfamily.

An analysis of 466 enzyme superfamilies having full Enzyme Commission

number (EC4) annotations showed that the functional families (FunFams) gen-

erated by DFX were found to be more functionally coherent compared to the

GeMMA families generated by partitioning the GeMMA tree at any generic granu-

larity threshold (Rentzsch and Orengo, 2013). An independent assessment by an

international function prediction experiment (CAFA, see Section 3.1.3 in Chapter

3) ranked the functions predicted by assignment of sequences to DFX FunFams,

among the top 10 (out of 56) function prediction methods. However, the growing
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need for an improved protocol, which is unaffected by the paucity of the GO terms

and annotation biases existing in the GO, necessitated the development of a new

improved approach for functional classification of CATH superfamilies.

2.2 Aims and Objectives

This chapter discusses the development of a new algorithm, FunFHMMer, for

capturing functional specificity and identifying functional families in CATH protein

domain superfamilies using evolutionary signals in sequence alignments. This

work has been published in:

Das, S., Lee, D., Sillitoe, I., Dawson, N. L., Lees, J. G. and Orengo, C. A. (2015). Func-

tional classification of CATH superfamilies: a domain-based approach for protein function

annotation, Bioinformatics, 31(21), 3460–3467.

2.3 Implementation

In this work, data from CATH (version 4.0) and Gene3D (version 12.0) was

used to cluster protein domain sequences using the GeMMA clustering algorithm.

2.3.1 Development of a protocol for functional classification

using sequence patterns

In order to improve the existing functional classification (DFX) in CATH, an in-

depth study of the diverse TPP-dependent enzyme superfamily was carried out.

This was necessary due to the following reasons - firstly, to manually analyse

the performance of the existing functional classification of the superfamily using

information available in the literature and functional annotation databases, and

secondly, to develop strategies to use sequence patterns and other additional

parameters for identification of functional families.
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2.3.1.1 TPP-dependent enzyme superfamily as a preliminary test case

The Thiamine-diphosphate or Thiamine-pyrophosphate (TPP)-dependent enzyme

superfamily (CATH 3.40.50.970) was chosen as a representative superfamily for

the analysis of performance of the DFX protocol and test new strategies for im-

proving functional classification. The TPP-dependent enzyme superfamily was

selected as a preliminary test case since it is a very large, well-studied, function-

ally diverse superfamily (containing >85 unique EC terms) and the evolution of

function in the TPP-dependent enzymes is very complex, as a result of gene-

duplications, gene-fusions and domain-recruitment events throughout the super-

family (Duggleby, 2006; Costelloe et al., 2008) (see Section 1.3.1.3 in Chapter 1

for more information about the superfamily).

Annotation of TPP-dependent superfamily domain sequences

The TPP-dependent enzyme superfamily domain sequences and their correspond-

ing EC codes, MDA and available structural information were obtained from the

Gene3D resource (Lees et al., 2014). Annotations were also obtained from the

Thiamine-diphosphate dependent Enzyme Engineering Database (TEED) (Wid-

mann et al., 2010) dated March 22, 2013. Gene3D domain sequences were

assigned to TEED families by scanning each domain sequence with the TEED

family HMMs using the HMMER3 suite of tools (Eddy, 2009). This resulted in

generation of TEED-annotated Gene3D domain families for the TPP-dependent

enzyme superfamily, which could now be used as a benchmark for comparing the

performance of different functional classification protocols.

2.3.1.2 Exploiting specificity-determining positions in MSAs

To determine whether changes in sequence patterns could be exploited in dif-

ferentiating between protein domain families, prediction of specificity-determining

positions (SDPs) was carried out in FunFam alignments. A number of methods

are available for SDP prediction (see Section 1.2.1.3 in Chapter 1) in multiple
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sequence alignments. However, GroupSim (Capra and Singh, 2008) was cho-

sen in this work among other SDP prediction programs because of its simple

and fast implementation which could be easily integrated into the GeMMA clus-

tering pipeline and it ranks among the best performing SDP prediction methods

(Chakraborty and Chakrabarti, 2015).

Prediction of SDPs have been used in the past to generate functional sub-

groups for a number of selected protein superfamilies using multiple correspon-

dence analysis (Rausell et al., 2010), a phylogeny-independent stochastic ap-

proach (Mazin et al., 2010) and a heuristic top-down clustering approach (Costa

et al., 2013). However, none of these approaches have been used for large-scale

sub-classification of all known protein superfamilies. Moreover, these methods

also require an accurate multiple sequence alignment of all the sequences as a

starting point. As mentioned already, this can lead to erroneous sub-classification

of very large or diverse superfamilies as it is difficult to obtain an accurate multiple

sequence alignment of all relatives in these superfamilies (Lee et al., 2010).

Prediction of SDPs in alignments using GroupSim

GroupSim (Capra and Singh, 2008) takes an input multiple sequence alignment

(MSA) containing user-defined subgroups of sequences and then calculates a

prediction score (Gs) for each column in the alignment except columns with more

than 10% gaps overall or with a subgroup containing more than 30% gaps. Gs

ranges from 0-1 where higher scores indicate a higher probability for a column in

an alignment to be an SDP. However, no thresholds were defined by Capra and

Singh (2008) to discriminate between conserved positions and SDPs.

To identify such a threshold for use in this present work, GroupSim was run on

a SDP benchmark dataset generated by Chakraborty and Chakrabarti (2015),

previously used for showing that GroupSim outperforms most other methods

for SDP prediction using ranked predictions. The benchmark consisted of 20

manually-curated protein family alignments with well identified groups and SDPs
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Figure 2.3: The range of GroupSim scores (Gs) for conserved positions and
specificity-determining positions (SDPs) obtained for a dataset by Chakraborty
and Chakrabarti (2015). Taken from Das and Orengo (2016) under CC BY 4.0.

(Chakrabarti et al., 2007; Chakraborty and Chakrabarti, 2015). GroupSim was

run on each alignment in the benchmark and the range of scores for conserved

positions and for SDPs was determined.

In Figure 2.3 we see that the majority of conserved positions were found to

have (Gs ≤ 0.3) and the majority of SDPs were found to be in the range 0.7<Gs ≤

1. Henceforth, we defined all positions with (Gs ≤ 0.3) as conserved positions and

those with 0.7<Gs ≤ 1 as SDPs in our subsequent analysis of multiple sequence

alignments.

2.3.1.3 Prediction of SDPs in TPP-dependent enzyme families

Prediction of SDPs was carried out in all pairs of TEED-annotated Gene3D do-

main families having different EC annotations at the fourth level (EC4 annota-

tions). As a control, prediction of SDPs was also performed on pairs of subfam-

ilies within a TEED-annotated Gene3D domain family, in which all relatives have

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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the same EC4 annotation. Only those TEED-annotated Gene3D domain fami-

lies were used in this analysis that had sufficient sequence diversity for sequence

analysis i.e. high information content (DOPS score≥ 70, see Section 1.2.1.2 in

Chapter 1).

Figure 2.4 shows that pairwise GroupSim comparisons of subfamilies belong-

ing to the same TEED family and sharing the same EC annotation, assign the

majority of residue positions as highly conserved (Gs ≤ 0.3) in both subfamilies

and comparatively very few positions are predicted as SDPs (0.7<Gs ≤ 1). In

contrast, GroupSim comparisons of different TEED-annotated Gene3D families

having different EC4 annotations show that although the families share a number

positions that are highly conserved in both which is expected as they belong to the

same superfamily, they also have a substantial number of predicted SDPs which

are most likely to be implicated in the differences in the functional properties of

the families.

This analysis on the TPP families using GroupSim confirmed that prediction

of SDPs can be exploited in analysing the functional coherence of a multiple

sequence alignment. This led to the development of the family identification pro-

tocol, FunFHMMer, based on the prediction of conserved positions and SDPs.

2.3.2 FunFHMMer algorithm

The automated classification protocol, FunFHMMer, was developed to provide a

functional classification method for protein superfamilies that exploits sequence

patterns in order to group together sequences at the family level that share func-

tional similarities. Similar to the DFX algorithm, the starting point of the FunFH-

MMer algorithm is the GeMMA clustering tree that contains only those cluster

nodes that have at least one sequence annotated with high-quality GO annota-

tions. This is done by associating each cluster node in the GeMMA tree with a set

of high-quality GO annotations (see Section 2.1.4.2) from UniProt-GOA (Dimmer

et al., 2012), that are associated with the cluster sequences and removing any
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.4: Comparisons of (a) subsets of TEED-annotated Gene3D families
sharing the same EC4 annotation and (b) different TEED-annotated Gene3D fam-
ilies having different EC4 annotations.
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cluster which lacks at least one sequence with high-quality GO annotations.

FunFHMMer determines the optimal cut of the “bottom-up” hierarchical clus-

tering tree generated by the GeMMA clustering algorithm (see Section 2.1.4.1)

to identify functional families , also known as FunFams, in CATH protein domain

superfamilies. It identifies positions that are highly conserved and SDPs in cluster

multiple sequence alignments (see Figure 2.5) and calculates a novel Functional

Coherence index (FC) for each parent node in the GeMMA clustering tree. This

value is then used to determine whether the child nodes should be merged.

Figure 2.5: Use of predicted specificity-determining positions (SDPs) and con-
served positions by FunFHMMer to infer functional coherence of cluster multiple
sequence alignments (MSAs). The coloured circles represent the node sequence
clusters where each colour denotes a unique function. The schematic represen-
tation of the parent node MSA and the child nodes MSA (separated by a dashed
line) are shown along with the phylogenetic tree. The highly conserved positions
in the MSA are shown in red and the SDPs are shown in green or yellow for
different child nodes. Taken from Das and Orengo (2016) under CC BY 4.0.

2.3.2.1 Parameters affecting analysis of functional coherence of alignments

The analysis of functional coherence of a parent node multiple sequence align-

ment (MSA) takes into account the following parameters:

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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1. Information content of multiple sequence alignments. The reliability and

accuracy of identifying patterns of conserved residues by sequence analysis

methods rely heavily on the diversity of sequences in multiple sequence align-

ments (MSAs) (see 1.2.1.2 in Chapter 1). The diversity of residue conservation

of positions in informative MSAs not only helps to prevent bias but also provides

more discriminating conservation scores (Bartlett et al., 2002a).

FunFHMMer calculates Diversity of Position Scores (DOPS) for MSAs using

Scorecons (Valdar, 2002). DOPS considers the number of different conserva-

tion scores in an alignment and the relative frequency of each score, such that,

DOPS is 0 if all positions in an alignment have the same conservation score and

100 when no two positions have the same conservation score. For our analy-

sis, we have considered any alignment with a DOPS > 70, as sufficiently diverse

(Dessailly et al., 2013). For less diverse alignments, any MSA analysis will have a

higher probability of predicting false positives (false SDPs, in this case) as a result

of less discriminatory conservation scores. This is because, all the sequences in

less diverse alignments tend to be very similar (almost identical) to each other

that results in almost identical conservation scores for all positions in the align-

ment. As a result, even substitutions with similar amino acids in a functionally

similar homologous sequence when compared to such a less diverse alignment,

would result in the prediction of SDPs for those positions.

To account for this, a DOPS factor (Df ) is used, where

Df =


1 if both groups have DOPS > 70,

0 if either sub-group have DOPS < 70.

(2.7)

2. Proportion of predicted SDPs in a multiple sequence alignment.

FunFHMMer uses GroupSim (Capra and Singh, 2008) to predict SDPs in MSAs

of parent nodes in the clustering tree. For each parent node MSA being analysed

by FunFHMMer, its child nodes form the pre-defined subgroups for GroupSim.

The number of SDPs (Nsdp) and the number of conserved positions (Nc) are cal-
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culated from the GroupSim prediction scores for the parent node MSA. Whether

two child nodes are merged depends on the ratio of SDPs to conserved positions

in the parent node MSA (Rsdp). However, optimisation trials in the TPP-dependent

superfamily showed that this ratio (Rsdp) needed to be adjusted based on the in-

formation content of alignments i.e. whether they have a low or high DOPS score.

To establish a suitable Rsdp ratio that ensures functional coherence for a pair

of sequence clusters, we benchmarked ratios for a set of 30 large, diverse cat-

alytic superfamilies containing at least two different EC4 annotations, in order to

distinguish between parent nodes having child nodes containing sequences that

share the same EC4 and those containing different EC4 annotations. Optimal

strategies for calculating the Rsdp ratio were determined depending on whether

any of the child nodes had a low DOPS score or both the child nodes had high

DOPS.

For parent node alignments having child nodes that shared the different EC

annotations and either of the child node had low DOPS scores, the number of

predicted SDPs was found to be substantially higher than conserved positions

i.e. Nsdp

Nc
> 1. Additionally, when the child nodes shared the same EC annotations,

the number of SDPs was generally found to be substantially lower than conserved

positions. Thus, a simple ratio of numbers of predicted SDPs to the numbers of

conserved positions could be used to distinguish between functionally coherent

and functionally different parent nodes when either of its child node had a low

DOPS score (Equation 2.8). Figure 2.6(a) shows that for parent nodes having

any child node with low DOPS (Df = 0), the Rsdp(lowDOPS) ratio (Equation 2.8)

tends to be negative for parent nodes sharing the same EC4 annotation and

positive when the two groups have different EC4 annotations.

Rsdp(lowDOPS) =
Nsdp

Nc

− 1 (2.8)

On the contrary, for parent node alignments having child nodes that had differ-

ent EC annotations and both its child node had high DOPS scores, the number of
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.6: Rsdp ratios used to distinguish between parent nodes containing two
child nodes containing the same EC annotation and those containing different EC
annotations when (a) one or both child nodes have low DOPS, and (b) both child
nodes have high DOPS, for 200 functionally diverse CATH enzyme superfamilies
which contains at least two different EC annotations at the fourth level. Taken
from Das and Orengo (2016) under CC BY 4.0.

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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predicted SDPs was found to be generally higher than 20% of the total number of

positions in the alignment that are either conserved or a SDP i.e. Nsdp

Nc +Nsdp
> 0.2.

Likewise, when the child nodes had the same EC annotations, the number of

predicted SDPs was found to be generally lower than 20% of the total number

of positions in the alignment that are either conserved or a SDP. Thus, Equation

2.9 was used to distinguish between functionally coherent and functionally differ-

ent parent nodes when both of its child nodes had high DOPS scores (Df = 0).

Figure 2.6(b) shows that for parent clusters with both child nodes having high

DOPS scores, the Rsdp(highDOPS) ratio (Equation 2.9) also tends to be negative

for parent nodes having child nodes sharing the same EC4 annotation in an MSA

and positive when the two child nodes have different EC4 annotations.

Rsdp(highDOPS) =
Nsdp

Nc + Nsdp

− 0.2 (2.9)

Combining Equations 2.8 and 2.9, we get a generalized SDP Ratio (Rsdp):

Rsdp = Df (
Nsdp

Nc + Nsdp

− 0.2) + (1−Df )(
Nsdp

Nc

− 1) (2.10)

where Df is the DOPS factor (Equation 2.7) of the MSA, Nsdp is the number of

specificity-determining positions, Nc is the number of conserved positions in the

MSA.

3. Gaps in a multiple sequence alignment. A large number of gaps in a par-

ent node alignment would indicate that the child node alignments are of different

lengths. GroupSim does not give a prediction score for columns containing more

than 10% gaps overall or with a child note containing more than 30% gaps. The

coherence index uses a gap factor fgap which is dependant on the number of

non-gapped (Nnongap) and gapped positions (Ngap) in the alignment where

fgap =


0 if Nnongap > Ngap in an MSA,

1 if Nnongap ≤ Ngap in an MSA.
(2.11)
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2.3.2.2 Functional Coherence Index (FC)

The Functional Coherence index (FC) is calculated by bringing together all the

above mentioned parameters using the empirical formula described below (Equa-

tion 2.12), where a coherence index of 1 indicates functional coherence of the

parent node and 0 indicates that functionally diverse child nodes have been

merged to form the parent node.

FC =


1 if Rsdp + fgap < 0

0 if Rsdp + fgap ≥ 0.

(2.12)

where, Rsdp is the SDP ratio (Equation 2.10) and fgap is the gap factor (Equa-

tion 2.11).

The functional coherence index is used to ensure that only functionally related

clusters are merged. The resulting clusters of the tree form the functional families

(FunFams) for a protein domain superfamily. The workflow for the FunFHMMer

algorithm is shown in Figure 2.7.

For profile-profile similarity E-values < 10−50 between the child node align-

ments (calculated by COMPASS in the GeMMA clustering algorithm), the parent

nodes in the GeMMA tree are assigned a coherence index (FC) of 1 since the

child nodes are assumed to have significant sequence similarities and the parent

nodes are functionally coherent. At higher E-values (E-value > 10−50), the coher-

ence index (FC) is calculated by Equation 2.12, using SDP information predicted

by GroupSim. This not only helps in speeding up FunFHMMer, but also avoids

prediction of false-positive SDPs which tend to arise at lower E-values because

the sequences are highly similar and the DOPS values are lower.
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Figure 2.7: Flowchart of the FunFHMMer algorithm. FunFHMMer assesses the
functional coherence (FC) of each parent node in the GeMMA clustering tree in
a bottom-up manner. Taken from Das and Orengo (2016) under CC BY 4.0.

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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2.3.3 Modification of the GeMMA tree

FunFHMMer uses the GeMMA tree to compare the functional coherence at each

parent node in a bottom-up manner to determine an optimal cut of the tree.

FunFHMMer also modifies the GeMMA tree whenever analysis of a potential node

merge identifies child nodes that are not functionally coherent. This is done to pre-

vent the formation of arbitrary disjoint nodes or over-splitting of nodes. Figure 2.8

illustrates the functional family (FunFam) identification of an example superfamily

by FunFHMMer in which the algorithm modifies the GeMMA superfamily tree in

order to minimize the number of families generated.

While traversing the GeMMA tree, all parents nodes having an E-value < 10−50

are created by merging its child nodes (Figure 2.8(b). For all other nodes with

E-value > 10−50, the coherence index (FC) is calculated. All parent nodes having

FC = 1 are assumed to be functionally coherent and their child-to-parent rela-

tionship in the tree is retained. By contrast, parent nodes which are inferred to

be functionally incoherent i.e. FC = 0 are removed and alternative routes of the

tree are explored by merging the child nodes provisionally with the nearest parent

nodes (Figure 2.8(c-e)). The new parent nodes resulting from this are checked

for a coherence index of 1, and the modified nodes are retained if they are coher-

ent, otherwise the child nodes are kept separate. This process is repeated up to

the root of the tree following which, the leaf nodes, together with all the unmerged

nodes of the tree form the FunFams of the CATH superfamily (Figure 2.8(f)).
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)
(f)

Figure 2.8: Modification of the GeMMA tree by FunFHMMer. The circles (or
nodes) represent sequence clusters in the GeMMA tree. The yellow box traces
the progress of FunFHMMer in processing the tree nodes and the nodes not
processed by FunFHMMer are coloured grey. Functionally coherent parent nodes
are coloured green and their merged child nodes are shown as unfilled circles.
Clusters which are not functionally coherent are coloured red. (a) This shows the
GeMMA tree for an example superfamily. (b) All nodes are merged till E-value
< 10−50 (indicated by the blue dashed line). (c) For E-values > 10−50, functional
coherence of nodes are calculated. For nodes that are not functionally coherent,
alternative routes of the tree are explored by merging the child nodes provisionally
with the nearest parent nodes. (d) & (e) The new parent nodes are checked for
coherence, and the modified nodes are retained if they are coherent, otherwise
the child nodes are kept separate. (f) When FunFHMMer finishes processing the
entire tree up to the root, the leaf nodes and the outlier nodes form the FunFams
of the superfamily.
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2.3.4 Generation of CATH FunFams using FunFHMMer

FunFHMMer was used to generate a new set of FunFams for CATH v4.0 (Sillitoe

et al., 2015). A total of 110,439 FunFams were generated by FunFHMMer for

2735 CATH superfamilies. By scanning UniProtKB sequences against CATH-

Gene3D and FunFam HMMs, more than 16 million sequences can be mapped to

the FunFams and annotated with functional information.

FunFHMMer was also used to generate FunFams for 14,831 Pfam-A super-

families giving 172,211 Pfam-A FunFams. This was done to assess the per-

formance of FunFHMMer on another domain-based resource, Pfam. FunFams

were also generated for the CATH superfamilies using the DFX algorithm which

resulted in 26,760 DFX FunFams. This allows us to compare the performance of

FunFHMMer and DFX in functionally classifying CATH superfamilies.

2.3.5 FunFam model generation and mapping of FunFam se-

quence and structural relatives

For each FunFam in a superfamily, an alignment is generated using MAFFT (Ka-

toh et al., 2002) and a profile hidden Markov model (HMM) is built using HMMER3

(Eddy, 2009). A model-specific inclusion threshold score is then determined for

each FunFam model by choosing the lowest HMM bit score obtained by scanning

all the sequences from which a model was built, against the model itself.

All sequences from Gene3D that were not clustered into an S90 cluster at the

start of clustering and structural domains in the CATH superfamily are scanned

against the FunFam models and a Gene3D sequence or structural domain is

accepted as a new member of a FunFam if it exceeds the inclusion threshold

score of the respective FunFam model.

The steps in the functional classification of CATH superfamilies are illustrated

in Figure 2.9.
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Figure 2.9: Functional classification of CATH superfamilies. (A) CATH superfam-
ilies are assigned sequence relatives from UniProtKB and Ensembl in Gene3D.
The colours of the sequences denote a unique function of sub-function. (B) Func-
tional classification of the domain sequence relatives into FunFams (functional
families) using FunFHMMer. (C) Assignment of CATH structural domains to the
FunFams. Taken from Das and Orengo (2016).
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2.3.6 Assessment of Functional Purity of FunFams

To assess whether sub-classifying the domain data in CATH-Gene3D into Fun-

Fams by FunFHMMer improved the functional purity of the FunFams, we per-

formed the following assessments of the quality of functional classification using

known functional information.

2.3.6.1 TPP-dependent enzyme superfamily

The superfamily sequences and their corresponding EC annotations were ob-

tained from the Gene3D resource. Automated functional classification of the su-

perfamily by FunFHMMer and DFX was benchmarked against the superfamily

domain classification data obtained from TEED (Widmann et al., 2010). The per-

formance of the family identification methods on the TPP-dependent enzyme su-

perfamily was measured using the same evaluation metrics (Performance score)

as the SFLD benchmark.

The TPP-dependent superfamily is partitioned into 119 FunFHMMer families

compared to 76 families by DFX. The FunFHMMer families were seen to have

higher performance score (92.16) and higher purity (86.92 %) of families than

DFX (Performance score =87.84, Purity = 79.69%).

Figure 2.10 shows an example from the TPP-dependent enzyme superfamily

which highlights the ability of FunFHMMer to capture the functional specificity of

sets of domain sequences. This feature may be useful for analysing functional

shifts between FunFams. For example, conservation analysis of two FunFams

consisting of sequences having the EC annotations 4.1.1.1 (Pyruvate decarboxy-

lase) and 4.1.2.38 (Benzoin aldolase) in the TPP-dependent superfamily using

Scorecons (Valdar, 2002) was performed along with identification of the SDPs be-

tween the FunFams using GroupSim (Capra and Singh, 2008). This showed that

the experimentally-known catalytic site residues (extracted from the CSA (Porter

et al., 2004)) for domains belonging to each of these FunFams are highly con-

served within each of their respective FunFam MSAs and are predicted to be
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SDPs between the FunFams.

Figure 2.10: Example showing functional specificity of domains captured by Fun-
Fams generated by FunFHMMer. In this figure, two FunFams having different EC
annotations (4.1.2.38 and 4.1.1.1) in the TPP-dependent enzyme superfamily are
shown. The known catalytic residues belonging to domains in the FunFams 1 and
2 are shown as red and blue sticks respectively in the individual domains (shown
in grey) and domain structural alignment. The catalytic residues are coloured sim-
ilarly in the sequence logos of the FunFams and the SDPs between the two Fun-
Fams are highlighted in yellow. In the sequence logos, generated by WebLogo3
(Crooks et al., 2004), larger residue characters indicate a greater conservation
of the residues across the FunFam. Conservation analysis of the FunFams was
done using using Scorecons (Valdar, 2002) and the SDP prediction was done
using GroupSim (Capra and Singh, 2008).

2.3.6.2 Structure-Function Linkage Database (SFLD) superfamilies

We assessed the quality of our functional sub-classification by comparing func-

tional assignments against the Structure-Function Linkage Database (SFLD) which

has been used in benchmarking many functional classification methods for pro-

tein resources (Brown et al., 2007; Lee et al., 2010).

The benchmark sequences were taken from the SFLD on 24 February 2014.

CATH-Gene3D domain superfamilies could be mapped onto 9 SFLD superfam-

ilies (see Section 2.1.3.1) and a new dataset called the SFLD-Gene3D bench-
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mark dataset was created comprising all the CATH-Gene3D predicted sequences

mapped to SFLD whole proteins. 7 of these SFLD superfamilies comprised sin-

gle domain proteins. These 7 SFLD superfamilies were mapped to single CATH

superfamilies. However, the Enolase and Rubisco superfamilies contained multi-

domain proteins and were each mapped to two CATH superfamilies giving a total

of 11 SFLD-Gene3D superfamilies which constituted the benchmarking dataset

(see Table 2.1). These superfamilies were then classified into FunFams by both

DFX and FunFHMMer.

Table 2.1: Composition of the SFLD and SFLD-Gene3D benchmark dataset

SFLD superfamily
CATH-Gene3D

superfamily

SFLD-Gene3D

mapping (%)

Amidohydrolase 3.20.20.140 99.7

Crotonase 3.90.226.10 100

Enolase 3.20.20.120 100

Enolase 3.30.390.10 99.6

Haloacid dehalogenase 3.40.50.1000 96.7

Isoprenoid Synthase Type I 1.10.600.10 99.6

Isoprenoid Synthase Type II 1.50.10.20 100

N6P 2.120.10.30 100

Radical SAM 3.20.20.70 67.7

Rubisco 3.20.20.110 100

Rubisco 3.30.70.150 100

Performance of FunFHMMer and DFX

The performance of FunFHMMer and DFX protocol on the SFLD-Gene3D bench-

mark dataset can be seen in Figure 2.11. FunFHMMer outperforms DFX on

the SFLD-Gene3D benchmark set on average except in the Isoprenoid Synthase

Type I superfamily (CATH 1.10.600.10) where both show poor performance. The

Isoprenoid Synthase Type I superfamily have a large number of sequences that

have no functional annotations which makes any study relating to function in this
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particular superfamily very challenging (Brown and Babbitt, 2014).

Figure 2.11: Performance of FunFHMMer and DFX on the SFLD-Gene3D bench-
mark dataset. Taken from Das and Orengo (2016) under CC BY 4.0.

2.3.6.3 Quality of functional classification based on EC annotations.

This test (referred to as the EC assessment hereafter) was used to analyse the

performance of protein classifications in distinguishing between sequence rela-

tives having different EC numbers. In this, we compared FunFHMMer against

our previous functional classification method, DFX and other domain-family clas-

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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sifications i.e. Pfam and SUPERFAMILY. The domain families and superfamilies

in these resources have not been explicitly classified according to enzyme func-

tion and therefore, the only purpose of including them in the assessment was

to determine whether there was any benefit in function annotation transfer from

sub-classification of the CATH-Gene3D resource into FunFams.

The FunFams generated by FunFHMMer for both CATH superfamilies and

Pfam-A families were assessed, as were DFX FunFams, CATH superfamilies,

Pfam-A families, superfamilies in SUPERFAMILY and families in SUPERFAMILY.

Although CATH, Pfam and SUPERFAMILY are not publicised as functional clas-

sifications, these resources are frequently used for functional annotation of query

sequences.

The EC annotations of all FunFam sequences in CATH were extracted from

UniProtKB (dated February 2013) but we only considered those which had a

four-digit EC number associated with the whole protein. These sequences were

mapped to the different protein classifications used in the assessment and the

number of different unique EC numbers per family or superfamily was analysed.

The EC assessment dataset in CATH, consisting of 670,128 sequences, mapped

to 1664 CATH superfamilies, 33,668 CATH FunFams generated by FunFHMMer,

9215 CATH FunFams generated by DFX, 4856 Pfam families, 24,789 Pfam Fun-

Fams generated by FunFHMMer, 1187 superfamilies in SUPERFAMILY and 2509

families in SUPERFAMILY.

Figure 2.12 shows the proportions of different sequence groupings (families

or superfamilies) generated by the above-mentioned protein classifications having

relatives with one or many different EC numbers. The figure has been truncated to

show the proportion of families or superfamilies, up to a maximum of 10 different

ECs per sequence grouping by a classification protocol. The highest proportion

of families found to have only one EC number associated with them were CATH

FunFams (86.5%) and the Pfam FunFams (85.5%) generated by FunFHMMer,

followed by CATH FunFams (71.9%) generated by DFX, Pfam families (51.6%),
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Figure 2.12: Variation of EC annotations across protein domain classifications.
This figure shows the percentage of families or superfamilies having a certain
number of EC annotations for each of the domain-based protein classifications.
Taken from Das and Orengo (2016) under CC BY 4.0.

CATH superfamilies (37.7%), families in SUPERFAMILY (35.8%) and superfam-

ilies in SUPERFAMILY (30.7%). This illustrates that the FunFams generated by

FunFHMMer provide a more functionally coherent grouping of protein sequences

than the other domain classifications. Moreover, it also shows that the FunFHM-

Mer classification protocol is not limited in its use to CATH but can also be used

to sub-classify other widely-used domain-based classification resources such as

Pfam.

2.3.7 Functionally important residues highly conserved in

FunFams

Ideally, FunFams are groups of protein domains with a high probability of shar-

ing the same function(s) and therefore the functionally important residues (e.g.

catalytic residues, ligand-binding residues) in a FunFam are also expected to

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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be highly conserved. For FunFams with sufficient information content in their

MSA, residue conservation scores are calculated for each position in the align-

ment using Scorecons (Valdar, 2002). Scorecons scores range from 0-1 and

residues having scores ≥ 0.7 are considered to be highly conserved (Dessailly et

al., 2013).

Overlaps between conserved positions in FunFams and known catalytic residues

taken from the Catalytic Site Atlas (CSA) (Porter et al., 2004) were evaluated us-

ing enrichment tests adapted from Dessailly et al. (2013) (Figure 2.13a). For

each FunFam, enrichment values were calculated as the difference between

the proportion of conserved residues that are catalytic and the proportion of all

residues that are catalytic. The enrichment values were averaged for each super-

family and an unpaired, one-sided Wilcoxon rank sum test (Kruskal, 1957) was

run on the averaged values using the wilcox.test function in R (R-Core-Team,

2014). This test assessed a p-value for the null hypothesis that the proportion

of catalytic residues within the conserved residues is the same as the propor-

tion of catalytic residues within all residues in the protein domains i.e the median

enrichment value is zero.

The conserved residues in all FunFam alignments were found to be signifi-

cantly enriched in known catalytic residues i.e. FunFams have a greater propor-

tion of catalytic residues within the conserved residues of a domain in comparison

to all residues in the domain (p < 3.64 x 10−51). Moreover, a comparison of en-

richment scores for a subset of FunFams from 256 superfamilies, generated by

FunFHMMer and DFX and sharing the same structural domains (485 domains),

showed that the conserved positions in FunFams generated by both are highly

enriched in catalytic residues (p < 4.31 x 10−16 for FunFHMMer and p < 3.41

x 10−15 for DFX). However, a higher proportion of FunFHMMer FunFams were

found to have all known catalytic residues conserved compared to DFX (Figure

2.13b).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.13: (a) Protocol for the residue enrichment analysis of FunFam align-
ments. (b) Comparison of the percentage of catalytTaken from ic residues that
are conserved in FunFams generated by DFX and FunFHMMer. Taken from Das
and Orengo (2016) under CC BY 4.0.

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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2.4 Conclusion

The FunFHMMer protocol for functional classification of CATH superfamilies

was developed. The utility of such a comprehensive functional classification of

protein domains is manifold – to improve our understanding of the sequence and

structure mechanisms of functional divergence within a superfamily during evolu-

tion and to improve the functional annotation of uncharacterised protein domain

sequences assigned to an annotated functional family within the superfamily.

An in-depth analysis of the large, well-studied and diverse Thiamine pyrophos-

phate (TPP)-dependent enzyme superfamily was first performed to determine

sequence-based parameters that are critical for inferring functional coherence of

sequence alignments. These parameters were then incorporated in the FunFH-

MMer protocol to calculate a novel index to assess functional coherence of se-

quence alignments.

The FunFHMMer functional classification protocol was used to functionally

classify 2735 protein domain superfamilies in CATH-Gene3D that results in 110,439

functional families or FunFams. It was found to be able to separate the Fun-

Fams exploiting residue conservation and differences in specificity-determining

positions (SDPs). In this chapter, it is highlighted that the FunFHMMer pro-

tocol results in FunFams that are significantly more functionally pure than the

previous classification protocol in CATH, DFX, reported in 2013 (Sillitoe et al.,

2013). This was demonstrated using three independent benchmarking protocols

based on the manually-curated SFLD superfamilies, consistency of the EC anno-

tations (Bairoch, 2000) within the superfamilies and an analysis on conservation

of known functional sites in FunFams. The FunFams have been found to be struc-

turally coherent by Garcia et al. (2016) which indicates that they may be a good

resource for searching templates for homology modelling. Furthermore, the utility

of FunFams in annotating metagenome data (Dawson, 2015) and identifying new

drug targets (Garcia et al., 2016) was also demonstrated recently.

All FunFam data are made available through the CATH web-pages (http:

http://www.cathdb.info/
http://www.cathdb.info/
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//www.cathdb.info/) which provides a listing of FunFams within each super-

family. For each FunFam, visualization of the multiple-sequence alignment (also

available for download) and information regarding functional annotations (i.e. EC

and GO annotations), the multi-domain architectures and taxonomy of the se-

quence relatives are provided.

http://www.cathdb.info/
http://www.cathdb.info/


Chapter 3

Protein function annotation using

FunFHMMer

3.1 Background

The Genomes Online Database (Reddy et al., 2014), which is a centralized

resource of genome-sequencing projects worldwide, lists > 64,000 sequencing

projects as of June 2015, and these are expected to hugely increase the numbers

of known sequences in UniProtKB. In contrast, <1% of the protein annotations

in the current UniProtKB database are experimentally validated. Since the cur-

rent rate of experimental annotations and manual curation process will never be

sufficient for complete annotation of the proteins captured in public databases

(Baumgartner et al., 2007), the gap between uncharacterised sequences and an-

notations will continue to rise. In order to bridge this gap, computational function

prediction and annotation approaches will be essential.

3.1.1 Current approaches for protein function prediction

3.1.1.1 Sequence homology

The conventional method used for protein function annotation is a sequence

homology search followed by annotation transfer, based on the principle that

evolutionarily-related proteins having high sequence similarity have similar, if not

identical functions. Several studies have investigated the accuracy of directly in-

heriting functional annotations for uncharacterised sequences from a homologue

having known functions.

Initially, three studies (Devos and Valencia, 2000; Wilson et al., 2000; Todd

et al., 2001) had suggested that enzyme function is generally conserved at se-

quence identities above either 40% (Wilson et al., 2000; Todd et al., 2001) or
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50% (Devos and Valencia, 2000). These three studies performed all-against-all

pairwise sequence comparisons of proteins with known structures in their dataset

and examined the similarity in EC numbers at different sequence identity thresh-

olds, however, their analysis did not distinguish between single and multi-domain

proteins. Soon after, Hegyi and Gerstein (2001) reported that multi-domain pro-

teins have significantly less functional conservation (approximately two-fold) than

single-domain proteins unless they share the same multi-domain architecture.

Rost (2002) contested the sequence identity thresholds for enzyme function con-

servation suggested by earlier studies (Devos and Valencia, 2000; Wilson et al.,

2000; Todd et al., 2001) and argued that the datasets used in the previous stud-

ies were either small or did not account for the compositional biases existing in

the databases. Rost (2002) accounted for database biasses in his own analysis

by grouping protein sequences into families based on sequence similarity and

selecting representative sequences from each family to construct an unbiased

dataset. The conservation of enzyme function within sequences in the unbiased

dataset were then compared with those from the original biased dataset. The bi-

ased dataset showed results similar to that of the previous studies i.e. the entire

EC number was conserved above∼ 50%. In contrast, using the unbiased dataset

it was seen that both the first and all four EC numbers start diverging below 70%

sequence identity. Soon after, Tian and Skolnick (2003) analysed enzyme func-

tion conservation, in a manner similar to Rost’s, by classifying enzyme families

based on both sequence identity and functional similarity i.e. sequences sharing

the same four digit or the same first three EC numbers. Their analysis suggested

that sequence identity of above 60% is required to inherit entire EC numbers with

at least 90% accuracy. Addou et al. (2009) revisited the analyses of the Rost and

Skolnick groups a few years later and reported that sequences having homologs

with 40% and 60% pairwise sequence identity were still sufficient to safely inherit

the first three and entire EC numbers, respectively. Furthermore, for multi-domain

proteins, the pairwise sequence identity thresholds increase to 50% and 70% for
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the first three and entire EC numbers respectively on the domain level, for safe

inheritance of EC numbers (Addou et al., 2009).

A typical sequence homology-based prediction method involves a homology

search using the Basic Local Alignment Search Tool (BLAST) (Altschul et al.,

1990) to identify similar sequences from a sequence database, followed by func-

tional annotation transfer. PSI-BLAST (Altschul et al., 1997) is often used instead

of BLAST as it is much more sensitive since it performs profile-to-sequence com-

parisons rather than sequence-to-sequence comparisons.

3.1.1.2 Protein family resources

Protein family resources cluster protein sequences into families and subfamilies

based on their sequence, structure or functional similarity (in the case of anno-

tated protein sequences). These family resources may be used for annotating

uncharacterised sequences by mapping query sequences to the best matched

family and inheriting the annotations from the characterised sequences.

Manually-curated GO term associations are readily available from certain fam-

ily resources such as TIGRFAM (TIGRFAM2GO) and HAMAP (HAMAP2GO).

BAR+ (Piovesan et al., 2011), an automated annotation method based on the

annotation transfer from protein families, produces clusters such that the pair-

wise sequence identity between relatives in a cluster is 40% with at least 90%

of sequences in the pairwise alignment overlapping. A BLAST search of query

sequences against the BAR+ clusters is performed and statistically validated GO

and Pfam annotations are then inferred for the sequences based on the sequence

identity and coverage of the matches (Piovesan et al., 2013).

A domain-centric approach can also be exploited in functional annotation of

the whole protein by identifying domains within a sequence, associating func-

tions to these domains from a domain-based family resource e.g. Pfam (Finn

et al., 2014) or CATH (Sillitoe et al., 2015) and integrating these functions in or-

der to describe the function of the whole protein. Manually-curated GO associa-
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tions for protein domain families are available for ProDom (ProDom2GO), Pfam

(Pfam2GO) and InterPro (InterPro2GO) (Camon et al., 2004). Various automated

methods have been developed in recent years to exploit the functional signal en-

coded in domains to annotate uncharacterised proteins (Table 3.1).

Table 3.1: Protein function annotation methods based on protein domain families.

Prediction Method Domain Resource References

GO predictions from

ProDom and CDD
ProDom and CDD (Schug et al., 2002)

GOtrees Pfam (Hayete and Bienkowska, 2005)

MultiPfam2GO & Naı̈ve

Bayesian model
Pfam (Forslund and Sonnhammer, 2008)

SCOP2GO SCOP (Lopez and Pazos, 2013)

dcGO SCOP, SUPERFAMILY (Fang and Gough, 2013)

DFX CATH-Gene3D (Rentzsch and Orengo, 2013)

FunFHMMer CATH-Gene3D (Das et al., 2015b,?)

Schug and co-workers (Schug et al., 2002) developed a rule-based associa-

tion of GO terms to ProDom (Bru et al., 2005) and CDD (Marchler-Bauer et al.,

2014) domains for which thresholds were also determined. Query sequences

were annotated by performing a BLAST search against ProDom or CDD fol-

lowed by annotation transfer from matched domains that met the thresholds of

domain-function associations. The GOtrees method (Hayete and Bienkowska,

2005) used decision trees to predict GO terms for query sequences based on do-

main composition in proteins (from Pfam) and other sequence features. Forslund

and Sonnhammer (Forslund and Sonnhammer, 2008) extended the Pfam2GO

approach and developed two protocols: a rule-based (MultiPfam2GO) model that

assigns a GO term to a domain if all proteins containing the domain are annotated

with that GO term and a naı̈ve Bayesian model, which associates GO terms to

domains probabilistically. The SCOP2GO (Lopez and Pazos, 2013) method asso-

ciates MFO terms to SCOP structural domains and annotates query sequences

by scanning them against PSSM libraries that are built for SCOP domains having
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same fold and function (i.e. same GO terms). dcGO (Fang and Gough, 2013,

domain-centric GO) predictor infers GO terms for individual SCOP domains or

supradomains (two or more domains which are known to function together) based

on whole protein annotations from UniProtKB-GOA and domain architecture in-

formation extracted from SUPERFAMILY.

DFX (Rentzsch and Orengo, 2013)(described in Section 2.1.4.2 in Chapter

2) classifies the protein domain superfamilies in the CATH-Gene3D resource into

domain functional families or FunFams using GO-based cluster evaluation of the

hierarchical clustering algorithm, GeMMA (described in Section 2.1.4.1 in Chap-

ter 2). Each FunFam is associated with GO terms probabilistically based on GO

annotations of parent proteins of its domain sequences, which are then used to

annotate query sequences based on their CATH domain composition. FunFHM-

Mer (Das et al., 2015b) (described in Section 2.3.2 in Chapter 2) is an improved

method for functional classification of CATH-Gene3D superfamilies which eval-

uates functional coherence of clusters using the evolutionary signals in cluster

alignments and outperforms DFX and other domain-based classification proto-

cols in predicting protein function.

3.1.1.3 Gene Ontology-based prediction methods

Gene Ontology-based prediction methods first use sequence comparison meth-

ods such as BLAST or PSI-BLAST to identify sequence homologs with known

GO annotations. The GO annotations from the homologs are then utilised in dif-

ferent ways by different GO-based function prediction methods. Some GO-based

methods like GOtcha and PFP (Hawkins et al., 2006, 2009) predict GO terms by

combining the GO annotations of the homologs. For example, the PFP method

(Hawkins et al., 2009) predicts the function of a query sequence by combining

the frequency of GO terms of a wide range of E-value (up to E-values of 100)

sequence matches of a PSI-BLAST search for the query sequence using an E-

value based scoring scheme along with a data-mining tool, Function Association
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Matrix, that predicts additional GO terms for the sequence hits from PSI-BLAST

based on the frequency at which they co-occur in UniProt sequences (Hawkins

et al., 2006).

In contrast, methods like ConFunc (Wass and Sternberg, 2008) and GoFDR

(Gong et al., 2016) sub-group PSI-BLAST sequence hits for a query sequence

according to their GO annotations such that for each GO term, the PSI-BLAST

homologs sharing the target GO term annotation are grouped together to form a

sub-group. ConFunc (Wass and Sternberg, 2008) calculates residue conserva-

tion scores for each sub-group alignment to identify conserved residues and gen-

erates position-specific scoring matrix (PSSM) profiles for the sub-group align-

ments which are scored against the query sequence to predict functions. Con-

Func uses the PSSM profile E-value scores along with the frequency of the GO

terms within the PSI-BLAST search hits to provide the confidence scores for the

GO term predictions. In contrary, GoFDR identifies, for each GO term, func-

tionally discriminating residues or FDRs (referred to as specificity-determining

residues or SDPs in this work; see Section 1.2.1.3 in Chapter 1) between

an alignment of PSI-BLAST homologs sharing the target GO term annotation

(termed as homo-functional MSA) and an alignment of homologs lacking the tar-

get GO term annotation (termed as hetero-functional MSA). GoFDR then builds

a PSSM for the FDRs and scores the query sequence for its association with

the target GO term. Finally, it converts the PSSM profile scores into probabilities

by using a conversion table created by training GoFDR with a large number of

sequences.

3.1.1.4 Phylocogenomics

Phylogenomics-based (Eisen, 1998) function annotation methods are based on

the principle that in certain cases of sequence homology, the most similar se-

quences will not always correspond to similarity in function as homologous se-

quences can be orthologous or paralogous. Phylogenomics-based annotation
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methods make use of the evolutionary history of putative homologs of the query

sequence followed by function transfer from the closest ortholog.

SIFTER (Statistical Inference of Function Through Evolutionary Relationships)

(Engelhardt et al., 2006) is a statistical graphical model for predicting protein

molecular functions using phylogenomics. It checks for the closest ortholog to

the query by segregating orthologous and paralogous events of the related gene

and inferring gene duplications on a gene tree and comparing it with a species

tree. It then transfers the available functional annotations of the ortholog to the

query sequence.

3.1.1.5 Structural homology

Knowledge of protein structure plays an important role in protein function pre-

diction since protein structures are conserved even in the absence of any se-

quence similarity. Such distant evolutionary relationships can be captured by us-

ing protein structure comparison methods like SSAP (Taylor and Orengo, 1989),

CE (Shindyalov and Bourne, 1998) and DALI (Holm and Sander, 1995). These

methods use the Protein Data Bank or structure classification databases, CATH

(Orengo et al., 1997) and SCOP (Murzin et al., 1995) as the source of protein

structure relatives. In cases of high structural similarity, functional similarity can

be suggested, however, Martin et al. (1998) showed that protein fold similarity

may not be always sufficient to conclude functional similarity as many proteins

having the same function can have different folds and vice-versa.

Various algorithms make use of other protein structural data like 3-dimensional

(3D) patterns, pockets or clefts that help in function annotation. Protein surface

(binding pockets and clefts) prediction methods also provide useful information

about likely protein functional sites using methods like pvSOAR (Binkowski et al.,

2004), CASTp (Dundas et al., 2006), SiteEngine (Shulman-Peleg et al., 2005)

and THEMATICS (Ondrechen et al., 2001).
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3.1.1.6 Combination of heterogenous data

The protein sequence-structure-function relationship is very complex and a sim-

ilarity in either protein sequence or structure does not always imply functional

similarity. Sequence or structure homology-based function prediction methods

can often lead to erroneous functional assignments (Devos and Valencia, 2000;

Punta and Ofran, 2008) which may arise due to annotations transferred from par-

alogs (Theißen, 2002) or from proteins within the twilight zone of similarities i.e.

<30% sequence identity (Chung and Subbiah, 1996), multi-functional proteins

(Jeffery, 2003), domain-shuffling in multi-domain proteins (Bashton and Chothia,

2007) or due to misannotations existing in the databases (Devos and Valencia,

2001).

Proteins can acquire new functions from a combination of mechanisms such

as gene duplication, gene fusion, gene recruitment, oligomerisation, alternative

splicing and post-translational modifications (Todd et al., 2001). As a result, a

large number of protein function prediction methods combine data from hetero-

geneous sources in order to predict functions of uncharacterised proteins since

most targets are hard to characterise using a single method. In such cases, when

the predictions of several methods show consensus or indicate a similar function

for the protein, there is greater confidence in the predictions. Many protein func-

tion prediction methods are available as web servers such as ProFunc (Laskowski

et al., 2003), ProKnow (Pal and Eisenberg, 2005) and PredictProtein (Yachdav et

al., 2014) and combine several sequence-based and structure-based methods to

predict functions.

Recently, an increasing number of methods utilise machine-learning to com-

bine data from different methods or sources to predict GO terms (Clark and Radi-

vojac, 2011; Wass et al., 2012; Cozzetto et al., 2013). For example, CombFunc

(Wass et al., 2012) first predicts GO terms using different methods separately and

then the features for GO terms identified by each method are combined using a

support vector machine (SVM) to make the final predictions. The individual meth-
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ods that CombFunc uses include sequence homology using BLAST/PSI-BLAST,

domain-based predictions using information from InterPro and predictions from

protein-protein interaction and gene expression data. FunctionSpace (Cozzetto

et al., 2013) is a another recent machine-learning method which combines infor-

mation from a wide variety of sources. It integrates sequence, gene expression,

protein-protein interaction data and UniProtKB annotations retrieved by a text-

mining tool into a single framework. Information from all these methods are then

combined in a probabilistic manner taking into account the ontology structure of

GO to predict GO terms for a query sequence.

3.1.2 Assessment of function prediction methods

A large number of function annotations are available today which provide compu-

tational function annotations at the protein level exploiting different approaches.

However, it is essential for both computational and experimental biologists to

know the accuracy of these methods in order to understand which prediction

approach performs better and to decide whether the automated function anno-

tations provided by the methods can be relied upon. Moreover, this would help

us in understanding the strengths and weaknesses of different approaches of

function predictions.

There are two major challenges associated with comparative assessment of

automated function prediction programs (Godzik et al., 2007). The first being

the requirement of an accurately annotated target benchmark dataset for assess-

ment. An ideal benchmark dataset will constitute unannotated proteins that do

not show significant sequence or structural similarity to annotated proteins so

that these can be used to test the function inference of the methods or how well

they make a well-informed guess. Furthermore, the benchmark dataset must be

unbiased such that it contains sequences from all kingdoms across the tree of life.

One approach of building a benchmark dataset is to use those protein sequences

whose functions have been recently determined but have not yet been published
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in databases or other resources. Another approach involves a rollback dataset

in which data from a database is used by the function prediction method up to a

particular date e.g till June 2013 and then predictions are made for sequences

which have accumulated after June 2013.

The second challenge is the establishment of an evaluation metric for accu-

rate assessment of the performance of automated function prediction methods.

For example, when two function prediction methods are compared on the basis

of their ability to predict the function of a protein and both fail to accurately predict

the known protein function, it is necessary for the assessment metric to differenti-

ate between a near-miss or wide-miss by quantitating the differences between the

predicted functions and the true function (Godzik et al., 2007). This also reiterates

the importance of using a suitable system for describing protein functions which

facilitates computation and an associated evaluation metric that can be used to

quantitate distance between its functional terms. There have been many attempts

at assessments of automated function prediction so far, which have been sum-

marized in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: Tabular representation of assessment experiments of automated
function annotation methods.
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3.1.3 Critical Assessment of Function Annotation (CAFA)

The Critical Assessment of Function Annotation (CAFA) experiment is a recent

major bioinformatics initiative conducted by the Automated Function Prediction

Special Interest Group (AFP-SIG), which aims to provide large-scale assessment

of computational function prediction algorithms using a time challenge (Friedberg

and Radivojac, 2016; Radivojac et al., 2013). A dataset of proteins lacking any

experimental GO terms are selected as targets by the CAFA organisers and are

provided to the automated function prediction community six months before the

submission deadline. During this time, the target sequences are annotated by

assignment of GO terms along with confidence scores by function prediction al-

gorithms and the predictions are submitted to the CAFA organisers. The set of

all experimentally annotated proteins available on the submission deadline, forms

the training dataset. After the submission deadline, the experimental annotations

are allowed to accumulate over a period of approximately 12 months. The function

prediction methods are then evaluated on the subset of target proteins (bench-

mark dataset) that accumulate experimental GO terms during the accumulation

phase.

The performance of all the participating methods are compared to two base-

line methods: (i) BLAST, based on the search results using BLAST software

against the training database; and (ii) a Naı̈ve method, which predicts all GO

terms in a GO ontology for each target with the relative frequency of the GO term

in the training database over all annotated proteins (Jiang et al., 2016; Radivojac

et al., 2013).

3.1.3.1 CAFA evaluation metrics

The performance accuracy of protein function prediction methods that predict all

GO terms associated with a particular protein sequence are evaluated using the

following metrics:
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(i) Precision-recall (pr − rc) curves

For each target and some decision threshold τ ∈ [0,1], the GO terms in an on-

tology are assigned to it with confidence scores greater than or equal to τ , were

propagated up the GO hierarchy or directed acyclic graph (DAG) to the root, yield-

ing the set of predicted GO terms for that target (predicted set). The true (experi-

mental) GO terms are also up-propagated the GO hierarchy for every target (true

set). Any terms which overlap between the predicted and the true set were con-

sidered as correct at that decision threshold τ (see Figure 3.2). Consequently,

the precision (pr) and recall (rc) for each target were computed as:

pri(τ) =

∑
f I(f ∈ Pi(τ) ∧ f ∈ Ti)∑

f I(f ∈ Pi(τ))
(3.1)

rci(τ) =

∑
f I(f ∈ Pi(τ) ∧ f ∈ Ti)∑

f I(f ∈ Ti)
(3.2)

where I(f) is the standard indicator function, f is a GO term, Ti is the set of

true GO terms (true set) for protein i and Pi(τ) is the set of predicted GO terms

for protein i with confidence score greater than or equal to τ . f ranges over the

GO hierarchy, excluding the root terms.

The precision-recall space is then generated by averaging precision and recall

across all targets at a given threshold. The average precision and recall at a fixed

threshold τ were calculated as

pr(τ) =
1

m(τ)
.

m(τ)∑
i=1

pri(τ) (3.3)

rc(τ) =
1

n

n∑
i=1

rci(τ) (3.4)

where n is the total number of targets, m(τ) is the number of targets ≤ n, on

which at least one prediction has been made above threshold τ .

Each prediction model was characterized by a precision-recall curve (pr(τ), rc(τ))τ

(see Figure 3.3). In order to use a single evaluation metric to compare the per-
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Figure 3.2: Evaluation metrics used for assessment of function prediction meth-
ods by CAFA. (a) The blue nodes represent the predicted GO terms for particular
decision threshold in an ontology. (b) The red nodes represent the true GO terms
for the corresponding decision threshold in the ontology. The two nodes encircled
within grey dashed circles represent the overlap between the predicted and true
function sub-graphs. The precision (pr) and recall (rc) for this prediction can be

calculated as: pr =
2

4
= 0.5. rc =

2

3
= 0.667. The remaining uncertainty (ru)

associated with this prediction is the information content of the red node encir-
cled in a green dashed circle while the misinformation (mi) is the total information
content of the two blue nodes encircled in a magenta dashed circle.

Figure 3.3: This figure shows (a) precision-recall or pr−rc curves and (b) remain-
ing uncertainty-misinformation ru−mi curves for two function prediction methods
M1 and M2. The points where Fmax and Smin are achieved are marked as circles
in all the curves. Higher Fmax values and lower Smin values can be used to rank
function prediction methods. Taken from Friedberg and Radivojac (2016) under
CC BY-NC-SA 4.0.

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/
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formance of different methods, the maximum F-measure (Fmax, a harmonic mean

between precision and recall, which gives equal emphasis to both) was used over

all thresholds. It was calculated as,

Fmax = max τ{ 2.pr(τ).rc(τ)
pr(τ) + rc(τ)

} (3.5)

such that a perfect function prediction method would be characterized with Fmax=1.

(ii) Remaining uncertainty-misinformation (ru−mi)

This information-theoretic evaluation metric was introduced by Clark and Radivo-

jac (2013) and was first used in CAFA 2 evaluation to complement the evaluation

of function predictions with pr− rc curves due to complexities posed by the struc-

ture of biological ontologies and biased or incomplete experimental annotations

of biomolecules.

Clark and Radivojac (2013) used a Bayesian network, structured according

to the underlying ontology to model the prior probability of a protein’s functional

annotations and introduced the concepts of misinformation and remaining uncer-

tainty. These terms can be regarded as information-theoretic analogs of precision

and recall.

The remaining uncertainty (ru) about a protein’s true annotation is regarded as

the information about the protein that is not yet provided by the predicted set while

misinformation (mi) corresponds to the total information content of the nodes that

are incorrect in the predicted set (see Figure 3.2). The information content (ic(f))

of a GO term f is estimated in a maximum likelihood manner as the negative

binary logarithm of the conditional probability that the GO term f is present in a

protein’s annotation given that all its parent GO terms are also present.

The average remaining uncertainty(ru) and misinformation (mi) at a fixed de-

cision threshold τ can be calculated as:
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ru(τ) =
1

n

n∑
i=1

∑
f

ic(f). I(f /∈ Pi(τ) ∧ f ∈ Ti) (3.6)

mi(τ) =
1

n

n∑
i=1

∑
f

ic(f). I(f ∈ Pi(τ) ∧ f /∈ Ti) (3.7)

where n is the total number of targets, Ti is the set of true GO terms (true set)

for protein i and Pi(τ) is the set of predicted GO terms for protein i with confidence

score greater than or equal to τ .

ru − mi curves are then generated for all targets as the decision threshold

is moved from its minimum to its maximum value (see Figure 3.3). A single

performance measure, the minimum semantic distance (Smin), defined as the

minimum distance from the origin to the curve (ru(τ),mi(τ)τ (Equation 3.8) is

then used to rank function prediction methods.

Smin = minτ{
√
ru(τ)2 +mi(τ)2 (3.8)

where ic(f) is the information content of the GO term f .

3.1.3.2 CAFA 1, 2010-2012

CAFA 1 (Radivojac et al., 2013) organisers provided a set of 48,298 unannotated

(lacking any experimental GO terms) proteins from 7 eukaryotic and 11 eukary-

otic species as targets to the function prediction community in September 2010.

In January 2011, 54 function prediction algorithms associated with 23 research

groups had submitted their predictions and the results were released in early

2012. The performance of the top 10 function prediction methods in the Molec-

ular Function Ontology (MFO) is shown in Figure 3.4 where functions predicted

by DFX FunFams (listed as Team Orengo) were ranked 7th. The other meth-

ods were: Jones-UCL (FunctionSpace) (Cozzetto et al., 2013), Argot2 (Falda et

al., 2012), PANNZER (Koskinen et al., 2015), ESG (Chitale et al., 2013), BAR+

(Piovesan et al., 2013), PDCN, Lichtarge Lab (Ward et al., 2009), SIFTER (En-
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gelhardt et al., 2006) and dcGO (Fang and Gough, 2013). The performance rank-

ings of the methods often change with benchmark sets, ontologies and evaluation

metrics as the performance of a method is dependant on the complex interplay

between the prediction method and all the above listed factors (Jiang et al., 2014).

Figure 3.4: The maximum F-measure (Fmax) for the top 10 performing function
prediction methods for Molecular Function Ontology (MFO) where higher values
of Fmax indicates better performance. Adapted from Radivojac et al. (2013)

Challenges and limitations of CAFA 1

The first CAFA experiment (Radivojac et al., 2013) was successful in providing an

understanding of the trends and performance of existing function prediction meth-

ods. At the same time, it also highlighted specific areas of the field which need

improvements. However, the most important impact of CAFA 1 was to highlight

the major challenges and limitations of automated function prediction to compu-

tational biologists, database curators and experimental biologists. Some of these

non-trivial challenges included the following:

(i) Protein function is context-based and can be studied from different aspects

ranging from biochemical activity to role in pathways, cells, tissues and organ-

isms. However, a function prediction method is often limited by its ability to pro-
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cess only certain input data sources (e.g. only eukaryotic proteins) and also by

its objective of predicting function in only certain aspects.

(ii) The ‘Open World Assumption’ (Thomas et al., 2012; Dessimoz et al., 2013)

underlying GO annotations, i.e. function annotations for most proteins are gen-

erally incomplete as both experimental annotations and manual curation of an-

notations are time-consuming and expensive. Consequently, an absence of an

annotation does not imply the absence of a function. The failure of the evaluation

metrics used in CAFA 1 to account for the Open World Assumption may have led

to an overestimation of false-positive predictions in the CAFA evaluation analysis

i.e. sometimes correct and highly specific functions predictions may be regarded

as false-positives even if proteins have been experimentally annotated only in a

more generic manner. This may have significantly affected the results reported in

CAFA 1 (Dessimoz et al., 2013).

Additionally, experiments may be biased by the experimenter’s choice which

can result in the annotations being limited by the scope of experiments. Such

experiments are unlikely to determine the entire functional repertoire of proteins

and affects our understanding of the protein function space. Function annotations

have often been reported to be error-prone, due to experimental interpretations

or curator errors (Brenner, 1999; Schnoes et al., 2013). Thus, there may be a

number of cases where it may not clear whether a prediction is correct or erro-

neous. This uncertainty was not captured by the evaluation metrics of CAFA 1

and this led to doubts regarding the reliability of the CAFA 1 results (Dessimoz et

al., 2013). In response to this, Jiang et al. (2014) studied the effect of incomplete

experimental annotations on the reliability of CAFA 1 results by considering func-

tion prediction as a structured-output learning problem. They provided theoretical

analyses to characterise the impact of missing data on the accuracy of assess-

ments and carried out simulation of the CAFA experiment from which they con-

cluded that although incomplete knowledge can significantly affect assessments,

taking available data and realistic assumptions into consideration, the CAFA 1
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results are meaningful and reliable Jiang et al. (2014).

3.1.3.3 CAFA 2, 2013-2015

CAFA 2 organisers provided 100,816 unannotated or incompletely annotated (ex-

perimental GO terms) target protein sequences (from 27 different species - 7 ar-

chaeal, 10 bacterial and 10 eukaryotic species) to the protein function prediction

community in September 2013. Predictors were asked to predict the function of

these proteins by associating gene ontology (GO) terms with the sequences using

their methods and upload their results to the CAFA 2 web server before January

2014. The participating methods in CAFA 2 were evaluated on two benchmark

sets in two evaluation modes (see Table 3.2) and the results were announced in

the Automated Function Prediction Special Interest Group (AFP-SIG) meeting at

the Intelligent Systems for Molecular Biology (ISMB)/ European Conference on

Computational Biology (ECCB) conference in July 2014.

Table 3.2: Different benchmark sets and evaluation modes used in CAFA 2 to
evaluate the performance of the participating methods.

CAFA 2 Benchmark sets

No-knowledge (NK)

benchmark set

Proteins that had no associated experimental GO terms in any ontology

in the training database and had accumulated at least one experimental

GO term after the accumulation phase. Similar to CAFA1.

Limited-knowledge (LK)

benchmark set

Proteins that had experimental GO terms in one or two ontologies in the

training database, but not all three, and had accumulated at least one

experimental GO term in one or more ontologies after the accumulation

phase for which it did not have any experimental terms before.

CAFA 2 Evaluation modes

Full evaluation (FE) mode
Methods are evaluated on all benchmark proteins and are penalised for

not making predictions. Similar to CAFA1.

Partial evaluation (PE) mode
Methods are evaluated on the subset of benchmark proteins for which

they have made at least one prediction (as long as they had submitted

predictions for at least 5000 targets)
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3.2 Aims and Objectives

This chapter discusses the development of an automated function prediction

pipeline exploiting the CATH FunFams generated by FunFHMMer, its validation

by an in-house CAFA-like benchmark datasets and its independent validation in

CAFA 2. It also describes the development of a web server to make function

predictions generated by the pipeline available to the scientific community.

The web server was published in:

Das, S., Sillitoe, I., Lee, D., Lees, J. G., Dawson, N. L., Ward, J. and Orengo, C. A.

(2015). CATH FunFHMMer web server: protein functional annotations using functional

family assignments, Nucleic Acids Res., 43(W1), W148–W153.

The web server was implemented by my colleague and co-author, Dr. Ian

Sillitoe.

3.3 Implementation

3.3.1 FunFHMMer pipeline for function annotation

Uncharacterised protein sequences are scanned against a library of HMMs of

CATH superfamilies and domain regions are assigned to superfamilies using Do-

mainFinder3 (Yeats et al., 2010) (Figure 3.5(ii)). DomainFinder3 resolves any

conflicting or overlapping HMM model matches into a prediction of best non-

overlapping matches. The predicted domain sequences are then scanned against

the CATH FunFam HMM models for the given superfamily using HMMER3 (Eddy,

2009) and mapped to their best matching FunFam i.e. the model matched with the

highest HMM score, provided the inclusion threshold score (described in Section

2.3.5 in Chapter 2) of the respective FunFam model is achieved (Figure 3.5(iii)).

The GO term annotations of that FunFam are then transferred to the query se-

quence in a probabilistic manner which is calculated as the annotation frequency

of a particular GO term amongst the seed sequences of the FunFam (Figure

3.5(iv-v)). The GO term confidence scores are subsequently propagated up the
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Figure 3.5: Workflow for the FunFHMMer function prediction pipeline. Taken
from (Das and Orengo, 2016) under CC BY 4.0.

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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GO hierarchy (Figure 3.5(vi)). Finally, the non-redundant set of constituent do-

main GO term assignments for each domain region in the protein sequence, each

GO term retaining its highest confidence score, together make up the function

predictions for the whole-protein.

The absence of annotations for some query sequences provided by the FunFH-

MMer function prediction pipeline is most likely due to one of the following rea-

sons: (i) annotations can only be provided for protein families which have one

or more known structures classified in CATH (Sillitoe et al., 2015); (ii) query hits

are only reported if the sequence match is within the inclusion threshold for the

FunFam matched. This is a much stricter criterion than used by many other re-

sources but results in greater precision by preventing misannotations caused by

’over-prediction’. The function predictions by the FunFHMMer pipeline are con-

servative and focus on higher precision rather than greater coverage.

3.3.2 Benchmarking of function predictions

In order to assess whether the FunFHMMer sub-classification of the domain data

in CATH-Gene3D into FunFams improved the functional purity of the FunFams

and the ability to use them to transfer functional annotation, we performed a

UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot rollback assessment. In this, we compared FunFHMMer

against our previous functional classification method, DFX and other domain-

family classifications i.e. Pfam and CDD. The domain families in these resources

have not been explicitly classified according to function and therefore, the only

purpose of including them in the assessment was to determine whether there

was any benefit in function annotation transfer from the FunFams.

3.3.2.1 UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot rollback benchmark dataset

A CAFA-style assessment was generated by rolling back the UniProtKB/Swiss-

Prot database dated November 2013 to May 2013 (6 months before). The as-

sessment comprised well-annotated sequences which did not have any reported
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GO terms (having GO evidence codes: EXP, IDA, IMP, IGI, IEP, TAS or IC) in the

Molecular Function Ontology (MFO) in the May 28, 2013 version of UniProtKB/Swiss-

Prot, but had MFO annotations associated with them in the November 28, 2013

version. This resulted in a dataset of 1945 proteins. The distribution of leaf MFO

term annotations of the assessment proteins is shown in Figure 3.6.

Figure 3.6: Distribution of depths of leaf term annotations of the
UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot rollback assessment proteins in Molecular Function On-
tology (MFO).

Pfam and CDD were chosen for the assessment as Pfam is the most compre-

hensive manually curated domain-based resource which is widely used by biolo-

gists for functional annotation and CDD is a widely-used comprehensive protein

resource that integrates curated protein and protein domain family databases.

Each classification protocol was evaluated only on the subset of the assessment

dataset for which it predicted at least one GO annotation.
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3.3.2.2 Function annotation using Pfam and CDD

Sequence MD5 (a 32 character hexadecimal number) of query sequences was

used to map sequences between databases (Smith et al., 2005). The functional

annotations assigned by FunFams generated by FunFHMMer were compared to

the annotations provided by Pfam (version 27.0) and CDD (version 3.10) family

matches.

Pfam families The assessment proteins were scanned against the Pfam (ver-

sion 27.0) (Finn et al., 2014) family HMM models using HMMER3 (Eddy, 2009).

The results were collapsed into a single set of Pfam domain architectures using

DomainFinder3 (Yeats et al., 2010) and regions on the proteins are assigned to a

Pfam family if the E-value of the match to the HMM is significant (i.e. lower than

the inclusion threshold of a Pfam family). The query sequences are assigned the

high-quality MFO annotations (extracted from the UniProtKB-GOA annotation file

dated May 28, 2013) of annotated sequences in the Pfam family, with a confi-

dence score equal to the annotation frequency of the MFO term amongst all the

annotated sequences of that family. This approach is similar to that used for as-

signing MFO terms and confidence scores to the CATH FunFam matches. The

MFO annotations are then propagated up the MFO hierarchy or DAG and the final

confidence scores associated with each MFO annotation after up-propagation.

CDD families The assessment proteins were scanned against the CDD (ver-

sion 3.10) (Marchler-Bauer et al., 2014) family PSSM models using RPS-BLAST.

The results were collapsed into a single set of CDD domain architectures using

DomainFinder3 (Yeats et al., 2010) and regions on the query proteins are as-

signed to a CDD family if the E-value of the match is significant (i.e. lower than

the domain-specific score thresholds used by the NCBI CD-Search tool to deter-

mine whether hits to NCBI-curated domain models are specific or non-specific).

The query sequences are assigned high-quality MFO annotations (extracted from

the UniProtKB-GOA annotation file dated May 28, 2013) of annotated sequences
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in the CDD family with a confidence score equal to the annotation frequency

of the MFO term amongst all the annotated sequences of that family. This is

similar to the approach used for Pfam family and CATH FunFam matches. The

MFO annotations are then propagated up the MFO hierarchy or DAG and the fi-

nal confidence scores associated with each MFO annotation after up-propagation

(described below).

The performance of the functions predicted by different classification methods

was measured using Precision-Recall (pr−rc) curves by comparing the maximum

F-measure (Fmax) (see Section 3.1.3.1) values.

3.3.2.3 UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot rollback assessment results

The Precision-Recall (pr − rc) curves in Figure 3.7 shows the performance of

FunFams generated by FunFHMMer in predicting functions for the rollback as-

sessment compared to functions predicted by Pfam families, CDD families and

DFX FunFams at different confidence score thresholds ranging from 0-1. Pfam

provides predictions for the highest number of sequences (Coverage (C)= 86.5%)

in the dataset followed by DFX (C= 75.8%), CDD (C= 74.7%) and FunFHMMer

(C= 74%).

From Figure 3.7, we observe that all the methods perform competitively. For

predictions with high confidence scores (thresholds >0.95), Pfam and DFX fami-

lies i.e broader groupings of protein sequences can predict functions with higher

precision than CDD and FunFHMMer. However, for all other predictions with lower

confidence scores (thresholds <0.95), CDD and FunFHMMer perform better with

respect to both precision and recall. For this dataset, FunFHMMer gives the high-

est maximum F-measure (Fmax = 0.653) than the other family resources (CDD

Fmax = 0.598; DFX Fmax = 0.595; Pfam Fmax = 0.581). Figure 3.7 confirms the

fact that sub-classifying functionally diverse groups of sequences such as protein

domain superfamilies in CATH into functionally coherent sequence groups such

as FunFams increases the accuracy of the function predictions for a query se-
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Figure 3.7: Performance of GO annotations predicted by FunFHMMer on the
UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot rollback dataset compared to DFX, Pfam and CDD in the
Molecular Function Ontology. Taken from (Das and Orengo, 2016) under CC BY
4.0.

quence by restricting the number of homologs from which annotations are trans-

ferred to only those which belong to the best matched FunFam. The relative

performance of the methods was the same for hard targets of the assessment

i.e. those proteins which do not have any functionally annotated relatives with

sequence identity >50% (see Section 3.3.2.4).

FunFHMMer also shows better performance (higher Fmax value) in predicting

protein functions compared to DFX which confirms that, as expected, improved

functional sub-classification of CATH superfamilies also improves protein function

prediction and that the purity of the FunFams can have a significant impact on

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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their performance in functional annotation of uncharacterised sequences.

Figure 3.8: Distribution of the high confidence MFO terms of different depths
(distance from root of MFO) predicted by the function prediction protocols.

We analysed the predictions with high confidence scores (> 0.95) by all the

methods and we observed that indeed Pfam and DFX predict more general MFO

terms compared to CDD and FunFHMMer (see Figure 3.8). The depth of the

predicted MFO terms (distance to the root of the MFO) was used to indicate

whether a MFO term is general or specific the higher the depth, the more specific

is the term.

3.3.2.4 Predicting function predictions for hard targets

As many targets in the UniprotKB/Swiss-Prot rollback assessment had very close

homologues with functional annotations, which could be easily be recognised by

the methods, we also checked the performance of the methods on a subset of the

proteins in the dataset which are very hard, i.e. which do not have any functionally
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annotated relatives with sequence identity > 50%. This dataset comprised of

553 proteins. The function predictions by the domain-based methods for the hard

target benchmark were also compared with GO term predictions obtained from

BLAST (version 2.2.29+) (Altschul et al., 1990), the most commonly used tool for

function assignment to uncharacterised sequences. The GO annotations from

BLAST were predicted by using the annotations of the top annotated BLAST hit

for each hard target sequence against the UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot database (dated

May 28, 2013) where each MFO annotation is assigned a confidence score equal

to 1.

Figure 3.9 shows the performance of FunFHMMer (Fmax = 0.651, C = 62%),

CDD (Fmax = 0.575, C = 78%), Pfam (Fmax = 0.555, C = 90%) and DFX (Fmax

= 0.553, C = 72%) on the hard targets of the UniprotKB rollback assessment

Dataset. It can be seen that the relative performance of the domain-based pre-

diction methods is similar to the performance on the whole assessment set (see

Figure 3.9) and they all outperform BLAST. In Figure 3.9, BLAST is seen to

have a limited range of BLAST precision and recall values for different thresholds

of confidence scores compared to the family-based function prediction methods.

This is because while the family-based methods predict a large number of GO an-

notations associated with all annotated sequences of the family, BLAST is limited

to a single sequence match in this comparison that provides fewer GO annota-

tions for a query sequence. This results in a limited range of confidence scores of

the GO annotations predicted by BLAST compared to the family-based prediction

methods. Wass et al. (2012) had also reported a similar behaviour of BLAST in a

Precision-Recall (PR) curve.
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Figure 3.9: Performance of GO annotations predicted by FunFHMMer on hard
targets in the UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot rollback dataset compared to DFX, Pfam and
CDD in the Molecular Function Ontology.
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3.4 FunFHMMer in CAFA 2

3.4.1 Prediction models for CAFA 2

The FunFHMMer function prediction pipeline was used to make function predic-

tions for the 100,816 CAFA 2 targets under the name of the method Orengo-

FunFHMMer. Three models utilizing the FunFHMMer function prediction pipeline

(see Section 3.3.1) were built. Each of these models are described below:

Orengo-FunFHMMer-1

This model incorporates the FunFHMMer function prediction pipeline in multiple

levels using different sets of protein families, such that the subset of targets which

do not get assigned any GO terms in the first level are scanned against a different

set of protein families in the next level (all levels in Figure 3.10). This was done

to improve the coverage of target function predictions. The FunFams generated

by FunFHMMer in CATH constitute the first level of the model followed by Fun-

Fams generated by FunFHMMer in Pfam, FunFams generated by DFX in CATH,

FunFams generated by DFX in Pfam, superfamily level in CATH, family level in

Pfam and Naı̈ve predictions. The Naı̈ve predictions were generated by simply

predicting all GO terms in an ontology for each target with the relative frequency

of the GO term in the training database over all annotated proteins, similar to that

used in CAFA 1 (Radivojac et al., 2013). All protein families in this model were an-

notated with only experimental GO annotations reported in the training database

(UniProtKB/SwissProt) which were inherited by query target sequences matching

a family.

Orengo-FunFHMMer-2

This model incorporates the FunFHMMer function prediction pipeline in only two

levels (the levels shown in green in Figure 3.10) using the protein domain fam-

ilies generated by FunFHMMer in CATH and Pfam, such that the subset of tar-
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gets which do not get assigned any GO terms after scanning them against CATH

FunFams in the first level are scanned against the Pfam FunFams in the next

level. All protein families in this model were annotated with only experimental

GO annotations reported in the training database (UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot) which

were inherited by query target sequences matching a family. This ‘FunFHMMer-

FunFam-only’ model results in greater precision by preventing misannotations

caused by ’over-prediction’.

Orengo-FunFHMMer-3

The structure of this prediction model was exactly same as Orengo-FunFHMMer-

1 (all levels in Figure 3.10). However, all protein families in this model were

annotated with all GO annotations (i.e. both experimental and automated) re-

ported in the training database (UniProtKB/SwissProt) which were then inherited

by query target sequences matching a family.

Orengo-FunFHMMer-MDA

A machine-learning method was built by my colleague, Dr. Jonathan Lees, which

used an ExtraTrees Classifier to merge GO term predictions by different protein

domain families in a manner similar to the function prediction pipeline of FunFHM-

Mer to make overall GO term predictions for each query sequence (Dr. Jonathan

Lees, personal communication). The protein families from which GO term pre-

dictions were combined in this method included FunFams generated by FunFH-

MMer, FunFams generated by DFX, MDA-based CATH-Gene3D FunFams (fam-

ilies consisting of domain sequences sharing the same MDA) and Pfam families.

Other information e.g. number of different domains in the protein sequence were

also added to the classifier that could effect the confidence of the GO term as-

signments.
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Figure 3.10: The multi-level structure of the FunFHMMer prediction models used
for functional annotation of CAFA 2 targets. Orengo-FunFHMMer-1 and Orengo-
FunFHMMer-3 used all levels of the prediction model shown here while Orengo-
FunFHMMer-2 used only the levels highlighted in green.

3.4.2 CAFA 2 results

3.4.2.1 General CAFA 2 findings

The CAFA 2 prediction methods were assessed on a subset of the CAFA 2 tar-

gets (see Figure 3.11) that accumulated experimental GO terms during the ac-

cumulation phase. The assessment of performance of all prediction methods in

all evaluation modes is provided by CAFA 2 organizers (Jiang et al., 2016). It is

noteworthy that similar to CAFA 1, there was no single best function prediction

method for all evaluation modes, benchmarks or ontologies. The performance

rankings of the methods often change with ontologies, benchmark sets, evalua-

tion modes and evaluation metrics due to the complex interplay of each of the
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.11: CAFA 2 benchmark. (a) The benchmark size for the GO ontologies
are shown. (b) The number of benchmark sequences for 11 organisms are shown
for No-knowledge (NK) and Limited-knolwedge (LK) benchmark types. Adapted
from Jiang et al. (2016) under CC BY 4.0.

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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factors involved (see Section 3.1.3). For example, sometimes the differences in

the evaluation metric between the top performing methods can be very small in a

particular category which may be attributed to insufficiency of currently available

data to make predictions for certain targets. However, an analysis of all function

prediction methods in different categories using different benchmarks and eval-

uation modes provides an in-depth analysis of the strengths and weaknesses

of each of the methods along with the progress of the methodologies used by

the function prediction community to provide accurate and meaningful functional

annotations for guiding biological research.

In general, the top methods performed better in predicting MFO terms com-

pared to BPO terms (Jiang et al., 2016). For CCO, the methods did not show

any marked improvement over the Naı̈ve method which is most likely due to the

frequent use of very general CCO terms such as cytoplasm or nucleus in anno-

tations. The performance of the top methods on both easy and hard targets for

MFO and BPO was found to be similar unlike BLAST, whose performance was

severely affected when assessed on hard targets. Moreover, the top methods

in CAFA 2 were found to outperform the top methods in CAFA 1 based on their

assessment on an overlapping target set. This increase in performance can be

regarded as a combined effect of the increasing experimental annotation data

and improvement of the prediction methods (Jiang et al., 2016).

3.4.2.2 Top ranking function prediction methods in CAFA 2

The performance of the function prediction methods in CAFA 2 was assessed by

the CAFA 2 organisers. All the figures in this Section have been taken from the

figures provided by the CAFA 2 organisers (Iddo Friedberg, personal communi-

cation) to the Automated Function Prediction community that specify the name of

the model for the top ranking methods. These figures are also available in the

Supplementary Material of Jiang et al. (2016), however, the specific models of

each of the top ranking methods are not mentioned in these figures.
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Molecular Function Ontology (MFO)

Figure 3.12: Top 10 CAFA 2 methods for the analysis of all targets in the NK
benchmark set using partial evaluation mode in the Molecular Function Ontol-
ogy (MFO) evaluated using (a) Fmax (b) Smin

Figure 3.13: Top 10 CAFA 2 methods for the analysis of hard targets in the NK
benchmark set using partial evaluation mode in the MFO evaluated using (a)
Fmax (b) Smin
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Figure 3.14: Top 10 CAFA 2 methods for the analysis of hard targets in the NK
benchmark set using full evaluation mode in the MFO evaluated using (a) Fmax
(b) Smin

Figure 3.15: Top 10 CAFA 2 methods for the analysis of all targets in the NK
benchmark set using full evaluation mode in the MFO evaluated using (a) Fmax
(b) Smin
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Figure 3.16: Top 10 CAFA 2 methods for the analysis of all targets in the LK
benchmark set using partial evaluation mode in the MFO evaluated using (a)
Fmax (b) Smin

Figure 3.17: Top 10 CAFA 2 methods for the analysis of all targets in the LK
benchmark set using full evaluation mode in the MFO evaluated using (a) Fmax
(b) Smin
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Biological Process Ontology (BPO)

Figure 3.18: Top 10 CAFA 2 methods for the analysis of all targets in the NK
benchmark set using partial evaluation mode in the Biological Process Ontol-
ogy (BPO) evaluated using (a) Fmax (b) Smin

Figure 3.19: Top 10 CAFA 2 methods for the analysis of hard targets in the NK
benchmark set using partial evaluation mode in the BPO evaluated using (a)
Fmax (b) Smin
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Figure 3.20: Top 10 CAFA 2 methods for the analysis of hard targets in the NK
benchmark set using full evaluation mode in the BPO evaluated using (a) Fmax
(b) Smin

Figure 3.21: Top 10 CAFA 2 methods for the analysis of all targets in the NK
benchmark set using full evaluation mode in the BPO evaluated using (a) Fmax
(b) Smin
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Figure 3.22: Top 10 CAFA 2 methods for the analysis of all targets in the LK
benchmark set using partial evaluation mode in the BPO evaluated using (a)
Fmax (b) Smin

Figure 3.23: Top 10 CAFA 2 methods for the analysis of all targets in the LK
benchmark set using full evaluation mode in the BPO evaluated using (a) Fmax
(b) Smin
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3.4.2.3 Performance of FunFHMMer-based methods in CAFA 2

Orengo-FunFHMMer-1 and Orengo-FunFHMMer-3 generated at least 1 GO term

prediction for all 100,816 CAFA 2 targets since Naı̈ve prediction formed the last

level for both the models for any target sequence unannotated by previous levels

of the models. However, the CATH FunFams are used to predict functions for

>71.5% of the targets using these two models. On the other hand, Orengo-

FunFHMMer-2 generated predictions for 59,114 (58.6%) CAFA 2 targets.

Figures 3.12 and 3.18 shows the performance of the FunFHMMer-based

methods compared to other top function prediction methods for all CAFA 2 tar-

gets in the No-knowledge (NK) benchmark set using the partial evaluation mode

in the Molecular Function Ontology and Biological Process Ontology respectively.

The performance of the FunFHMMer-based prediction models for all other bench-

mark sets using different evaluation modes and metrics that have been provide

by the CAFA 2 organisers (Jiang et al., 2016) are shown in Section 3.4.2.2. In all

CAFA 2 performance figures, the organisers presented only the best performing

method submitted under one principal investigator. As a result, either the Orengo-

FunFHMMer method or the Orengo-FunFHMMer-MDA method appears in each

figure, depending on which method performed better using a particular evaluation

metric.

Overall, it can be seen that the Orengo-FunFHMMer model generally performs

better when it is analysed on the partial subset of CAFA 2 targets i.e when it is

assessed only on those targets for which it made at least one function prediction

and no penalisations are made for targets which did not receive any predictions.

On the other hand, Orengo-FunFHMMer-MDA performs better in full CAFA 2 tar-

get set as it provides predictions for a larger number of targets. Moreover, out of

the three models of Orengo-FunFHMMer, the Orengo-FunFHMMer-2 model was

found to perform better for partial targets benchmark sets, which is likely due to its

more specific function predictions, while Orengo-FunFHMMer-3 model performed

better for all targets benchmark sets because of its better coverage. This can be
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easily explained by the fact that the Orengo-FunFHMMer pipeline is more con-

servative (Orengo-FunFHMMer-2 being its most conservative model) and hence,

more precise, compared to the Orengo-FunFHMMer-MDA pipeline which uses

machine learning to combine the individual function predictions from CATH Fun-

Fams and other protein families including DFX FunFams, MDA-based FunFams

and Pfam families to generate overall predictions, providing greater coverage.

Also, it can be seen that all FunFHMMer-based methods rank higher when eval-

uated using Smin compared to Fmax for the same benchmark set, which supports

the fact that FunFHMMer-based methods provide more specific (i.e. more infor-

mative) GO terms compared to other top function prediction methods in CAFA

2.

3.5 The FunFHMMer Web Server

The FunFHMMer web server is available at http://www.cathdb.info/search/

by_funfhmmer. It is implemented as a Perl-based web application that interacts

with a custom distributed queueing system (using beanstalkd as a simple and

fast work queue and memcached to provide a distributed storage model for the

results). Individual scans should only take seconds and the queueing system

enables this performance to scale well.

3.5.1 Input

The FunFHMMer web server can be queried using a protein sequence in the

FASTA format or by entering UniprotKB or GenBank sequence identifiers as input

in the text area on the web page (Figure 3.24). The length of the input se-

quence is not limited and the search for function predictions for query sequences

by FunFHMMer is typically very fast (< 1 minute). However, it may take up to

several minutes for very long sequences. A fully documented application pro-

gramming interface (API) is also provided for interfacing the FunFHMMer search

from within any software application.

http://www.cathdb.info/search/by_funfhmmer
http://www.cathdb.info/search/by_funfhmmer
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Figure 3.24: The FunFHMMer web server query page.

3.5.2 Output

The output of the web server provides the multi-domain architecture of the query

sequence along with CATH domain superfamily and FunFam assignments for

each domain identified within the query sequence (Figure 3.25a). The EC and

GO annotations for each of the predicted FunFams are displayed in tables along

with their annotation frequency. The GO annotation table can be visualised using

the REViGO (Supek et al., 2011) web server using the link provided in the results

page.

For example, for the UniprotKB sequence P0AD61, FunFHMMer assigns three

structural domains (see Figure 3.25) along with their significant E-values (i.e. E-

values <FunFam inclusion threshold). The first domain is discontinuous (shown

in blue) and matches FunFam 6921 in CATH superfamily 3.20.20.60, the sec-

ond continuous domain (shown in yellow) matches FunFam 2014 in the CATH

superfamily 2.40.33.10 and the third continuous domain matches FunFam 2481

in the CATH superfamily 3.40.1380.20. The description of the FunFams is au-

tomatically generated by text-mining the UniprotKB descriptions of the sequence

relatives for each FunFam. These terms may reflect the function of the whole

protein rather than the function of the individual domain. For each CATH FunFam
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.25: (a) Example of FunFHMMer web server results. CATH superfami-
lies and FunFams have been identified within the example UniprotKB sequence
P0AD61 submitted to the FunFHMMer web server. Functional information can be
retrieved through GO Terms and EC Terms buttons. (b) Structural domains iden-
tified by CATH shown in different colours in the structure (PDB: 1E0T) associated
with P0AD61. The blue domain is discontinuous whereas the yellow and green
domains are continuous domains.
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match, the ‘Info’ button provides a brief description about the FunFam. To know

more about a FunFam, the ‘FunFam’ button directs the user to the CATH FunFam

web page which can provide useful functional and structural information (see Fig-

ure 3.26a). For example, information on highly conserved positions, highlighted

in green, in the FunFam multiple-sequence alignment identified using Scorecons

Valdar (2002) is shown on a representative protein domain structure to highlight

residues that are expected to be functionally important.

The GO annotations and the EC annotations corresponding to each domain

are available via the ‘GO Terms’ and ‘EC Terms’ buttons, along with their anno-

tation frequencies (see Figure 3.26b). The web server also provides a detailed

help page to assist users in understanding how to submit query sequences to the

FunFHMMer web server and interpret its output. The Alignment button for each

FunFam shows the alignment of the query sequence domain region aligned to

the CATH FunFam HMM match using HMMER3 (Eddy, 2009). For example, the

Figure 3.27 shows the alignment of the third predicted structural domain in the

query sequence (residues 323-468) to FunFam 2481 in the CATH superfamily

3.40.1380.20.

A query protein sequence can have multiple hits to different but related Fun-

Fams within a single CATH superfamily. For example, the yeast Pyruvate decar-

boxylase (UniprotKB Accession number: P06169) is a TPP-dependant enzyme

which consists of three domains: a pyrimidine (PYR) binding domain, a transhy-

drogenase dIII - (TH3) domain and a pyrophosphate (PP) binding domain, where

the PP and the PYR domains are known to be evolutionarily related (Costelloe et

al., 2008). The FunFHMMer web server results for UniprotKB sequence P06169

matches two hits in the CATH superfamily 3.40.50.970 (with different FunFam

matches) and one hit to the CATH superfamily 3.40.50.1220 (Figure 3.28). The

two hits in 3.40.50.970 is because the PP and PYR domains are homologous do-

mains which result from a gene duplication during evolution have been classified

into the same CATH superfamily - a relationship confirmed by structural data.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.26: Example of FunFHMMer web server result pages for UniProtKB
sequence P0AD61 showing details of (a) the FunFams assigned to it and (b) EC
and GO annotations predicted by FunFHMMer.
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Figure 3.27: The FunFHMMer web server displays alignments of predicted struc-
tural domains with the FunFam model assigned to it that are generated by HM-
MER3 (Eddy, 2009). This figure shows the alignment of the third predicted struc-
tural domain in the example UniProtKB sequence P0AD61 (residues 323-468) to
the FunFam assigned to it.

Figure 3.28: (a) FunFHMMer web server results for the UniprotKB protein se-
quence P06169 (yeast Pyruvate decarboxylase) are shown. The structural do-
mains identified by CATH are shown - first domain assigned to superfamily
3.40.50.970 and FunFam 36350 (PYR domain) is coloured blue, second do-
main assigned to superfamily 3.40.50.1220 and FunFam 13202 (TH3 domain)
is coloured orange and third domain assigned to superfamily 3.40.50.970 and
FunFam 36582 (PP domain) is coloured green. (b) The structure of the yeast
Pyruvate decarboxylase (PDB: 1PVD) is shown where the structural domains are
coloured as in subfigure (a). (c) The structural alignment (performed by SSAP)
of the PYR and PP domains of the yeast Pyruvate decarboxylase illustrates that
the two domains are homologous.
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3.6 Conclusions and Discussion

The function of proteins in a cell is very complex and is tightly regulated by

various mechanisms. Use of sequence and structure homology to experimen-

tally characterised proteins provides important clues regarding the function of a

protein. However, in many cases, knowledge of gene or amino acid sequence

and/or three-dimensional structure of a protein is not always sufficient to infer

function of a protein. This is one huge challenge for protein function prediction

that a large number of different protein functions is sometimes encoded by a sin-

gle gene or by the same amino acid sequence. For example, (i) a gene can

sometimes encode multiple proteins through alternative splicing, the function of

a protein can be affected by (ii) post-transcriptional (RNA editing) and (iii) post-

translational modifications, (iv) a gene can sometimes lose its ability to encode

a protein by accumulation of multiple mutations (pseudogene) (v) proteins can

evolve new functions (moonlighting proteins) and (vi) sometimes the function of

a protein is limited to a specific site or location within a cell. Furthermore, pro-

tein function is context-based and can be studied from different aspects ranging

from biochemical activity to the role of the protein in pathways, cells, tissues and

organisms.

Apart from the complexity of inference of protein function, there are other as-

pects of function prediction that make it more challenging. Protein function predic-

tion methods that are based on protein family resources are often limited by the

scope of the family resource and its ability to provide limited functional informa-

tion. Moreover, function annotation of proteins in the databases are incomplete

and biases in known function annotations or misannotations in the databases fur-

ther affects our understanding of protein function space. Consequently, correct

and highly specific function predictions can often be regarded as false-positives

if they are currently annotated in the databases only in a generic manner. For

example, for a protein that is annotated with only one general MFO term such as

’protein binding’ in the databases, any function prediction method that would pre-
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dict a more specific term in the MFO than ’protein binding’ describing its function

would be considered erroneous. However, the absence of the other MFO terms

for the protein in the databases does not necessarily imply the absence of the

related functions. This is popularly known as the Open World Assumption.

Thus, the performance of function prediction methods can vary with different

benchmark categories depending on their application objectives. Also, assess-

ment of the benchmark results of function prediction methods is not trivial and

a range of different benchmarks, evaluation modes and metrics are required to

reveal the strengths and weaknesses of a function prediction method. Although

the recent independent assessment of methods for function prediction by CAFA

organisers (Friedberg and Radivojac, 2016) have been extremely valuable for

determining which function prediction approaches work well, they have also high-

lighted the associated challenges in providing reliable, accurate predictions. In-

terestingly, in both CAFA 1 and CAFA 2 assessments, methods relying purely

on whole protein or domain homology were ranked among the top performing

methods. This suggests that there is considerable signal in the domain sequence

reflecting the protein’s molecular function and the context in which it operates.

In this chapter, it was shown that sub-classifying protein domain superfamilies

into functional families or FunFams using FunFHMMer helps in making precise

function predictions for uncharacterised sequences by inheriting functional anno-

tations from sequence relatives of the most closely related FunFam to the query

sequence. Moreover, analysis of the CAFA 2 results indicated that prediction

of function using domain sequence homology is a very powerful approach for

functional annotation of uncharacterised sequences which is still competitive to

current machine-learning approaches that combine multiple additional informa-

tion such as protein interaction, gene expression and cellular localisation data.



Chapter 4

Using FunFams to explore functional

diversity of CATH superfamilies and predict

functional sites

4.1 Background

A large number of computational methods utilise protein family information to

predict functions or functional sites (Ashkenazy et al., 2010; del Sol Mesa et al.,

2003; Capra et al., 2009; Lichtarge et al., 1996; Innis et al., 2004; Jones et al.,

2014). However, automated functional classification of protein superfamilies into

families still remains a challenging task. The quality of protein families used for the

prediction of functional annotations or functional sites can affect the performance

of the prediction method to a great extent. As a result, protein resources or auto-

mated functional classification methods that provide functionally coherent protein

families are of great importance to the protein function annotation community.

The functional families (or FunFams) in CATH-Gene3D generated by the FunFH-

MMer functional classification protocol (described in Chapter 2) have been found

to be more functionally coherent than other domain-based resources (Das et al.,

2015b). The FunFHMMer classification protocol makes use of only sequence

information to identify FunFams due to the lack of sufficient structural data to

capture the functional diversity of a large number of protein superfamilies.

Few protein functional classification methods have utilised known structural or

functional site information from the literature to identify families in selected su-

perfamilies. One of the first family identification methods to do this was DASP

(Cammer et al., 2003). DASP (Deacon Active Site Profiler) identifies known func-

tionally important residues of a protein superfamily and creates active site pro-
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files for all known structures in the superfamily by extracting and concatenating

the sequence fragments from a 10 Å radius around any of the known function-

ally important residues from N- to C-terminus. These active site profiles are then

aligned and clustered to identify families. A similar approach was used by Nagao

et al. (2010) to evaluate the utility of identifying families in seven diverse CATH en-

zyme superfamilies using known functional (i.e. both catalytic and ligand-binding)

residue information. In this approach, a multiple structural alignment of represen-

tative enzymes in each superfamily was constructed and the functional residues

were mapped to the structural alignment. Regions of the alignment containing

the functional residues are then concatenated from N- to C-terminus and then

clustered to identify families. The identified families were found to be more func-

tionally pure than those generated by clustering of the full length domain align-

ments. The success of these family identification approaches using functional

site information in selected superfamilies strongly suggests that the performance

of functional classification protocols can be improved to a great extent by making

use of structural data to focus on likely functional sites.

4.1.1 Protein functional sites

Protein functional sites are groups of amino acid residues that carry out the func-

tional role of the protein. These include catalytic sites (for enzymes) and binding

sites for chemical ligands, ions, other proteins and nucleic acids. Function anno-

tation of proteins is incomplete without characterisation of their functional sites.

Knowledge of such functionally important residues in proteins can guide targeted

site-directed mutagenesis experiments, drug design and protein engineering.

4.1.1.1 Diversity of functional sites in superfamilies

One of the main challenges in prediction of functional sites using evolutionary

information is the identification of homologous sequences that not only carry out
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the same function as the query protein but also utilize the same functional sites.

This is a non-trivial task considering the diversity of functional sites that have been

reported even among homologous proteins that are closely-related (Gerlt et al.,

2005; Brown and Babbitt, 2014; Dessailly et al., 2013; Furnham et al., 2015).

Babbitt and co-workers (Brown and Babbitt, 2014) have reported that rela-

tives of the functionally diverse SFLD superfamilies that catalyse different overall

chemical reactions, generally share only one or more catalytic residues in com-

mon that are used for a common partial reaction. In another study (Wass et al.,

2011) on the conservation of ligand-binding sites in SCOP superfamilies, the au-

thors reported that in most superfamilies, at least one binding site is generally

highly conserved. For superfamilies containing only one binding-site, the site is

generally conserved in most sequence relatives and for superfamilies with many

binding sites, the conservation of sites can vary.

A recent large scale analysis of enzyme superfamilies in CATH has revealed

that considerable sequence divergence can also occur in the active site region of

proteins (Furnham et al., 2015). In about two thirds of 101 enzyme superfamilies

having experimental annotations on catalytic residues and reaction chemistry,

dramatic changes in the catalytic machinery were reported. However, in 50% of

these, at least one or two catalytic residues were found to be conserved among

all superfamily relatives. Most of the superfamily diversity was observed to be

associated with changes in substrate specificity.

Although the catalytic machinery is not completely conserved among homol-

ogous proteins, an in-depth study on the spatial diversity of functional sites in

CATH superfamilies by Dessailly et al. (2013) showed that for a majority of the

superfamilies, the spatial locations for catalytic sites are generally limited. How-

ever, members of large diverse superfamilies can show a considerable amount

of functional plasticity and their relatives can exploit different sites for binding

small-ligands or interacting with their protein partners. Furthermore, it was also
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shown that relatives of such diverse superfamilies that are grouped within the

same functional family have a greater tendency to exploit a common functional

site (Dessailly et al., 2013).

4.1.1.2 Methods for prediction of functional sites

Many computational approaches have been used to predict functional sites in

proteins. These approaches can be sequence-based, structure-based or a com-

bination of both. These include methods that exploit structural similarity and con-

servation information derived from alignments of homologous proteins. There

are considerable differences in the properties of various types of functional sites

which provide a basis for the prediction of these sites. Catalytic sites generally

have limited exposure to solvent while binding sites have comparatively higher

solvent accessibility. While both catalytic sites and ligand-binding sites are gen-

erally located in one of three largest clefts for a majority of proteins (Bartlett et

al., 2002b; Capra et al., 2009), protein-protein binding sites or interfaces are rel-

atively flat (Jones and Thornton, 1997). Moreover, catalytic site or ligand-binding

sites are generally highly conserved. In contrast, protein-protein binding sites are

difficult to predict from sequence conservation alone.

Sequence-based functional site prediction methods use sequence conserva-

tion information derived from multiple-sequence alignments of homologous pro-

teins, however, some of these methods also use structural data onto which the

conserved residue information is mapped. Evolutionary Trace (ET) (Lichtarge

et al., 1996), ConSurf (Ashkenazy et al., 2010) and INTREPID (Sankararaman

and Sjölander, 2008) are widely used functional site prediction programs that use

phylogenetic analysis of homologous protein sequences to identify functionally

important positions that are conserved at different levels of an evolutionary tree.

Each of the methods provide a score indicating the likely functional importance of

the site. While INTREPID uses sequence information only, ConSurf and ET meth-
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ods map the predicted functional residues onto protein structures where they tend

to cluster together in space forming three-dimensional residue clusters which are

predicted as functional sites.

The Evolutionary Trace (ET) (Lichtarge et al., 1996) method is a sequence-

structure analysis technique developed to identify functionally and structurally im-

portant residues. ET method constructs a phylogenetic tree derived from an MSA

for a query protein and its homologs. It then partitions the phylogenetic tree into

distinct branches to identify functionally similar relatives and identifies highly con-

served groups of residues within homologous proteins of each branch of the tree

by correlating amino-acid variations in a multiple sequence alignment together

with structural constraints. Figure 4.1 shows the detailed workflow of the ET

method.

Figure 4.1: The Evolutionary Trace (ET) method for identifying functional site
residues. First, the multiple sequence alignment of homologous sequences are
divided into groups based on the phylogenetic tree and for each group, a con-
sensus sequence is generated. The ET method extracts the relative evolution-
ary importance of the residues and assigns a rank to each residue accordingly.
Residues with lower numbered ranks are considered to be more important than
those with higher numbered ranks. The lower ranked residues (for example, 1,
2 and 3 in the given example) are then mapped onto a protein structure where
clusters of residues indicate functional sites. Taken from Wilkins et al. (2012).

Predominantly structure-based methods either use the three-dimensional co-
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ordinates of the amino acid residues to analyse the shape and structural features

of a protein or the available structural data of ligands bound to proteins. Con-

ventional methods generally identify pockets or clefts in proteins using geometry-

based programs like SURFNET (Laskowski, 1995), LigSite (Hendlich et al., 1997)

and PASS (Brady Jr and Stouten, 2000) to predict sites where a ligand is likely

to bind. For example, SURFNET identifies protein cavities by placing a sphere of

appropriate size (between 1-4 Å) between two given atoms, such that they are on

opposite sides of the sphere’s surface and generating gap spheres (Figure 4.2).

When all pairs of atoms are considered, the overlapping gap spheres delineates

the shape and size of the gap regions or cavities in the protein. A number of

methods have combined sequence conservation information and protein cleft or

pocket prediction to improve prediction of catalytic and binding site residues such

as SURFNET-ConSurf (Glaser et al., 2006), LigSitecsc (Huang and Schroeder,

2006) and ConCavity (Capra et al., 2009) which provide significant improvements

over using the geometry based pocket or cleft prediction method alone. For ex-

ample, the SURFNET-ConSurf (Glaser et al., 2006) method first identifies clefts

in a query protein for potential ligand binding sites and extracts residue conserva-

tion scores from the ConSurf-HSSP database (Glaser et al., 2005) that estimates

the evolutionary rate of each amino acid in a PDB structure. The SURFNET-

ConSurf method then refines the predicted clefts by eliminating regions that are

distant from the highly conserved residues. The resulting cleft regions are then

predicted as ligand binding sites. Similarly, the ConCavity (Capra et al., 2009)

method integrates sequence conservation information directly into a pocket pre-

diction method such as SURFNET or LigSite. It first projects a protein structure

to a cubic grid and during the grid creation process, then it weights the pocket

grids based on sequence conservation values. This helps it in identifying pocket

regions that are potential catalytic or binding sites with better performance than

considering the pocket prediction method alone.
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Figure 4.2: Identification of protein clefts by SURFNET. SURFNET identifies pro-
tein cavities by placing a sphere between two atoms and generating gap spheres.
The spheres with maximal volume define the largest pocket. Taken from Huang
and Schroeder (2006) under CC BY 2.0.

More recent structure-based methods for ligand-binding sites use available in-

formation on ligands bound to homologous structures based on the assumption

that homologues are likely to utilise similar binding sites that bind the same or

similar ligands (Wass et al., 2011). These methods such as FINDSITE (Brylinski

and Skolnick, 2008) and 3DLigandSite (Wass et al., 2010) first identify ligand-

bound homologous structures to the query sequence using threading and struc-

tural similarity searches respectively and then model the structure of the query

protein. The ligand-bound structures are then aligned to the query model such

that the ligands are superimposed onto the query model. The ligands are then

clustered and the clusters are predicted as ligand-binding sites.

4.1.1.3 Assessment of functional site predictions

The performance of automated functional site prediction methods is generally

measured using the Matthews Correlation Coefficient (MCC) and binding site dis-

tance test (BDT) (Schmidt et al., 2011; Gallo Cassarino et al., 2014). Both the

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/
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measures account for over and under predictions based on known functional site

definitions from either the literature or curated databases.

For measuring the Matthews Correlation Coefficient (Matthews, 1975, MCC),

the predicted functional residues are first classified in to the following categories

based on known functional site definitions: (i) true positives (TP) or correctly pre-

dicted functional site residues, (ii) true negatives (TN) or correctly predicted non-

functional site residues, (iii) false negatives (FN) or incorrectly under predicted

functional site residues and (iv) false positives (FP) or incorrectly over predicted

functional site residues. MCC is then measured by Equation 4.1 where the val-

ues of MCC can range from -1≤MCC≤1 and a score of -1 indicates incorrect

prediction, 0 indicates random prediction and a score of 1 indicates a perfect or

exact prediction of functional site residues.

MCC =
TP×TN − FP×FN√

(TP + FP ).(TP + FN).(TN + FP ).(TN + FN)
(4.1)

The binding site test (BDT) (Roche et al., 2010) score takes in to account the

three-dimensional coordinates of the predicted functional residues, and scores

them according to the distance between the predicted and the known functional

site residues using a distance threshold. The Euclidean distance (dij) between

the C-α coordinates of each predicted residue i and each known functional site

residue j is first calculated and the distance is converted to a S-score (Sij) using

Equation 4.2 where d0 is the distance threshold.

Sij =
1

1 + (
dij
d0
)2

(4.2)

The maximum Sij score is determined for each predicted residue. The BDT

score is then calculated as the sum of the maximum Sij scores normalized by

the greater value of the total number of predicted residues (Np) and the number

of known functional site residues (Nfunc) using Equation 4.3 where a score of 0
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indicates a random prediction and 1 indicates a perfect prediction.

BDT =

Np∑
i=1

max(Sij)

max(Np, Nfunc)
(4.3)

4.2 Aims and Objectives

This work examines the functional families or FunFams in CATH superfamilies

and investigates how the quality of the FunFams can be improved. The FunFams

are then used as a tool for exploring superfamily diversity in the CATH-Gene3D

resource and identifying functional determinants in proteins using an in-depth

manual analysis of the serine beta-lactamases. This analysis has been published

in:

Lee, D., Das, S., Dawson, N. L., Dobrijevic, D., Ward, J. and Orengo, C. A. (2015).

Novel computational protocols for functionally classifying and characterising serine beta-

lactamases, PLoS Computational Biology, 12(6), e1004926.

Based on the utility of the FunFams in identifying functional site residues, the

recent development of the FunSite method is then described which predicts active

site and ligand-binding residues by exploiting evolutionary information in FunFam

alignments and structural data available for the FunFam sequence relatives.

4.3 Analysing and improving the quality of CATH

FunFams

4.3.1 CATH (v4.0) statistics

The CATH (version 4.0) database contains over 235,000 structural domains com-

prising 1375 unique folds that have been sub-classified into 2735 superfamilies.

The corresponding Gene3D (v12.0) database contains over 25 million sequence

domain predictions. The GeMMA clustering and FunFHMMer classification al-
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Table 4.1: CATH (v4.0) statistics showing the total number of Gene3D domain
sequences and CATH structural domains in the CATH-Gene3D resource and the
number of Gene3D domain sequences and CATH structural domains that could
be assigned to FunFams.

Sequence/structural domains
Total no. in

CATH-Gene3D v4.0

Total no. assigned to

CATH FunFams v4.0

Gene3D domain sequences ∼ 25.6 million
4.56 million seed sequences

+ 7.14 million non-seed sequences

= ∼ 11.7 million (45.73%)

CATH structural domains 235,000 179,826 (76.52%)

gorithms were used for classifying the CATH-Gene3D superfamilies into func-

tional families or FunFams. This functional classification pipeline pre-clustered

all superfamily sequences at 90% sequence identity into S90 clusters and only

processed those S90 clusters that had at least one sequence with high-quality

GO annotations. As a result, only 4.56 million sequences (∼18%) out of over

25.6 million Gene3D sequences were used as seed sequences for the functional

classification pipeline which resulted in generation of 110,439 FunFams in 2735

CATH-Gene3D superfamilies.

After the FunFams were identified for all the superfamilies,∼20.5 million Gene3D

domain sequences that were not used as seed sequences (i.e. non-seed) and the

235,00 CATH structural domains were scanned against the FunFam HMM models

and were assigned to the FunFams if they exceeded the inclusion threshold score

of the respective FunFam HMM model. Almost 76.5% of the CATH structural do-

mains were assigned to the FunFams. However, only over 7.14 million (34%)

out of 20.5 million non-seed Gene3D sequences achieved the inclusion thresh-

old of any of the FunFams. This results in a total of over 11.7 million Gene3D

sequences (45.73%) and 179,826 CATH structural domains (76.52%) comprising

the 110,439 FunFams (Table 4.1).
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4.3.2 Analysis of FunFams for improving their quality

Low percentage of Gene3D sequences assigned to FunFams

The low percentage of Gene3D domain sequences that can be assigned to CATH

FunFams may be either due to one of the following reasons:

(i) Annotated seed sequences do not represent the sequence diversity of the

whole superfamily - The seed sequences of a superfamily i.e. those sequences

that have at least one sequence relative with ≥ 90% sequence identity having

at least one high-quality GO annotation do not provide sufficient representation

of the sequence diversity of the superfamily. Thus, it may be possible to assign

more Gene3D sequences to the FunFams by including any S90 clusters in the

function classification pipeline that have at least one sequence annotated with

IEA (i.e. electronically annotated) GO annotations, as well as high-quality GO

annotations as the overall quality of electronic annotations has been reported

to be reliable (Škunca et al., 2012). However, this would be challenging for the

highly populated superfamilies in CATH since the associated tools in the pipeline

would have to deal with increased amounts of sequence data. Furthermore, in

time many of these less well-annotated sequences will receive high-quality GO

annotations, and seed FunFams.

(ii) Conservative FunFam model inclusion thresholds - The inclusion thresh-

old of the FunFams are very conservative. However, it is not trivial to define the

inclusion threshold of a FunFam as it will directly affect the functional purity of the

FunFam. The inclusion thresholds used currently are deliberately conservative as

FunFams are primarily utilised for functional annotation (see Chapter 3). How-

ever, in other contexts e.g. to provide assignments for distant sequence relatives

such as in structural modelling, it may be valuable to lower the FunFam model

inclusion thresholds.
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Large number of FunFams with low information content

Only 17,326 FunFams (16%) are highly informative (Figure 4.3a) i.e. the FunFam

alignments comprise of evolutionary distant relatives that provide more discrim-

inating conservation scores during conservation analysis and have high DOPS

scores (≥ 70, described in Section 1.2.1.2 in Chapter 1). However, 82% (∼

9.6 million) of the FunFam sequences can be mapped to these highly informative

FunFams (Figure 4.3b). The remaining less informative FunFams having low (<

70) DOPS scores, comprising about 18% of the FunFam sequences, either con-

tain a small number of highly similar sequences or a single sequence and hence,

cannot be used for conservation analyses.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.3: (a) Piechart showing the percentage of CATH FunFams with high in-
formation content i.e. with high DOPS scores (≥ 70) and low information content
i.e. with low DOPS scores (< 70). (b) Piechart showing the percentage of CATH
FunFam sequences that are assigned to FunFams with high information content
(high DOPS scores) and those that are assigned to FunFams with low information
content (low DOPS scores).

A large proportion of these less informative FunFams may have been gener-

ated by FunFHMMer due to one or both of the following reasons:

(i) Less discriminatory conservation scores in less informative cluster align-

ments - As the FunFHMMer strategy analyses the functional coherence of all

parent nodes in the GeMMA hierarchical clustering tree in a bottom-up manner,

the parent sequence cluster alignments at the bottom of the hierarchical tree are
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likely to share very high sequence identities i.e. they are likely to be less diverse

or less informative alignments. Consequently, analysis of pairs of these cluster

MSAs may sometimes lead to false prediction of specificity-determining positions

(SDPs) as a result of less discriminatory conservation scores which may lead the

protocol to infer two functionally coherent MSAs as functionally not coherent. This

would prevent merging of functionally coherent MSAs.

(ii) Heuristics in GeMMA - The structure of the GeMMA clustering tree for a su-

perfamily which guides and limits the pairwise sequence cluster comparisons of

the FunFHMMer protocol may also cause problems. This is because the heuris-

tics integrated in the GeMMA algorithm may have potential impacts on the clus-

tering tree (described in Section 4.1) that is used by the FunFHMMer pipeline.

Although these two limitations were considered during the development of the

FunFHMMer protocol by using different criteria to infer functional coherence for

highly informative and less informative sequence clusters (see Section 2.3.2 in

Chapter 2) and modification of the GeMMA tree (see Section 2.3.3 in Chapter 2),

there is a lot of scope for improvement in the quality of the FunFams. Moreover,

it may be beneficial to take into consideration the sequence diversity and known

functional diversity of a superfamily when calculating the functional coherence

of sequence clusters of a particular superfamily as different superfamilies have

undergone varying amounts of divergence in terms of sequence and function.

4.4 Exploring superfamily diversity using FunFams

The functional classification of the CATH superfamilies into FunFams were

used for exploring superfamily diversity in the CATH-Gene3D resource. The top

200 superfamilies in CATH that have the highest number of FunFams (each of

which have 100 FunFams or more), comprising ∼7% of the superfamilies and ac-

counting for ∼65% of CATH structural domains (Figure 4.4) were analysed. The

analysis showed that sequence changes in these top 200 superfamilies (shown
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as pink or blue circles in Figures 4.6, 4.5 and 4.7) is associated with large

amounts of diversity in structure, function and protein context. In contrast, the re-

maining ∼93% of the CATH superfamilies (shown as grey circles in Figures 4.5,

4.6 and 4.7) appear to have structurally and functionally conserved relatives. In

fact, 156 folds in CATH contain only one superfamily where all sequence relatives

have a single FunFam and in total, 360 superfamilies have only one FunFam.

Moreover, 40% of the CATH superfamilies have less than 5 FunFams.

Figure 4.4: Graph showing the relative size of the top 200 CATH superfamilies
ranked by the number of FunFams. The superfamilies are coloured according
to their Class code - Classes 1, 2, 3 and 4 are coloured in red, blue, green and
yellow respectively. The rest of the superfamilies are shown in grey.

Recently, Furnham et al. (2015) have reported 384 superfamilies in CATH

that contain protein domains that are solely responsible for enzymatic catalysis

i.e. those containing the majority of the catalytic residues from CSA (Porter et

al., 2004). These superfamilies are referred to as catalytic domain superfamilies,

and make up 36% of the top 200 superfamilies that have the highest number of

FunFams. The remaining 64% of the top 200 superfamilies are referred to as
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non-catalytic domain superfamilies.

Figure 4.5a shows the diversity of EC numbers (at the fourth level; EC4s) for

1983 (72.5%) CATH superfamilies that contain at least one enzyme-associated

protein domain. The catalytic and non-catalytic domain superfamilies that feature

among the top 200 superfamilies ranked by the number of FunFams, are shown in

the figure as pink and blue circles respectively. The remaining superfamilies are

shown in grey. The top 200 superfamilies are found to show significant diversity in

EC numbers compared to the rest of the superfamilies (Figure 4.5b). Moreover,

the catalytic domain superfamilies among the top 200 superfamilies that have the

highest number of FunFams generally seem to show significantly more diversity

in EC numbers than the non-catalytic domain superfamilies (Figure 4.5b).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.5: EC diversity in CATH superfamilies. (a) Correlation of the diversity
of EC numbers at the fourth level (EC4s) with the number of FunFams in CATH
enzyme superfamilies (plotted in the logarithmic scale). The EC4 diversity of a
superfamily is shown by the number of unique EC4s. Each circle in the figures
represents a CATH superfamily. The top 200 CATH superfamilies ranked by the
number of FunFams are either coloured in pink (showing catalytic domain su-
perfamilies) or blue (showing non-catalytic domain superfamilies). The remaining
superfamilies are coloured grey. (b) Box plot of the diversity of EC4 numbers are
shown. p-values indicated in the plot were calculated using the Wilcoxon Rank-
Sum tests.
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Similarly, the structural and multi-domain architecture (MDA) diversity of all

CATH superfamilies is illustrated in Figures 4.6 and 4.7. The structural diversity

of a superfamily is shown by the number of distinct Structurally Similar Groups

(SSGs) in which relatives superpose with < 9Å RMSD (Cuff et al., 2009) and

the MDA diversity is shown by the number of different MDAs containing one or

more superfamily domains. The top 200 superfamilies having the highest number

of FunFams are found to show significant diversity in structure and multi-domain

architecture compared to the remaining superfamilies (Figures 4.6b and 4.7b).

Also, the catalytic domain superfamilies among the top 200 superfamilies were

found to be significantly more structurally diverse than the non-catalytic domain

superfamilies (Figure 4.6b).

In summary, the functional classification of CATH superfamilies into FunFams

was analysed to explore the superfamily diversities captured by the FunFams. It

was shown that FunFams capture well the structural, functional and domain ar-

chitecture diversity in superfamilies. Moreover, the top 200 superfamilies in CATH

ranked by the number of FunFams accounts for nearly two thirds of all CATH

structural domains and show significant diversity in terms of function, structure

and multi-domain architectures compared to the rest of the superfamilies. More-

over, the subset of the top 200 superfamilies that contain domains that are respon-

sible for enzyme catalysis tend to me more structurally and functionally diverse

than the other superfamilies among the top 200 superfamilies.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.6: Structural diversity in CATH superfamilies. (a) Correlation of the
structural diversity with the number of FunFams in CATH superfamilies (plotted in
the logarithmic scale). The structural diversity of a superfamily is shown by the
number of distinct Structurally Similar Groups (SSGs) in which relatives super-
pose with <9Å RMSD. The color scheme is same as in Figure 4.5. (b) Box plot
of the number of distinct SSGs are shown. p-values indicated in the plot were
calculated using the Wilcoxon Rank-Sum tests.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.7: Multi-domain architecture (MDA) diversity in CATH superfamilies. (a)
Correlation of the MDA diversity with the number of FunFams in CATH super-
families (plotted in the logarithmic scale). The MDA diversity of a superfamily is
shown by the number of different MDAs containing one or more superfamily do-
mains. The color scheme is same as in Figure 4.5. (b) Box plot of the number
of different MDAs are shown. p-values indicated in the plot were calculated using
the Wilcoxon Rank-Sum tests.
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4.4.1 Network visualisation of FunFam relationships

Many highly-populated superfamilies in CATH have considerable structural and

functional diversity. A fast and easy approach in capturing this diversity and gain-

ing useful insights about function evolution in superfamilies from a large-scale

perspective is by the use of sequence similarity networks (Atkinson et al., 2009).

Recently, a large number of superfamily studies have used sequence similarity

network-based approaches based on full-length sequences (Brown and Babbitt,

2014).

For all CATH domain superfamilies having two or more FunFams, superfamily

networks have been constructed using Cytoscape (Smoot et al., 2011) in which

FunFams are represented by nodes and the edge distances correspond to the se-

quence similarity between the FunFam HMMs assessed using Profile Comparer

(PRC) (Madera, 2008). The networks are visualised in the prefuse force-directed

layout with edges weighted by the PRC score. These networks provide a com-

prehensive summary of domain sequence, structure and function relationships in

a CATH superfamily. For example, Figures 4.8 and 4.9 shows two networks for

the structurally and functionally diverse HUP superfamily that are useful for un-

derstanding how function has been modulated by sequence or structure changes

between the FunFams. In Figure 4.8, the nodes are coloured by the EC number

of constituent sequences. It can be seen from the figure that most of the time,

FunFams having the same EC number (i.e same colour) cluster together. Figure

4.9 shows a reduced network of FunFams of high information content in the HUP

superfamily and structural diversity among the FunFams of high information con-

tent in the superfamily. These networks can aid in the identification of potential

novel targets for experimental characterization.
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Figure 4.8: Visualisation of functional diversity in the HUP superfamily using
Cytoscape (Kohl et al., 2011) networks. The nodes in the network represent Fun-
Fams and the edges represent sequence similarities between the FunFam HMMs
calculated using PRC (Madera, 2008). The size of the nodes (FunFams) reflect
their population in number of sequences and the nodes are linked by edges if the
similarity of their HMMs is above a PRC score of 10. This network highlights the
functional diversity of the HUP superfamily where all nodes are coloured accord-
ing to the EC numbers of their constituent sequences and grey nodes indicate
those without any EC annotation (including non-enzymes).
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Figure 4.9: Visualisation of structural diversity in the HUP superfamily using Cy-
toscape (Kohl et al., 2011) networks. The nodes represent FunFams and edges
represent sequence similarities between the FunFam HMMs as described in Fig-
ure 4.8. This network shows the available structure data among the FunFams
with high information content in the HUP superfamily. The purple coloured nodes
indicate FunFams with known structure and the grey nodes indicate FunFams
without any known structure. Structural representatives of selected FunFams
(encircled and numbered in red) are shown at the bottom of the figure to highlight
the structural diversity of the superfamily.
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4.5 Identification of functional sites using FunFams

As well as using FunFams for predicting functional annotations i.e. GO or

EC terms for proteins (see Chapter 3), FunFams can also be used for predicting

protein functional residues since the conserved sites in FunFams are known to be

highly enriched in catalytic site residues (see Section 2.3.7, Chapter 2). Thus,

information in the conserved sites in FunFams can be used to determine the

location of residue sites essential for protein functions, thereby, providing insights

into the mechanism of the protein and can be very useful for identification of

functional determinants. To manually assess this, a case study was performed

on the identification of functional determinants (FDs) in serine beta-lactamases

(proteins that degrade beta-lactam antibiotics that result in antibiotic resistance)

using the FunFams.

4.5.1 A case study on identification of protein functional

determinants using FunFams

The serine beta-lactamases were chosen for this study as they have been very

well-studied as there is significant structure and sequence data available. They

were also chosen as our collaborators in the Midwest Center for Structural Ge-

nomics (MCSG) were interested in target selection of different variants of the

beta-lactamases. The aim was to identify relatives with different antibiotic resis-

tance properties.

4.5.1.1 Serine beta-lactamases

Beta-lactamases (or β-lactamases, EC 3.5.2.6) are enzymes produced by some

Gram-negative and Gram-positive bacteria that provide resistance to beta-lactam

antibiotics such as penicillins, cephalosporins and carbapenems by hydrolysing

the amide bond of the core beta-lactam ring (Figure 4.10a), thereby inactivat-
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Figure 4.10: (a) Core structure of penicillins (a group of beta-lactam antibiotics)
where ’R’ is the variable group. The beta-lactam ring is highlighted in red. (b)
Multiple structural alignment of representative structures of Classes A, C and D
serine beta-lactamases and DD-peptidases. The catalytic serine (S70) and lysine
(K73) pair, conserved in all the enzymes, is also shown.

ing it. The beta-lactam antibiotics act by inhibiting DD-peptidase (also known as

DD-transpeptidase) enzymes that are responsible for the cross-linking of pepti-

doglycan units within the bacterial cell wall. The bacteria becomes sensitive to a

variety of environmental stresses in the absence of a cell wall and this results in

cell lysis. Excessive use of antibiotics worldwide have resulted in the emergence

of increased beta-lactamase mediated resistance which poses a serious threat to

modern medicine.

About 2 billion years ago, fungi evolved the ability to synthesize beta-lactam

antibiotics that bind irreversibly to DD-peptidases, thus, inhibiting their activity. In

response to this, it is presumed that some bacterial DD-peptidases have evolved

into beta-lactamases that can break open the beta-lactam ring in an antibiotic,

thereby inactivating it (Hall and Barlow, 2004). Serine beta-lactamases comprise

three classes (Classes A, C and D) of beta-lactamases that utilise a catalytic ser-

ine residue in the breakdown of antibiotics and share the same structural fold
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and CATH superfamily (3.40.710.10, DD-peptidase/Serine Beta-Lactamase su-

perfamily) as the DD-peptidases. In the DD-peptidase/Serine Beta-Lactamase

superfamily, although the serine beta-lactamases tend to have lower structural

similarity with the DD-peptidases than with each other, the structural core is con-

served across the whole superfamily (Figure 4.10b). In particular, a catalytic ser-

ine (S70) and lysine (K73) pair in the active site of DD-peptidases and serine beta-

lactamases, superpose well. The residue positions of serine beta-lactamases are

generally referenced by their corresponding structural equivalent residue in PDB

1SHV. This is referred to as the Ambler numbering system.

The three classes (Classes A, C and D) of serine beta-lactamases have evolved

different solutions to degrade beta-lactam substrates and the major difference

between the three classes is that they employ different implementations of the

same general mechanism of action. This involves acylation followed by deacyla-

tion of the beta-lactam by the enzymes (Fenollar-Ferrer et al., 2008). The general

mechanism for all three Classes is as follows: (i) During acylation, the same

structurally-equivalent catalytic serine is activated using a base which performs a

nucleophilic attack on the beta-lactam ring, breaking the amide bond and form-

ing an acyl-enzyme intermediate with the antibiotic. (ii) During deacylation, the

acyl-enzyme intermediate undergoes hydrolysis. A water molecule is activated

by a base for nucleophilic attack on the carbonyl bond of the acylenzyme, which

releases the serine and the hydrolysis end-product from the acyl-enzyme inter-

mediate and the enzyme is regenerated.

Although the mechanisms of the three Classes have been investigated exten-

sively, they are still not completely clear as for each Class several hypotheses

and lines of evidence exist. According to the current hypotheses and the MACiE

(Holliday et al., 2007) database, for Class A, a glutamate (E166) residue acts as

the base for both acylation and deacylation steps; for Class C, a tyrosine (Y130)

residue acts as the base for acylation and a lysine (K70) residue acts as the
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base for deacylation and for Class D, a carboxylated lysine (K70) residue acts

as the base for both acylation and deacylation steps. All the above residues lie

close (within 5 Å) to the catalytic serine. Thus, there are differences in the bases

that activate the catalytic serine during acylation and those that activate the wa-

ter molecule that performs the hydrolysis of the acyl-enzyme intermediate. In

addition, there are differences in the residue types hydrogen bonding to and pro-

tonating the amide nitrogen atom and other residue differences which have not

yet been attributed a functional role.

4.5.1.2 Classification of serine beta-lactamase classes by FunFams

Conventional sequence comparison methods such as BLAST can be used to

recognise closely related sequences i.e. greater than 60% identity for each Class

of serine beta-lactamases. However, since distant relatives in each Class share

less than 30% sequence identity with each other, more sensitive techniques are

needed to completely distinguish the Classes.

The FunFHMMer protocol (described in Section 2.3.2 in Chapter 2) was used

to sub-classify the DD-peptidase/Serine Beta-Lactamase superfamily into distinct

functional families or FunFams. Manual inspection of the UniProtKB descriptions

of the serine beta-lactamases confirmed that three FunFams of the superfamily

captured well the three serine beta-lactamase classes A, C and D respectively.

Small manual adjustments were made to the FunFams that resulted in complete

agreement between the FunFam classification and beta-lactamase classes. For

each serine beta-lactamase Class FunFam, the experimental annotations given in

UniProtKB were inspected and any sequences having non beta-lactamase anno-

tations e.g. having a DD-peptidase annotation were removed. These comprised

fewer than 2% of sequences within each FunFam. It was assessed whether the

FunFHMMer predictions of conserved residues in the FunFams of each of the

three classes captured the residue differences in the active sites reported in the
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literature, and whether FunFHMMer could reveal additional sites distinguishing

these classes.

4.5.1.3 Functional determinants (FDs) identified using CATH FunFams

A three way multiple structural alignment was first built by selecting non-redundant

sequences (at 60% sequence identity) with known structure, from each beta-

lactamase Class FunFam and constructing an alignment by performing succes-

sive pairwise structure alignments using SSAP (Taylor and Orengo, 1989) against

the representative that best matches all other representatives. After this, hmm-

build from the HMMER3 (Eddy, 2009) software was used to create an HMM for

the structure alignment. Sequence relatives from the Class A, C and D FunFams

were then aligned to the HMM using the hmmalign command from the HMMER3

software. GroupSim (Capra and Singh, 2008) was then applied to the result-

ing structure-based sequence alignment to find functional determinants (FDs) i.e.

residues conserved in one class but not conserved, or conserved in a different

way, in another class.

A structure-based sequence alignment was used instead of a multiple se-

quence alignment of the FunFams as the sequence alignment of the Class A

and C FunFams together using the default parameters or mafft-profile option of

the MAFFT algorithm did not align two functionally important and structurally-

equivalent residues at Ambler position 130 i.e. the serine (S130) in Class A and

tyrosine (Y130) in Class C (see Figure 4.11). This highlights the value of using

structural data, where available, to guide an alignment of remote homologues.

The residue positions in the three serine beta-lactamase Classes that were

identified by the FunFams as functional determinants are shown in Figure 4.11)

using sequence logos of the three Classes. The functional determinants are also

listed in Table 4.2. Two of these functional determinants (Ambler residue po-

sitions 130 and 166) are already known in the literature for contributing to the
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implementation of the mechanism for different Classes. These two functional de-

terminants along with a predicted functional determinant, Ambler position 211,

that is likely to have an important functional role are the discussed in details in

this section.

Table 4.2: Functional determinants that distinguish the three serine beta-
lactamase classes predicted by applying GroupSim (Capra and Singh, 2008) to
a structure-based sequence alignment of the A, C and D classes of serine beta-
lactamase FunFams in the CATH superfamily 3.40.710.10. The predicted func-
tional determinants identified in each FunFam are listed in the table along with
their proportion of incidences in a FunFam. For simplicity, only residues having
proportion greater than 0.1 are listed. Known catalytic site residue positions in
any of the Classes are marked by asterisk (*).

Ambler
residue

Distance (Å)
from

Serine 70

Residue in
Class A
FunFam

Residue in
Class C
FunFam

Residue in
Class D
FunFam

130* 4.98 S (0.98) Y (1.00) S (1.00)

131 8.1 D (1.00) A (0.66)
S (0.34)

V (0.48)
T (0.33)
A (0.15)

133 10.36 T (0.64)
S (0.16)

S (0.48)
P(0.26)
A (0.18)

W (1.00)

134 10.58 A (0.98) S (0.93) V (0.77)
Y (0.15)

136 10.18 N (0.98) G (1.00) Q (0.69)
E (0.29)

157 14.96 D (0.96) L (0.92) Y (1.00)
166* 4.84 E (1.00) A (0.78) W (0.96)

179 9.23 D (0.95) V (0.85)
I (0.11) L (0.98)

185 14.92 A (0.79)
S (0.15) D (1.00) E (0.98)

211 11.21 M (0.69)
L (0.30) E (0.99) M (1.00)

245 7.75 N (0.59)
G (0.34)

S(0.59)
A(0.35) W (1.00)

246 9.08 D (0.61)
I (0.35) Y (1.00) F (0.63)

W (0.33)
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Ambler residue 130

A well-known position which differentiates between the three classes, and identi-

fied by FunFams, is the Ambler residue 130, which is a catalytic serine in Class

A and D protonating the amide nitrogen atom of the beta-lactam ring after forma-

tion of the tetrahedral intermediate. By contrast, Class C has a catalytic tyrosine

at position 130, which is also implicated in activating the hydrolytic water during

the deacylation step. Figure 4.12 shows the Ambler residue 130 in Class A and

Class C serine beta-lactamases. Ambler residue 131 is also identified as having

a functional role by FunFams, in Class A (aspartate). Mutation studies reported

in the literature have suggested that this residue is important for maintaining the

enzyme activity. The corresponding residues in the other two classes are different

but also conserved, although to a lesser extent, and so may also play a functional

role.

Ambler residue 166

Another well-known function determinant identified by FunFams is the Ambler

residue 166 which is a catalytic glutamate in Class A, activating the hydrolytic

water for the acylation and deacylation steps. Different residues are found at this

position in the other two classes - alanine in Class C and tryptophan in Class D.

The tryptophan in Class D, W166, is known to be involved the hydrogen bonding

network near the catalytic serine and lysine, however, the exact role of the alanine

residue in Class C is not yet known. The catalytic glutamate, E166, in Class A

beta-lactamases lies in the ’omega-loop’ region, a conserved structural element

in the Class A beta-lactamases, in which lies three other key residues identified by

FunFams, near to the E166 - Ambler residues 157, 169 and 179, all differentially

conserved in the 3 classes.
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Figure 4.12: Functional determinants in Class A and Class C beta-lactamases.
The three FDs - Ambler residue numbers 130, 166 and 211 are shown highlighted
in Class A (green) and Class C (blue) beta-lactamase structures and sequence
logos. The catalytic residues common to both enzymes (S70, K73 and K234) are
shown in red.

Ambler residue 211

The Ambler residue 211, also a FunFam predicted functional determinant, is a

highly conserved glutamate in Class C and usually a methionine residue in the

other two classes. The E211 in Class C is located on the opposite side of the

E166 in Class A beta-lactamases and is known to be involved in the hydrogen

bonding network around the catalytic serine and affects the deacylation step to a

small extent. Class A and Class C beta-lactamases are known to use opposite

faces of the acyl-enzyme species for the approach of the hydrolytic water. The

tyrosine at Ambler position 130 in Class C is implicated in activating water as

mentioned above and it is likely that this tyrosine (lying in between E211 and

S70, see Figure 4.12) assists the E211 in activating the water molecule. This
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is necessary since E211 is rather distant from the catalytic S70 in the Class C

beta-lactamases.

4.5.1.4 FunFams help identify known functional determinants

The validation of some of the FunFam predicted functional determinants (FDs)

for serine beta-lactamases by experimental data reported in the literature demon-

strates the power of the CATH FunFams to detect these sites and then exploit

this information to correctly separate the three classes. Many of these residues

appear to be involved in different strategies for activating the water molecule used

for hydrolysis of the acylated beta-lactams. The other functional determinants that

lie in close proximity of the catalytic residues (see Table 4.2) and have not yet

been reported in the literature may be good targets for mutagenesis experiments

to better characterise the reaction chemistry of the serine beta-lactamases.

4.6 Recent developments

Based on the validation of reasonable functional purity of the FunFams and the

manual assessment of their utility to identify functional determinants in the serine

beta-lactamases, we concluded that the FunFams provide useful sequence con-

servation information that could be used to help identify functional sites in pro-

teins. This led to the recent development of a functional site prediction method,

FunSite.

4.6.1 FunSite: identification of functional sites using FunFams

It has already been established in Chapter 2 that the CATH FunFams group

together domain sequences that are functionally related and that the highly con-

served residues in the FunFam multiple-sequence alignments (MSAs) are signif-

icantly enriched in functionally important residues (Das et al., 2015b). Recent

studies of selected FunFams by Garcia et al. (2016) have reported that the Fun-
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Fams are also structurally coherent. Based on the sequence conservation in-

formation and structural data in the CATH FunFams, a method called FunSite

was developed to identify functional sites in proteins that could also be used for

improving the functional purity of the FunFams.

The FunSite method (see Figure 4.13) predicts functional sites in query pro-

tein sequences using sequence and structure information from the CATH FunFam

MSAs, and is based on the assumption that functionally important residues tend

to spatially cluster together in the three dimensional structure. It requires a pro-

tein domain sequence in FASTA format as input and a representative structure for

the FunFam it matches best (i.e. lowest E-value match). The method provides a

prediction of putative functional residues in the query domain as output. The Fun-

Site method uses two separate protocols for the prediction of active site residues

and ligand-binding residues.

In the first step of the FunSite method, the query sequence is scanned against

the library of CATH FunFam HMMs using HMMER3 (Eddy, 2009). The query se-

quence is assigned to a FunFam if the E-value of the match to the FunFam HMM

achieves the inclusion threshold of the FunFam (see Section 3.3.1 in Chapter

3). Subsequently, the method scores the conservation of residues in the matched

FunFam alignment using Scorecons and maps the top ranked residues, accord-

ing to the Scorecons score, to the structural representative of the FunFam. The

top ranked residues are defined as residues ranked in the top Nth percentile where

N can be 20 or 10 or can be specified by the user. The structural representative

for a FunFam is chosen as the structural domain having the highest structural

similarity to all structural domains within the FunFam.

4.6.1.1 FunSite protocol for prediction of active sites

Clefts are identified in the FunFam structural representative using Speedfill, a

modified version of SURFNET (Laskowski, 1995), and only those top ranked
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residues that have a Scorecons score of ≥ 0.8 and lie within a distance of 4

Å of the 5 largest clefts in the structural representative are selected. These se-

lected residues are then clustered at a radius of 4 Å using a using a recursive

clustering algorithm developed by Dr. Andrew Martin, Structural and Molecular

Biology Dept., UCL, (personal communication) that clusters residues based on

the minimum distance between all atoms of the residues in a protein structure.

In recursive partitioning, the algorithm starts with a single cluster of residues and

then splits it into multiple homogeneous clusters that have the smallest within

cluster residue distances where the ‘within cluster residue distance’ is used as

a measure of how homogeneous the cluster is with respect to the residues in it.

Only clusters with at least 3 residues are retained. The number of residues in

these clusters that have Scorecons scores ≥ 0.95 are then counted. Bartlett et

al. (2002a) had reported that on average an enzyme has 3.5 catalytic residues

and on manual inspection of the active sites of enzymes with known catalytic

residue information, it was seen that the active site of an enzyme does not gener-

ally exceed 10 residues. As a result, if more than 10 FunSite predicted residues

have Scorecons scores ≥ 0.95, only the top 10 FunSite residues are predicted

as active site residues. Otherwise all residues within the clusters (with at least 3

residues) are predicted as active site residues.

4.6.1.2 FunSite protocol for prediction of ligand-binding sites

Solvent accessibility calculations for all residues are performed on the FunFam

structural representative using NACCESS (Hubbard and Thornton, 1993) that is

based on the program ACCESS (Richmond and Richards, 1978). Residues with

relative accessible surface area (RSA) >20% are considered as solvent exposed

residues and those with RSA ≤ 20% are considered as buried (Chen and Zhou,

2005; Chen et al., 2013). Subsequently, the depth of each residue is calculated as

the mean distance of all atoms of the residue from the nearest atom in the surface
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of the structural representative. Residues with depths ≤ 5Å are considered as

close to the protein surface and others are considered to be buried deep inside

the structure (Tina et al., 2007). Clefts are also identified in the FunFam structural

representative using Speedfill (Laskowski, 1995).

The top ranked residues that lie close to the surface and any residue with

a Scorecons score of ≥ 0.7 that lies within a distance of 1 Å of the 3 largest

clefts in the structural representative are selected. The selected residues are then

clustered at a radius of 5 Å using the recursive clustering algorithm developed

by Dr. Andrew Martin, Structural and Molecular Biology Dept., UCL (personal

communication). As described previously, this clusters residues based on the

minimum distance between all atoms of the residues in a protein structure. Only

clusters with at least 3 residues are retained and their constituent residues are

predicted as ligand-binding residues.

The filtering of the top ranked residues within clefts or near the surface in

the above FunSite protocols followed by spatial clustering aids the subdivision of

large conserved surface patches into smaller and more distinct functional sites.

The active site protocol, however, does not limit its analysis to surface residues.

This is because a large number of known catalytic residues in experimental pro-

tein structures have been reported to have low relative solvent accessibilities

(<7% relative surface accessibility) including a few catalytic residues that are

completely buried (Bartlett et al., 2002b).

4.6.1.3 Assessment of FunSite predictions

For assessing the performance of functional site predictions by FunSite, a dataset

of 938 protein domain sequences in CATH (v4.0) was generated that had known

structures and known catalytic site residues in the Catalytic Site Atlas (Porter

et al., 2004, version 2.0) identified from literature-based evidence. Biologically

relevant ligand-binding residues for the dataset were extracted from the NCBI In-
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ferred Biomolecular Interaction Server (IBIS) (Shoemaker et al., 2012) excluding

any residues inferred by homology.

HMM models were generated for all CATH FunFam MSAs. Query sequences

had been excluded from these MSAs. The query domains were then scanned

against the FunFam HMM library using HMMER3. 816 domains could be as-

signed to 371 FunFams of high information content i.e. FunFams with a DOPS

score of greater than 70 (see Section 1.2.1.2 in Chapter 1, for explanation of

DOPS score and threshold) from 225 superfamilies. The query set was then re-

duced to a representative set of 371 domains, containing only one domain for

each unique CATH FunFam.

The FunSite protocol was run on the query domain sequences and a predic-

tion of active site residues and ligand-binding residues were obtained for each

query. The predicted functional site residues in the FunFam structural represen-

tative were then mapped to the known query domain structure by aligning the

query domain sequence to the FunFam MSA containing the structural represen-

tative using the mafft –add option in MAFFT (Katoh et al., 2002). To assess

the performance of FunSite, none of the query domain structures were used as

structural representatives by the protocol.

4.6.1.4 Residue enrichment analysis

Residue enrichment analyses, similar to those described in Chapter 2, Section

2.3.7, were performed on the query dataset to compare the enrichment of known

catalytic and ligand-binding residues within the predicted FunSite residues com-

pared to the background set of all residues in the query domains. For each query

domain, enrichment scores were calculated as the difference between the pro-

portion of predicted residues that are known functional residues (i.e. catalytic

or ligand-binding) and the proportion of all residues that are known functional

residues. The enrichment scores of query domains were averaged for each su-
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perfamily for both catalytic and ligand-binding residues. Different top percentile

ranked residues ( 20th or 10th) were used as definitions for top ranked residues

in the FunSite protocol to evaluate their comparative performance in the query

set. Enrichment analysis was also done for a FunFam protocol using Scorecons

scores ≥ 0.7 (FunFamsScorecons−0.7) to select functional residues as used in Sec-

tion 2.3.7 in Chapter 2.

Enrichment of catalytic residues

Figure 4.14 shows the distribution of averaged enrichment scores for each su-

perfamily, for 222 superfamilies represented by the query domains, for predicted

FunSite catalytic residues. Higher enrichment scores for superfamilies indicate

a higher enrichment of catalytic residues within the predicted FunSite residues

Figure 4.14: Distribution of averaged enrichment scores for each superfamily for
predicted FunSite catalytic residues using 20th and 10th percentile ranked residues
and residues predicted from FunFamsScorecons−0.7. Using Wilcoxon Rank-Sum
tests, both the two FunSite distributions were found to be significantly different
from the FunFamsScorecons−0.7 distributions with p < 2.2x 10−16. No significant dif-
ference was found between the FunSite 20th and 10th percentile protocol distribu-
tions.
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in the query domains that have been assigned to the superfamily. Two-sided

Wilcoxon Rank-Sum tests were used to determine whether there was a significant

difference between the means in the distribution of average enrichment scores

in the FunSite protocols using 20th and 10th percentile ranked residues and the

FunFamsScorecons−0.7 protocol. It was seen that overall, the FunSite method (us-

ing either 20th or 10th percentile ranked residues) provides a clear advantage (p

< 2.2x 10−16) over simply selecting conserved sites (residues having Scorecons ≥

0.7) from the FunFam MSAs for the prediction of active site residues.

Whilst, for more than 95% of the query domains in the dataset, the FunSite

predicted active site residues (using both 20th and 10th percentile ranked residues)

show higher enrichment for catalytic residues from CSA compared to the FunFam

protocol of selecting residues using a Scorecons score cut-off of 0.7, for ∼ 2%

of the query domains, the FunSite active site predictions were affected by the

constraint of using spatial clusters containing 3 or more residues and for another

2% of the query domains, where predicted residues by FunSite or the FunFam

protocol showed no enrichment of catalytic residues, the FunFam to which the

query domain was assigned, was found to be functionally impure i.e. containing

functionally different sequences.

An unpaired, one-sided Wilcoxon rank sum test (Kruskal, 1957) was also run

on the averaged enrichment values for catalytic residues for all superfamilies us-

ing the wilcox.test function in R (R-Core-Team, 2014). This test assessed a p-

value for the null hypothesis that the median enrichment value was zero. An en-

richment value of zero indicates that the proportion of functional residues within

predicted FunSite residues is the same as the proportion of functional residues

within residues that are not predicted by FunSite. The alternative hypothesis as-

sumed that the median enrichment value was greater than zero, i.e. a positive en-

richment value, which reflected a greater proportion of functional residues within

predicted FunSite residues in comparison to residues not predicted by FunSite.
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Wilcoxon Rank-Sum tests reported significant p-values for FunSite predicted cat-

alytic residues (Table 4.3).

Table 4.3: p values calculated from enrichment scores of catalytic residues (from
CSA) within the predicted FunSite Active site residues and residues predicted
from FunFams using Scorecons scores ≥ 0.7 compared to the background set of
all residues in the query proteins using Wilcoxon Rank-Sum tests.

Protocol Enrichment of CSA residues
FunSite using Top 20th percentile residues p = 7.8 x 10−31

FunSite using Top 10th percentile residues p = 1.53 x 10−28

FunFam residues with Scorecons score ≥ 0.7 p = 1.5 x 10−30

Enrichment of ligand-binding residues

Figure 4.15 shows the distribution of averaged enrichment scores for each su-

perfamily, for 222 superfamilies represented by the query domains, for predicted

FunSite ligand-binding residues. Two-sided Wilcoxon Rank-Sum tests were used

to determine whether there was a significant difference between the means in

the distribution of average enrichment scores in the FunSite protocols using 20th

and 10th percentile ranked residues and the FunFamsScorecons−0.7 protocol. It was

seen that the FunSite method (using either 20th or 10th percentile ranked residues)

provides a clear advantage (p < 2x 10−8) over simply selecting conserved sites

(residues having Scorecons ≥ 0.7) from the FunFam MSAs for prediction of

ligand-binding site residues. Furthermore, the FunSite predictions using 10th per-

centile ranked residues were found to provide better enrichment of ligand-binding

residues than using the 20th percentile ranked residues.

An unpaired, one-sided Wilcoxon rank sum test (Kruskal, 1957) was run on

the averaged enrichment values for ligand-binding residues for all superfamilies

using the wilcox.test function in R (R-Core-Team, 2014) similar to that was run

for catalytic residues. Wilcoxon Rank-Sum tests reported significant p-values for

ligand-binding residues predicted by FunSite (Table 4.4).
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Figure 4.15: Distribution of averaged enrichment scores for each superfamily for
predicted FunSite ligand-binding residues using 20th and 10th percentile ranked
residues and residues predicted from FunFamsScorecons−0.7. Using Wilcoxon Rank-
Sum tests, both the two FunSite distributions and the FunFamsScorecons−0.7 distri-
butions were found to be significantly different from each other with p < 2x 10−8.

Table 4.4: p values calculated from enrichment scores of IBIS ligand-binding
(LIG) residues within the predicted FunSite ligand-binding residues and residues
predicted from FunFams using Scorecons scores ≥ 0.7 compared to the back-
ground set of all residues in the query proteins using Wilcoxon Rank-Sum tests.

Protocol Enrichment of IBIS LIG residues
FunSite using Top 20th percentile residues p = 2 x 10−27

FunSite using Top 10th percentile residues p = 4.5 x 10−28

FunFam residues with Scorecons score ≥ 0.7 p = 7 x 10−22

4.6.1.5 Comparison with Evolutionary Trace using MCC and BDT scores

The performance of FunSite in predicting functional (catalytic and ligand-binding)

residues was compared with the Evolutionary Trace (ET) method using MCC

and BDT scoring measures. This was done by comparing the predicted Fun-

Site residues for a query dataset using different top percentile (20th and 10th per-
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centile) ranked residues against the corresponding top percentile ranked Evo-

lutionary Trace residues. The pre-calculated Evolutionary Trace predictions for

the query dataset was downloaded from the ET server (Lichtarge et al., 1996;

Lua et al., 2016). The MCC and BDT scores (using a distance threshold of 3

Å), routinely used for assessment of functional site predictions (Schmidt et al.,

2011; Gallo Cassarino et al., 2014), were calculated with respect to known cat-

alytic residues in CSA and ligand-binding residues in IBIS. The comparisons were

done for a common dataset of 246 query domains.

Figures 4.16 and 4.17 show the comparison of BDT and MCC score distri-

butions for active site and ligand-binding site predictions respectively by FunSite

and ET for a common dataset of 246 query domains with respect to known cat-

alytic residues in CSA and ligand-binding residues in IBIS respectively. Two-sided

Wilcoxon Rank-Sum tests were used to determine whether there was a significant

difference between the means in the distributions of BDT or MCC scores for the

predictions by ET and FunSite.

For active site site predictions, the FunSite predictions for the query domains

was found to give higher BDT and MCC scores for a larger number of query do-

mains compared to ET using both 20th and 10th percentile ranked residues (Figure

4.16). However, the difference between the means in the distributions of ET and

FunSite predictions was significant only for the BDT score distributions of ET and

FunSite using the top 20th percentile ranked residues with a p value < 0.000176

(Figure 4.16a).
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For ligand-binding site predictions, the FunSite predictions for the query do-

mains was found to give higher BDT scores for a larger number of query domains

compared to ET using the top 10th percentile ranked residues (Figure 4.17). The

difference between the means in the distributions of ET and FunSite predictions

using the top 10th percentile ranked residues was found to be significant with a p

value < 0.0056 (Figure 4.17a). No significant differences was found in the other

distributions of ET and FunSite for the ligand-binding site predictions.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.16: Distribution of BDT and MCC scores for predicted active site
residues by FunSite and ET method using the top (a) 20th and (b) 10th percentile
ranked residues.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.17: Distribution of BDT and MCC scores for predicted ligand-binding site
residues by FunSite and ET method using the top (a) 20th and (b) 10th percentile
ranked residues.
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4.6.2 Conclusion and future work

In this chapter an in-depth analysis of the functional families or FunFams in the

CATH-Gene3D resource was first performed. The FunFams were then examined

for their utility in exploring superfamily diversity and identifying functional sites in

proteins.

The CATH(v4.0)-Gene3D(v12) resource classifies over 235,000 structural do-

mains and over 25 million sequence domains into 2735 superfamilies. The super-

families in CATH-Gene3D were sub-classified into functional families or FunFams

using the GeMMA (Lee et al., 2010) clustering algorithm and the FunFHMMer

(Das et al., 2015b, see Chapter 2) functional classification algorithm. Approxi-

mately 4.56 million Gene3D sequences that had at least one sequence relative

annotated with high-quality GO annotations (see Section 2.3.2 in Chapter 2) at

90% sequence identity were used as seed sequences for the FunFHMMer proto-

col. This resulted in generation of 110,439 FunFams in 2735 superfamilies that

could be mapped to over 11.7 million (45.73%) Gene3D sequences and 179,826

(76.52%) CATH structural domains.

The fact that less than half the Gene3D sequences are assigned to the Fun-

Fams could be attributed to the inability of seed sequences to represent the se-

quence diversity of some superfamilies and conservative inclusion thresholds of

the FunFam models. Furthermore, although ∼ 82% of all the FunFam sequences

could be mapped to highly informative FunFams (i.e. presence of evolutionary

distant relatives in a FunFam), only about 16% of the FunFams were found to

have high information content (i.e. as measured by the DOPS score calculated

by Scorecons, see Section 1.2.1.2 in Chapter 1). Use of electronically anno-

tated sequences as seed sequences and lowering the value of FunFam inclusion

thresholds would help in increasing the information content and coverage (i.e. in-

crease the percentage of Gene3D sequences assigned to a FunFam) of a large

number of FunFams. In the current version of FunFHMMer, only sequence clus-
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ters with at least one high-quality GO annotation are used along with conservative

FunFam inclusion thresholds as the FunFams are primarily used for function pre-

diction to ensure their functional purity. However, it may be useful to improve the

information content and coverage of the FunFams for other applications such as

prediction of functional sites and structural modelling.

The FunFams were used for exploring superfamily diversity in the CATH-

Gene3D resource and it was seen that the functional classification of superfam-

ilies into FunFams sheds light on superfamily diversities in terms of structure,

function (measured by EC number diversity) and MDA. The top 200 superfami-

lies in CATH, ranked by the highest number of FunFams, were found to dominate

nature, accounting for more than 65% of all CATH structural domains. An anal-

ysis of these top 200 superfamilies revealed that they show significantly higher

diversity in structure, EC numbers and MDAs than the rest of the superfamilies.

Furthermore, the enzyme-associated domain superfamilies among the top 200

superfamilies that contain domains that are solely responsible for enzyme cataly-

sis were found to show significantly more diversity in structure, EC numbers and

MDAs than the remaining top 200 superfamilies. Furthermore, visualisation of

FunFam relationships in a superfamily using networks provided a good approach

to examine and gain useful insights about the superfamily diversity.

The utility of the sequence conservation information of FunFams in identify-

ing protein functional sites was manually assessed on serine beta-lactamases

(enzymes that degrade beta-lactam antibiotics resulting in antibiotic resistance)

that are assigned to the beta-lactamase/DD-peptidase superfamily that also con-

tains DD-peptidases which are closely related to the serine beta-lactamases.

The FunFams in the beta-lactamase/DD-peptidase superfamily were found to

separate the three Classes of beta-lactamases (Classes A,C and D) and DD-

peptidases into separate FunFams. Serine beta-lactamase functional determi-

nants (i.e. residues differing between the three serine beta-lactamase Classes)
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were identified by analysing a three-way structure based-sequence alignment of

the three serine-lactamase Class FunFams using GroupSim (Capra and Singh,

2008). Detailed analysis of the functional determinants revealed that these residue

positions are likely to contribute to the differences in the implementation of the

catalytic mechanism of the three Classes of beta-lactamases.

Based on the functional purity and predictive power of the FunFams, the Fun-

Site method was developed that makes use of the sequence conservation infor-

mation in FunFams and associated structural data to predict functional sites in

protein domains. Using a dataset of 371 query domains, the FunSite predicted

active site residues and ligand-binding residues were found to be significantly en-

riched in catalytic residues from the CSA and IBIS ligand-binding residues. A

comparison of the FunSite and Evolutionary Trace (ET) predictions on a com-

mon dataset of 246 protein domains showed that the FunSite method performs

competitively with the widely-used ET method. The performance of the FunSite

method may be further improved by using a more sophisticated method for rank-

ing residues that does not allow repetitive ranks. Furthermore, the relative ranking

of residues can be improved by differentiating between conserved residues that

change between FunFams (i.e. functional determinants) and conserved residues

that are invariant in related FunFams or the entire superfamily. Furthermore,

it was found that the ligand-binding residues predicted by the FunSite method

showed a significant enrichment of protein-protein interaction (PPI) residues with

a p value < 2.14x10−6 compared to residues with Scorecons score ≥ 0.7 in Fun-

Fams (p = 0.143) using a Wilcoxon Rank-sum test. This suggests that it may

be possible to extend the FunSite ligand-binding site prediction method in future

to predict PPI residues by removing the constraints of pockets and focusing on

surface patches.



Chapter 5

Structure-based classification and

annotation of moonlighting proteins

5.1 Background

An increasing number of proteins have been identified to be multi-functional

(performing multiple functions) in the post-genomic era contrary to the over sim-

plistic one gene-one enzyme-one function hypothesis prevalent in the 1940s (Bea-

dle and Tatum, 1941). A number of these proteins have been found to moonlight,

i.e., perform multiple independent functions within a single polypeptide chain (Fig-

ure 5.1) that are not due to gene fusions, splice variants or post-translational

modifications (Jeffery, 1999). The multiple roles of moonlighting proteins are not

restricted to certain organisms or protein families, nor do they have a common

mechanism through which they switch between different functions. Orthologous

proteins in different organisms do not necessarily share moonlighting functions.

Figure 5.1: Example of a moonlighting protein. The figure shows the structure
of the rabbit Phosophoglucose isomerase along with two arrows (A and B) in-
dicating its primary and moonlighting functions respectively. The arrow A indi-
cates its primary function as a cytosolic enzyme (catalysing the interconversion
of glucose-6-phosphate and fructose-6-phosphate) and the arrow B indicates its
moonlighting function as an extracellular cytokine that causes the differentiation
of leukemia cells. Taken from Jeffery (2003).
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Experimentally identified moonlighting proteins have been shown to switch

functions as a consequence of changes in cellular locations within and outside

the cell, expression in different cell types, oligomerisation states, ligand binding

locations, binding partners and complex formation (Figure 5.2) (Jeffery, 1999,

2004b).

Figure 5.2: Examples of mechanisms in moonlighting protein for switching be-
tween the primary and moonlighting functions. Taken from Jeffery (2003).

A large number of moonlighting proteins have been found to be involved in

bacterial virulence, DNA synthesis or repair, cancer cell motility and angiogene-

sis, amongst other processes. For example, Neuropilin is a moonlighting protein

that is known to show diverse functions due to changes in cellular contexts. In

endothelial cells, it is a vascular endothelial cell growth factor (VEGF) receptor
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and a major regulator of angiogenesis, vasculogenesis and vascular permeabil-

ity. However, in nerve axons, it is a receptor for a different ligand (Semaphorin III)

and mediates neuronal cell guidance.

Currently, there exist two manually-curated databases of moonlighting pro-

teins, MultitaskProtDB (Hernández et al., 2014) and MoonProt (Mani et al., 2014),

each of which lists more than 280 moonlighting proteins known in the litera-

ture. However, the rapid increase in the number of identified moonlighting pro-

teins suggest that the phenomenon may be common in all kingdoms of life. So

far, the moonlighting function(s) of the proteins have been mostly discovered by

serendipity and little is known about the molecular mechanisms of proteins (Jef-

fery, 2004a). Consequently, any efforts to characterize the molecular mecha-

nisms of such proteins and understand their structure-function relationship would

aid in identifying new moonlighting functions and help in better understanding of

the complex functional role of proteins in the cell.

5.2 Identification of moonlighting by computational

approaches

Moonlighting proteins pose a major challenge for automated protein function

prediction methods as a majority of these methods use homology to inherit an-

notations. Homology-based function prediction methods can often lead to erro-

neous annotations of a query protein if a moonlighting function is inferred from a

homologous protein. Similarly, annotations inferred by these methods for a query

moonlighting protein would be incomplete if inherited from an homologous non-

moonlighting proteins.

A number of computational tools have been assessed to understand whether

current approaches for protein function prediction can identify the moonlighting

functions of proteins (Gómez et al., 2003; Khan et al., 2012; Hernández et al.,

2015). These methods can be broadly categorised into: (i) remote homology
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search using PSI-BLAST (Altschul et al., 1997), (ii) motif or domain search-based

methods using data from protein family resources such as BLOCKS, ProDom,

Pfam and other InterPro member databases, (iii) structure-based methods and

(iv) methods using interactomics data from protein-protein interaction (PPI) databases

such as DIP (Xenarios et al., 2002), BIND (Bader et al., 2003) and APID (Prieto

and De Las Rivas, 2006). While the first three categories use either sequence

or structural homology to predict protein functions, the last category either ex-

ploits PPI data to search for interaction partners for a query protein to predict its

functions (Espadaler et al., 2008; Gómez et al., 2011) or clusters PPI networks to

identify novel multifunctional or moonlighting proteins (Becker et al., 2012).

Gómez et al. (2003) and Hernández et al. (2015) compared the performance

of the PSI-BLAST and various motif/domain search against protein family re-

sources manually on a dataset of 46 and 288 moonlighting proteins respec-

tively. Both studies concluded that remote homology searches using PSI-BLAST

gives good performance for identifying moonlighting proteins, however, among

the domain-based methods, Gómez et al. (2003) found ProDom to perform the

best, while Hernández et al. (2015) found Pfam to perform best. Hernández et al.

(2015) further concluded that PSI-BLAST results combined with information from

PPI databases was found to give the best performance.

Khan et al. (2012) showed that the PFP (Protein Function Prediction) (Hawkins

et al., 2009) and ESG (Extended Similarity Group) (Chitale et al., 2009) methods

(only available as webservers) outperform PSI-BLAST in predicting diverse func-

tions of moonlighting proteins using a small dataset of 19 moonlighting proteins

using precision-recall curves similar to those used in CAFA (see Section 3.1.3.1

in Chapter 3). For the moonlighting protein dataset, Khan et al. (2012) had re-

ported that ESG shows the highest precision in predicting GO terms while PFP

provides higher coverage in predicting diverse GO terms associated with the pro-

teins in the dataset. Both PFP and ESG can be regarded as modification of the
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PSI-BLAST algorithm. The PFP method uses all the sequence hits of a PSI-

BLAST search for a query sequence up to an E-value of 100 and combines the

frequency of GO terms of all the sequence hits to predict GO terms using an E-

value based scoring scheme along with a data-mining tool, Function Association

Matrix, that predicts additional GO terms for the sequence hits from PSI-BLAST

based on the frequency at which they co-occur in UniProt sequences (Hawkins et

al., 2006). In contrast, the ESG method performs iterative PSI-BLAST searches

from the sequence matches of an initial PSI-BLAST search for a query sequence

up to an E-value of 1000, performing a multi-level exploration of the sequence

similarity space around the query sequence. It predicts GO terms by combining

information from all the sequence matches in the sequence similarity space in

the vicinity of the query sequence (i.e. up to an E-value of 100) using the data-

mining tool similar to the PFP algorithm. While the PFP predictions are designed

to provide a larger coverage by retrieving annotations widely from weakly similar

sequences, ESG predictions provide higher specificity from consistently predicted

GO terms in an iterative PSI-BLAST search (Khan et al., 2015).

5.3 Aims and Objectives

This chapter first proposes a classification of moonlighting proteins based on

the structure-function analyses of selected moonlighting proteins. A few exam-

ples of moonlighting proteins in each classification are described in detail followed

by some general trends. Secondly, we assess the performance of the FunFHM-

Mer function prediction pipeline for functional annotation of moonlighting proteins.

This has been published in:

Das, S. and Orengo, C. A. (2015). Protein function annotation using protein domain

family resources, Methods, 93, 24–34.
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5.4 A structure-based classification of

moonlighting proteins

A dataset of 23 known moonlighting proteins was constructed from the Moon-

Prot (Mani et al., 2014) database and the literature that had structural data and

information regarding experimentally verified functional sites responsible for the

primary and moonlighting function(s) of the protein was available. Information

on catalytic site residues for the proteins were extracted from the Catalytic Site

Atlas (CSA) (Porter et al., 2004) and additional functional annotations were ex-

tracted from PDBsum (de Beer et al., 2014) and UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot (UniProt-

Consortium, 2015).

The structural data available for the dataset of moonlighting proteins was ex-

amined and a classification of moonlighting proteins was proposed based on the

spatial locations of the experimentally-verified functional sites exploited by a pro-

tein to perform its primary and moonlighting function(s). The primary and moon-

lighting function(s) of the proteins are referred to as ‘Function 1’ and ‘Function

2’ in this Chapter. The moonlighting proteins were classified in the following five

categories:

i) Proteins having distinct sites for different functions in the same domain.

ii) Proteins having distinct sites for different functions in different domains.

iii) Proteins using the same residues for different functions.

iv) Proteins using different residues in the same or overlapping site for different

functions.

v) Proteins using different structural conformations for different functions.
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5.4.1 Proteins with distinct sites for different functions in the

same domain

These are single domain or multi-domain proteins (listed in Table 5.1) that use

distinct spatial functional sites of a single domain for carrying out their primary

and moonlighting function(s).

5.4.1.1 α-Enolase (Streptococcus pneumonia)

α-Enolase (EC 4.2.1.11) from Streptococcus pneumonia is a key glycolytic en-

zyme (Function 1) that is also expressed on the bacterial cell-surface where it

binds human plasminogen to facilitate the host invasion process during infection

(Function 2) (Ehinger et al., 2004). The protein is known to exist in an octameric

state both in the cytoplasm and on the cell surface. Each monomer of α-enolase

consists of a TIM barrel domain and a 2-layer αβ sandwich domain (Figure 5.3).

Figure 5.3: Primary and moonlighting functions of α-Enolase (PDB:1W6T). (a)
Single chain of Enolase showing the enzyme active site (primary function) in
blue and the plasminogen binding site (moonlighting function) in red. (c) Eno-
lase monomer displayed as surface. The TIM barrel domain is coloured in grey
(TIM barrel) and the 2-layer αβ sandwich domain is coloured in orange.
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The structurally conserved α-enolase active site is located in a surface pocket

of the TIM barrel which comprises the catalytic residues Glu164, Glu205 and

Lys342 in S. pneumoniae. Two plasminogen-binding sites have also been found

in the TIM barrel domain at sites distinct from the active site which include a

nine-residue internal motif (248FY DKERKY V256) and terminal lysine residues

(433KK434). The former site has been shown to have a more important role in

interacting with plasminogen than the latter. The last lysine residue is not part of

the globular structure as it is disordered.

5.4.1.2 Albaflavenone monooxygenase, (Streptomyces coelicolor A3(2))

Albaflavenone monooxygenase (CYP170A1) (EC 1.14.13.106) from Streptomyces

coelicolor A3(2), catalyzes the last two steps in the biosynthesis of the antibiotic

Albaflavenone (Function 1) (Zhao et al., 2008). Study of the crystal structure

of Albaflavenone monooxygenase has shown that it exists as a dimer having two

chains, each consisting of a single, α orthogonal bundle (Figure 5.4). These stud-

ies also revealed that this protein can also function as a Terpene synthase (EC

4.2.3.47) (Zhao et al., 2009) in the synthesis of farnesene isomers from farnesyl

diphosphate (Function 2). This catalytic activity was identified on the basis of sig-

nature sequences and motifs associated with terpene synthases. The residues

Trp92, Pro274, Val338, Ile447 and Thr448 are involved in the monooxygenase

activity whereas the residues Arg116, Leu244, Leu248, Glu263, Val268, Leu271,

Ile272 and Phe415 are associated with the terpene synthase activity and are lo-

cated in different pockets in the protein. The monooxygenase activity was found

to be optimal between the pH 7.2-8 and was found to decline at lower pHs which

favours the terpene synthase activity (pH 5.5-6.5). This suggests that the two dif-

ferent enzymatic states of the protein possess optimal conformations at distinct

pHs.
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Figure 5.4: Primary and moonlighting functions of Albaflavenone monooxyge-
nase (PDB: 3EL3). The monooxygenase (primary function) and terpene synthase
(moonlighting function) active sites are shown in blue and red respectively in the
(a) cartoon and (b) surface representation of Albaflavenone monooxygenase.

5.4.1.3 MAPK1/ERK2 (Homo sapiens)

Studies to characterise the human protein-DNA interactome revealed that the hu-

man Mitogen-activated protein kinase 1 (MAPK1) (also known as Extracellular

signal-r kinase 2, ERK2) (Function 1) also functions as a DNA binding transcrip-

tional repressor (Function 2) that regulates interferon gamma signalling (Hu et

al., 2009). The crystal structure of the human MAPK1 exists as a monomer which

contains two domains: a discontinuous αβ 2-Layer sandwich domain and a mainly

α orthogonal bundle domain (Figure 5.5). The kinase active site residues involve

Asp147, Lys149, Ser151 and Asn152. However, the motif involved in binding

DNA is – 259KARNY LLSLPHKNKV PWNR277 and it can be seen from Figure

5.5 that the kinase active site is located far from the DNA-binding motif.
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Figure 5.5: Primary and moonlighting functions of human MAPK1/ERK2 (PDB:
4G6N). The MAPK1 active site (primary function) is shown in blue and the DNA-
binding motif (moonlighting function) is highlighted in red. Different domains are
shown in grey and orange.

5.4.2 Proteins with distinct sites for different functions in

different domains

The second category of moonlighting proteins are multi-domain proteins (listed

in Table 5.2) which use functional sites in separate domains to carry out their

primary and moonlighting function(s).

5.4.2.1 Malate synthase (Mycobacterium tuberculosis)

Malate synthase (EC 2.3.3.9) is a cytoplasmic enzyme (Function 1) involved in the

glyoxalate pathway (Tolbert, 1981). In M. tuberculosis it has also been found on

the cell wall, adapted to function as an adhesin that binds laminin and fibrinogen

and this may contribute to M. tuberculosis virulence by promoting infection and

dissemination (Function 2) (Anstrom and Remington, 2006). The structure of

the M. tuberculosis malate synthase consists of two identical chains each of
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which consists of 4 domains - an α orthogonal bundle, a TIM barrel, a mainly

β complex domain and an α up-down bundle (Anstrom and Remington, 2006).

The malate synthase active site residues are Glu273, Asp274, Arg339, Glu434,

Leu461, Asp462 and Glu633 (highlighted as blue sticks) and the residues that

are associated with binding laminin or fibrinogen are Gln696-Glu727 (highlighted

in red) (Figure 5.6). Both the sites are present in different domain regions of the

protein.

Figure 5.6: Primary and moonlighting functions of Malate Synthase (PDB:
2GQ3). The enzyme active site (primary function) is shown in blue and the
laminin-binding site (moonlighting function) is shown in red. Different domains
are shown in yellow, green and grey.

5.4.2.2 BirA (E. coli)

The E. coli BirA protein performs different functions depending on its dimeric state

(Wilson et al., 1992). As a heterodimer with biotin carboxyl carrier protein (BCCP)

subunit of acetyl-CoA carboxylase, it functions as a biotin protein ligase (Function

1), and as a homodimer, it functions as a biotin operon repressor (Function 2)

that binds to DNA (Jeffery, 2011). The BirA structure consists of three domains:
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an α orthogonal bundle, an α/β 2-Layer sandwich domain and a mainly β SH3-

type fold (Figure 5.7). The residues responsible for the two functions of BirA

are located in distinct sites in the protein. The catalytic residues for the ligase

activity of the protein are Arg118, Lys183 and Arg317 and are found in a pocket

formed between the αβ sandwich, the SH3 domain and a helix-turn-helix (H-T-H)

motif (residues 22-46). This H-T-H motif, found in the orthogonal α bundle, is

responsible for the DNA-binding function of the protein (Figure 5.7) (Wilson et al.,

1992).

Figure 5.7: Primary and moonlighting functions of BirA (PDB: 1BIB). The en-
zyme catalytic site (primary function) residues are shown in blue while the H-T-H
motif involved in binding DNA (moonlighting function) is shown in red. Different
domains are shown in yellow, orange and grey.

5.4.2.3 MRDI (H. sapiens)

The protein, Mediator of RhoA-dependent invasion (MRDI), is a moonlighting pro-

tein found in humans (Templeton et al., 2013) that acts as a methylthioribose-1-

phosphate (MTR-1-P) isomerase (EC 5.3.1.23) (Function 1) and a mediator of

melanoma cell invasion (Function 2) in melanoma cells. The MRDI structure con-

sists of 2 chains each comprising a 4-helix bundle and a Rossmann fold (Figure
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5.8). The catalytic residues of MRDI are Cys168 and Asp248 (shown in blue),

which are located in the base of a pocket. Structural comparison of MRDI with

other MTR-1-P isomerases and mutational analysis identified a site (comprising

the residues Ser283 and Arg109 that are shown in red in Figure 5.8) responsible

for the invasion phenotype that is distal from the catalytic site in another pocket of

the protein formed between the two domains of each chain.

Figure 5.8: Primary and moonlighting functions of human MRDI (PDB:4LDQ).
The active site residues (primary function) are shown in blue while the residues
implicated in controlling invasion (moonlighting function) is shown in red. Different
domains are shown in yellow and grey.

5.4.3 Proteins using the same residues for

different functions

These are multi-domain proteins (listed in Table 5.3) which utilize the same func-

tional site for carrying out their primary and moonlighting function(s).

Table 5.3: Proteins using the same residues for different functions

Protein (organism) Function 1 Function 2 Structure Refs.

GAPDH (E. coli)
GAPDH

(EC 1.2.1.12)

NAD ribosylating

activity
1DC5 (Aguilera et al., 2010)

Leukotriene A-4

hydrolase (H. sapiens)

Leukotriene A-4

hydrolase (EC 3.3.2.6)

Aminopeptidase

(EC 3.4.11.24)
2R59 (Haeggström, 2004)

Hemagglutinin

(Paramyxovirus)

Hemagglutinin

binding

Neuraminidase

(EC 3.2.1.18)
1E8T (Crennell et al., 2000)
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5.4.3.1 GAPDH (E. coli)

The E. coli glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH; EC 1.2.1.12)

(Function 1) is a multifunctional housekeeping protein. It also catalyses its own

NAD+-dependent ADP-ribosylation which has been implicated in host-pathogen

interactions (Function 2) (Aguilera et al., 2010). GAPDH consists of two chains,

each comprising a Rossmann fold and a α3β5 sandwich domain (Yun et al., 2000).

The three catalytic residues of GAPDH are Cys149, His179 and Ser238, which

are located in the sandwich domain (Figure 5.9). However, mutational analyses

have shown that the catalytic Cys149 (shown in red) is also the target residue of

the ADP-ribosylation .

Figure 5.9: Primary and moonlighting functions of GAPDH (PDB: 1DC5). The
catalytic site residue Cys149 (shown in red) is the residue known to be involved
for both the primary and moonlighting functions of E. coli GAPDH. The other
catalytic residue His179 is shown in blue.
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5.4.3.2 Leukotriene A4 hydrolase (Homo sapiens)

Leukotriene A4 hydrolase (EC 3.3.2.6) is a bifunctional zinc metalloenzyme that

converts the fatty acid epoxide leukotriene A4 (LTA4) into a potent chemoattrac-

tant, Leukotriene B4 (LTB4) (Function 1) and also exhibits an anion-dependent

aminopeptidase activity (EC 3.4.11.24) (Function 2) (Haeggström, 2004). Both

the enzymatic activities require the presence of the catalytic zinc which is coordi-

nated by the three zinc-binding residues His295, His299, and Glu318. The crystal

structure of the LTA4 hydrolase consists of 3 domains: a β sandwich, an α orthog-

onal bundle and a α-α superhelix domain (Figure 5.10) (Tholander et al., 2008).

It also contains the 269GXMEN272 motif in the M1 family of zinc peptidases. Mu-

tation of either of the catalytic residues Glu296 and Tyr383 residues resulted in

loss of the aminopeptidase activity and mutation of the catalytic residue Glu271

abolished both the epoxide hydrolase activity and the aminopeptidase activity.

Glu271 is a unique example of a catalytic residue that has distinct roles in two

separate catalytic reactions for two chemically different substrates. Based on the

LTA4 hydrolase structure and structure activity studies, mechanistic models for

the role of Glu271 in the epoxide hydrolase activity and in the aminopeptidase

reaction (Rudberg et al., 2002) were proposed. In the first model for the epoxide

hydrolase activity, Glu-271 activates a water molecule bound to the zinc to pro-

mote an acid-induced opening of the epoxide and the generation of a carbocation

intermediate. In the second model for the aminopeptidase activity, Glu-296 polar-

izes a water molecule for nucleophilic attack at the carbonyl carbon of the scissile

peptide bond. Tyr-383 donates a proton to the peptide nitrogen, and Glu-271

binds the terminal amino group.
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Figure 5.10: Primary and moonlighting functions of Leukotriene A4 Hydrolase
(PDB: 2R59). The catalytic site residue Glu271 that is involved in two different
catalytic reactions - epoxide hydrolase (primary function) and amino-peptidase
(moonlighting function) activity- is shown in red. The other two catalytic site
residues Glu296 and Tyr383 are shown in blue.

5.4.4 Proteins using different residues in the same or

overlapping site for different functions

Moonlighting proteins in this category are multi-domain proteins (listed in Table

5.4) which use overlapping functional sites for carrying out their primary and

moonlighting function(s).
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5.4.4.1 Phosphoglucose isomerase (Oryctolagus cuniculus, Mus muscu-

lus, Homo sapiens)

Phosphoglucose isomerase (PGI, EC 5.3.1.9) is a glycolytic enzyme which cataly-

ses the interconversion of glucose-6-phosphate and fructose-6-phosphate (Func-

tion 1). It is a known to moonlight as an autocrine motility factor (AMF, tumor-

secreted cytokine that promotes cellular growth and motility), neuroleukin (a neu-

rotrophic factor for neurons) and differentiation mediator in mammals (Function

2) (Jeffery et al., 2000). The human PGI exists as a dimer comprising 3 do-

mains: two (one large and one small) Rossmann fold domains and an α orthog-

onal bundle (Read et al., 2001) (Figure 5.11). The known catalytic site residues

are: Lys210, Glu216, Gly271, Arg272, Glu357, His388, Lys518 (1IAT). The PGI

inhibitor erythrose 4-phosphate (E4P) is known to inhibit both the enzymatic and

cell motility activities of PGI. Moreover, mutation of the catalytic residues resulted

in significant reduction in the cell motility stimulating activity.

Figure 5.11: Primary and moonlighting functions of human Phosphoglucose iso-
merase (PGI)(PDB:1IAT). Catalytic site residues are shown as red sticks. Inhi-
bition of enzymatic (primary function) and autocrine motility factor (moonlighting
function) functions of PGI by the PGI inhibitor and mutational analysis of the cat-
alytic residues have indicated overlapping regions of both functions in the human
PGI.
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5.4.4.2 Aldolase (Plasmodium falciparum)

The fructose-bisphosphate aldolase (EC 4.1.2.13; Function 1) from Apicomplexan

parasites such as P. falciparum and P. vivax also provides a bridge between the

actin filaments and TRAP (thrombospondin-related anonymous protein) which

is critical for the host invasion machinery of the malaria parasite (Function 2)

(Bosch et al., 2007). The P. falciparum aldolase structure consists of 4 chains,

each consisting of a TIM barrel domain (Figure 5.12). The aldolase active site

residues and the residues involved in binding actin or TRAP overlap, are located

in the centre of the TIM barrel. The aldolase active site consists of the residues

Asp39, Lys112, Glu194 and Lys236 whilst the actin binding residues of aldolase

are Arg48, Lys112, Arg153, Lys236 and the TRAP binding residues are Glu40,

Lys47, Arg48, Lys151, Arg153, Arg309 and Gln312.

Figure 5.12: Primary and moonlighting functions of Aldolase. (a) Cartoon struc-
ture representation of P. falciparum aldolase (PDB: 2PC4) is shown. (b) This
figure highlights the centre of the TIM barrel of the aldolase in surface represen-
tation. In both figures, the enzyme active site (primary function) is shown in blue
and the actin-binding site (moonlighting function) is shown in red.
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5.4.5 Proteins with different structural conformations for

different functions

These are ‘transformer proteins’ (Knauer et al., 2012) (listed in Table 5.5) which

use different conformational states for carrying out their primary and moonlighting

function(s).

Table 5.5: Proteins using different conformations for different functions

Protein (Organism) Function 1 Function 2 Structure Refs.

RfaH (E. coli) Transcription factor
Translational

regulator
2OUG, 2LCL

(Belogurov et al., 2007)

(Burmann et al., 2012)

Lymphotactin (Ltn)

(H. sapiens)

Chemokine

(activates XCR1)

Binds cell-surface

glycosaminoglycans
2JP1 (Tuinstra et al., 2008)

5.4.5.1 RfaH (E. coli)

RfaH is a bacterial anti-termination protein which binds to the RNA polymerase

(RNAP) and suppresses pausing, Rho-dependent inhibition and intrinsic termi-

nation at a subset of sites (Function 1) (Belogurov et al., 2007). As a result,

termination signals are bypassed, which allows complete synthesis of long RNA

chains. RfaH is a two-domain protein. The two domains are observed to interact

closely in the crystal structure. The RfaH N-terminal domain (NTD) has a central

antiparallel β-sheet surrounded by α-helices and the C-terminal domain (CTD) in

the crystal structure is an all--helical domain. However, the solution structure of

the protein, solved by NMR, showed that the RfaH CTD folds into an α-helical

structure when it interacts with the RfaH NTD and transforms into an all-β-sheet

fold in the absence of NTD (Figure 5.13). These two different fold states allow the

protein to perform alternative functions. When the CTD exists in the all-β-sheet

state, it can stimulate translation by recruiting a ribosome to an mRNA lacking a

ribosome-binding site (Function 2) (Burmann et al., 2012).
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Figure 5.13: Primary and moonlighting functions of RfaH. The Rfah CTD is
coloured in orange. In the closed form of RfaH (a), the CTD (α-helix form) and
NTD tightly interacts, and it works as a transcription factor (PDB: 2OUG). The
subsequent (or simultaneous) refolding of the CTD into a (b) β-barrel transforms
RfaH into a translation factor (PDB: 2LCL).

5.5 Exploiting CATH FunFams to annotate

moonlighting proteins

We used a dataset of 144 proteins from the database MultitaskProtDB (Hernández

et al., 2014) to analyse whether the functional annotations from CATH FunFams

can be exploited to suggest moonlighting.

All analyses were performed on the UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot database and UniProtKB-

GOA database (dated November 2013 and considering only non-IEA GO terms).

The performance of FunFHMMer on the moonlighting protein dataset was bench-

marked against PSI-BLAST, BLAST and Pfam families, since PSI-BLAST and

Pfam were shown in previous studies (Gómez et al., 2003; Khan et al., 2012;

Hernández et al., 2015) to perform well in predicting the moonlighting functions
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of proteins.

PSI-BLAST was performed with the default setting of three iterations. Then all

hits with an E-value score <0.01 that have annotations, were used for transfer-

ring annotations to the query sequence. The GO term predictions were labelled

according to the annotation frequency of a particular GO term amongst the PSI-

BLAST hits and propagated up the GO directed acyclic graph (DAG). For the

Pfam and FunFHMMer predictions, the moonlighting predictions were removed

from the seed sequences of the respective Pfam families or CATH FunFams and

their corresponding HMMs were then generated. The moonlighting proteins were

then scanned against the HMMs and the GO terms of their FunFam top hits (E-

value <0.01) were transferred to the query in a probabilistic manner calculated

as the annotation frequency in a matched family and propagated up the GO DAG.

Performance of function predictions made by FunFHMMer compared with PSI-

Figure 5.14: Comparison of the performance of FunFHMMer with PSI-BLAST,
BLAST and Pfam in prediction of moonlighting proteins.
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BLAST (number of iterations = 3), BLAST and Pfam is illustrated in Figure 5.14

for Molecular Function Ontology (MFO) using a precision-recall (pr-rc) curve (see

Section 3.1.3.1 in Chapter 3). The figure clearly indicates that both FunFHMMer

and Pfam perform competitively and better than both BLAST and PSI-BLAST in

predicting GO terms for the 144 moonlighting proteins in the dataset.

As mentioned before, methods aiming to detect diverse sequences (i.e. PSI-

BLAST, PFP,ESG, or scans of Pfam families) can help in capturing the functional

diversity of moonlighting proteins and aid in predicting secondary or alternative

functions of these proteins, as these alternative functions are sometimes present

in remote homologues (Khan et al., 2012; Hernández et al., 2015). However,

the FunFHMMer protocol is designed to predict functions based on functionally

coherent FunFams. This would be expected to distinguish between relatives with

alternative functions when these are associated with different sequence motifs.

For example, the Chaperonin 60 apical domain (CATH 3.50.7.10) sequences

for Homo sapiens and Enterobacter aerogenes which have two different moon-

lighting functions (Henderson et al., 2013) are split into two different FunFams

(3979 and 3904 respectively) in CATH v4.0 FunFams for the apical domain super-

family. Moreover, an analysis of the conserved residues of the FunFams showed

that FunFHMMer had identified the moonlighting motif which was reported in the

literature (see Figure 5.15).

Figure 5.15: Partial sequence logos of CATH FunFams 3904 and 3979 is shown
that is generated using WebLogo 3.0 (Crooks et al., 2004). The known moon-
lighting motif (in green) in human HSP60 sequence is highly conserved in its
best match family in CATH-Gene3D (FunFam 3904) in the Chaperonin 60 api-
cal domain superfamily but it is absent in a closely related family (FunFam 3979)
containing bacterial sequences which have a different moonlighting activity.
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5.6 Conclusion and Discussion

From the detailed analysis of the moonlighting proteins examined above, one

can see considerable structural diversity in the types of domains that have evolved

a moonlighting function together with significant diversity in the different types of

moonlighting functions that have evolved in these proteins. Some of the moon-

lighting proteins utilize different sites for their primary and moonlighting functions,

however, there are others which use overlapping regions with their primary func-

tional site or even the same site for both functions. Our investigation of moon-

lighting proteins revealed two general trends of functional site utilization in moon-

lighting proteins:

(i) Type 1: The primary functional site resides in the largest pocket of the

protein while the moonlighting functional site is present on a distinct exposed

surface of the protein. This is true for proteins for which binding to other proteins

facilitates their moonlighting function. Examples: Enolase, Perodoxin, MAPK1,

PutA, I-Anil

(ii) Type 2: The primary and moonlighting functional sites are present on two

pockets or clefts in the protein structure. These sites can be utilized for two differ-

ent enzymatic reactions or an enzymatic reaction together with a binding function.

Examples: Cytochrome c, Albaflavenone Monooxygenase.

Figure 5.16 shows the structural and functional diversity of the CATH domain

superfamilies that are represented in the moonlighting proteins discussed in this

chapter. We observe that these proteins belong to superfamilies ranging from

very low to high structural and functional diversity. Knowledge of the structural

and functional diversity sheds some light on the possible routes by which they may

have acquired their moonlighting function. For example, for domain superfamilies

with high structural diversity, it is more likely that the new functions can emerge

through structural embellishments. By contrast, domain superfamilies having low

structural diversity are more likely to evolve a new function by domain recruitment
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Figure 5.16: Structural diversity vs functional diversity of CATH superfamilies
represented in the moonlighting protein dataset studied in this chapter. Structural
diversity is represented by the number of structural clusters (domains clustered at
5ÅRMSD) in the superfamilies and the functional diversity is represented by the
number of functional families identified in the superfamily.

or use of different amino acids.

Function annotations were predicted using the FunFHMMer function predic-

tion protocol and compared to predictions made by PSI-BLAST, BLAST and Pfam.

FunFHMMer outperformed predictions from both BLAST and PSI-BLAST and

performed competitively with annotations predicted from Pfam families.

Previously, studies by Gómez et al. (2003); Khan et al. (2012) have estab-

lished that the inference of functional annotations from remote homologs using

PSI-BLAST, ESG and PFP is useful in identifying the moonlighting or alternative

functions of a protein. In practice these methods can be viewed as searching

for a ‘needle in a haystack’ as it is difficult for a researcher to identify the correct

hit from the large output from these tools. However, analysis of the results of

the moonlighting dataset benchmark described in our work shows that functions

predicted by protein families such as Pfam and the CATH FunFams outperforms

PSI-BLAST. This suggests that an alternative sequence-based approach to iden-
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tify the moonlighting or alternative functions of a protein is to use a finer classifica-

tion of close homologs such as Pfam or CATH FunFams to identify moonlighting

motifs that can aid in identifying the moonlighting function of proteins. Moreover,

the results of this approach would be easier for researchers to interpret.

Analysis of the known moonlighting proteins in terms of functionality, physi-

cal locations in the cell, mechanisms to moonlight and the type of genomes they

are found to exist in, sows that moonlighting proteins are diverse in nature. Jef-

fery (2015) suggests that moonlighting may be a more common phenomenon in

proteins than currently thought. This is supported by the view that moonlighting

provides the cell with an economical strategy to re-utilise or re-purpose existing

proteins for alternative purposes by avoiding synthesis of new proteins (Royle,

2013). However, only ∼ 300 moonlighting proteins are currently known, <40% of

these have known structures and only a handful of the proteins having structure

have experimentally characterised functional site information. As the number of

moonlighting proteins with experimental characterisations and structure informa-

tion increases, these analyses can be pursued further.



Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future directions

6.1 Summary of work

Analysis of protein function using a domain grammar of function requires func-

tional classification of a protein domain resource into coherent functional groups.

Towards this end, protein domain sequences in CATH-Gene3D superfamilies

were originally classified into functional families or FunFams by partitioning a hier-

archical tree of sequence relatives for each superfamily, produced by an in-house

agglomerative hierarchical clustering method, at a generic threshold (Lee et al.,

2010). This classification was later improved by a family identification method

which determined the optimal partitioning of the superfamily clustering tree by ex-

ploiting functional annotation data from the Gene Ontology (GO) to sub-classify

the domain superfamilies into FunFams (Rentzsch and Orengo, 2013).

In this work, a new and improved method, FunFHMMer, for functionally clas-

sifying CATH domain superfamilies was designed and developed. For each su-

perfamily in CATH, FunFHMMer identifies functional families or FunFams by de-

termining an optimal partitioning of the superfamily hierarchical clustering tree on

the basis of sequence information entirely and hence, is unaffected by limitations

of function annotation resources.

The first work chapter of this thesis describes the development of the FunFH-

MMer algorithm. FunFHMMer analyses sequence alignments of all parent node

clusters in the superfamily tree and identifies specificity-determining positions and

conserved positions using GroupSim (Capra et al., 2009). Various sequence-

based parameters were assessed to determine those that are critical for inferring

functional coherence of alignments by an in-depth analysis of the large, well-

studied and diverse Thiamine pyrophosphate (TPP)-dependent enzyme super-

family. These parameters were incorporated in FunFHMMer to calculate a novel
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index which is used to assess functional coherence of a parent node. The super-

family tree is then partitioned at the parent nodes that are inferred as not being

functionally coherent. Functional classification of 2735 protein domain superfam-

ilies in CATH (version 4.0) by FunFHMMer resulted in the generation of 110,439

FunFams that are significantly more functionally pure than in the previous classifi-

cations. The functional annotations provided by FunFams were found to be more

precise compared with those generated by other domain-based resources.

In the second work chapter, the predictive power of the FunFams was ex-

amined and it was found to provide better performance in function prediction for

uncharacterised sequences compared to other domain-based resources using a

UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot rollback assessment. Furthermore, the function prediction

pipeline based on the FunFams was ranked among the top 10 function prediction

methods in predicting GO terms in the Critical Assessment of protein Function

Annotation (CAFA) 2 international function prediction experiment. A web server

was set up to make the function prediction pipeline publicly-available.

In the third work chapter, an in-depth analysis of the FunFams generated by

FunFHMMer is performed which aids in the identification of steps that may im-

prove the quality of the FunFams. The utility of the FunFams to explore super-

family diversity was examined and it was found that the FunFams clearly cap-

ture information on structural, functional (measured by EC number annotations)

and multi-domain architecture diversity within superfamilies. The ability of the se-

quence conservation information in the FunFams in capturing protein functional

site information was manually assessed using the serine beta-lactamases which

are implicated in antibiotic resistance. Detailed analysis of the functional deter-

minants identified in serine beta-lactamases by the FunFams i.e. residues dif-

fering between three serine beta-lactamase Class FunFams showed that these

residue positions were likely to contribute to the different implementations of the

catalytic mechanism in the three Classes. Following this, a functional site pre-
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diction method, FunSite, was developed that predicts structural clusters of highly

conserved residues of a FunFam as functional sites for sequences assigned to

the FunFam. An analysis of 246 protein domains showed that the performance of

FunSite is competitive to the widely-used Evolutionary Trace (ET) method.

In the last work chapter, the structure-function relationships of moonlighting

proteins was examined and a classification of these proteins was proposed there-

after. The ability of FunFams was also assessed for providing functional annota-

tions for moonlighting proteins and its performance was found to be competitive

with that of Pfam, both of which outperformed PSI-BLAST, which had been pre-

viously reported to perform better than other family-based or domain-based re-

sources.

In summary, a new method for functional classification of protein domain su-

perfamilies in CATH into FunFams was developed. The FunFams were found to

be functionally pure and their use in protein function annotation and prediction

of functional sites using a domain-centric approach was validated by known func-

tional information. Furthermore, the FunFams provided a powerful tool in studying

evolution of function in protein domains.

6.2 Future directions

Whilst the FunFams in the CATH-Gene3D resource have been validated to be

reasonably effective in transferring experimental annotations between relatives,

there is still considerable room for improvement. The FunFams are still a coarse

level of clustering that may be improved by incorporating other parameters such

as structural data and multi-domain architecture information. For example, for

the analysis of serine beta-lactamases the FunFams were able to differentiate

between the three Classes (A, C and D) of serine beta-lactamases (see Section

4.5.1 in Chapter 4), however, in order to differentiate between different types

of Class A beta-lactamases that confer different phenotypes i.e. antibiotic resis-
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tance, a more classification-based approach exploiting structural data called the

Active Site Structural Profile (ASSP) protocol was developed by Dr. David Lee

(Lee et al., 2016). ASSP constructs an active site profile of a representative struc-

ture of a FunFam by considering a 8Å radius around a known catalytic residue.

The active site profile residues are then mapped to associated sequences in the

FunFam and the FunFam is then sub-classified into subfamilies by clustering

at 60% sequence identity. ASSP then determines the conserved residues and

functional determinants in different subfamilies by a parsimony analysis of the

residues in the active site profile region in all sequences of the subfamilies of the

FunFam.

In future, it should be possible to improve the quality of the FunFams by mak-

ing improvements to the FunFHMMer protocol in different aspects. A few potential

changes to the FunFHMMer protocol are discussed in the following sections.

6.2.1 Use of structural data

The FunFHMMer functional classification protocol currently focuses on sequence

data. Use of structural data along with the sequence conservation information in

the FunFams could help in the identification of likely functional sites that could

assist in assessing the functional coherence of sequence clusters by focussing

on likely functional sites. This could help to improve the functional quality of Fun-

Fams by preventing the merging of sequence relatives that do not share the same

functional sites. A probable automated strategy to improve the functional purity

of the CATH FunFams is illustrated in Figure 6.1 that uses conserved site in-

formation in the FunFams and structural data (where available) to focus on likely

functional sites.

This would first involve residue conservation analysis of FunFams using Score-

cons. The conserved residue data along with structural data available for the se-

quence relatives of a FunFam would be used for prediction of functional sites in
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Figure 6.1: A strategy to improve the functional purity of CATH FunFams.

the FunFam. These predicted functional site residues in FunFams would then

be used to infer whether sequence relatives in the FunFam share the same func-

tional sites or not. This information would not only help in improving the functional

purity of a large number of FunFams by splitting them based on the similarity of
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functional sites in sequence relatives but will also help in merging FunFams within

a superfamily that share the same functional sites. This could help to reduce the

number of FunFams having low information content and improve the quality the

FunFams in CATH. Alternatively, this strategy could also be integrated into the

FunFHMMer protocol during generation of FunFams to improve the assessment

of functional coherence of sequence clusters by focussing on predicted functional

sites.

6.2.2 Changes to GeMMA

The CATH superfamily clustering trees generated by the GeMMA clustering algo-

rithm (Lee et al., 2010) guides and limits the pairwise sequence cluster compar-

isons of the FunFHMMer protocol (Das et al., 2015b). The high-throughput ver-

sion of GeMMA (see Section 2.1.4.1) implements two heuristics - greedy merging

and comparison sampling - that have been reported to maintain the same perfor-

mance levels as the original GeMMA clustering protocol (Lee et al., 2010). How-

ever, the heuristics may have potential impacts (see Figure 6.2) on the clustering

process which may affect the quality of FunFams generated by the FunFHMMer

pipeline (Rentzsch, 2012).

It should be possible to improve the performance of FunFHMMer by either

(1) only applying changes to the GeMMA heuristics to certain stages of cluster-

ing depending on the size of the superfamily sequence dataset or (2) replacing

the GeMMA clustering method by a better-performing clustering approach. Fur-

thermore, the GeMMA clustering method used in the FunFHMMer protocol may

be changed or replaced by a better-performing clustering method to give a more

accurate clustering tree of sequence relatives for CATH superfamilies.
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Figure 6.2: Potential impact of the GeMMA heuristics on the clustering tree. The
green circles represent the node sequence clusters. (a) The original GeMMA tree
is generated by all-against-all cluster comparisons where only the most closely
related pair of clusters are merged at each iteration. (b) Use of greedy merging
heuristics results in merging of all clusters that meet a particular similarity thresh-
old in each iteration. This can result in a clustering tree where clusters C and D
are never compared as D gets merged with E at the same iteration in which C is
created. (c) Use of comparison sampling heuristics results in a randomly drawn
subset of comparisons to be carried out in each iteration. This can result in cases
where the pair A and B are not drawn in the first iteration, and A is then merged
with D. In the next iteration, A and B are not compared and A is already merged
to another cluster. Adapted from (Rentzsch, 2012).

6.3 Final remarks

Our knowledge of the protein repertoire is expanding rapidly as the interna-

tional genomics initiatives and metagenomics initiatives continue. However, less

than 1% of these proteins have experimentally characterised function annota-

tions (UniProt-Consortium, 2015). Clinical data is also accumulating, which links

genetic variations in proteins with disease. To make sense of all this data, compu-

tational approaches are required to predict the functions of the proteins identified

and determine the location of residue sites that are essential for these functions.

When an uncharacterised protein does not show sufficient similarity to any

characterised whole protein, its function can perhaps be better understood by

analysing its domain components and finding functionally characterised homologs
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for each domain. Exploiting this approach, a domain grammar (Dessailly et al.,

2009) can be used to describe protein function. The success of domain-based

strategies (Fang and Gough, 2013; Rentzsch and Orengo, 2013; Das et al.,

2015b) for protein function prediction in CAFA (Radivojac et al., 2013; Jiang et

al., 2016) also suggests that there is considerable signal in the domain, reflecting

the proteins molecular function and the context in which it operates.

The search for homologs using domain functional families can not only help in

improving the reliability of function predictions for uncharacterised sequences, but

it can also aid in the identification of highly conserved features of a functional fam-

ily, which are expected to be functionally important. This ability to assign unchar-

acterised sequences to functional families and obtain information on conserved

functional sites will be important for understanding the consequence of residue

mutations in genetic variants of these proteins. Furthermore, it potentially allows

more sensitive detection of new family members by homology recognition, better

discrimination between non-members and identification of novel sequences that

do not match any existing families.

This work describes a new approach for functional sub-classification of the

CATH-Gene3D domain superfamilies into functional families or (FunFams) based

on the difference in specificity-determining positions between functional groups.

This results in a domain classification that is able to provide accurate functional

annotations than broader groupings of relatives such as the previous functional

classification in CATH (i.e. families generated by DFX algorithm), Pfam and CDD

families. The predictive power of the FunFams was validated by their perfor-

mance in the recent CAFA 2 experiment (Jiang et al., 2016). Furthermore, their

utility in exploring functional diversity at the domain-level (Das et al., 2015a), an-

notating metagenome data (Dawson, 2015), providing good templates for homol-

ogy modelling (Lam et al., 2016), and identifying new drug targets (Garcia et al.,

2016) was also demonstrated recently. It is hoped that with the accumulation of
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more sequences, structures and function annotations, the domain-based func-

tional classification developed by this project will provide more accurate function

annotations and increased coverage in annotating uncharacterised proteins and

that the resulting functional family profiles will provide useful information towards

making sense of the vast uncharacterised sequence and structural data available.
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